Manipulation And Domination of the Body of Christ through Witchcraft

To keep Satan from getting the advantage over us; for we are not ignorant of his wiles and intentions.

Corinthians 2:11 (AMPC)
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A practical guide in deliverance relating to Witchcraft
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In a world of collapsing institutions, moral chaos and increasing violence, never was it more important to trace the hand of the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now works in the children of the disobedience and then, not only learn how to wrestle with him and his forces, but also how to overcome his forces by the Blood of the Lamb and the words of their testimonies.

Jesus came to this world with three main objectives: (1) to save the world from sin; (2) to destroy the works of the devil; and (3) to bring the kingdom of God among us. When a person becomes a believer in the Lord Jesus Christ, his relationship to everything in the physical, spiritual, mental and emotional world should undergo a radical change. But it does not necessary happen instantaneously: it is a process which requires deliberate action and will-power from the believer to grow and mature in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Witchcraft is nothing new; being around from the beginning it is not merely things happening to unsaved people, but is very much happening to believers daily and in fact will increase in number and intensity in the days coming.

The biblical promises are glorious: a heavenly Father who reaches out with loving arms, freedom from condemnation and shame and abundant life. Yet they seem only to mock us and the faith we claim. We struggle to walk the narrow road with heavy packs on our backs, while those around us seemingly glide by us. And always the questions add to our burden: Why me? What’s wrong with me? Has God failed or have I?

Neither has failed. There is hope. Hope comes in knowing that the truth sets us free. Consequently, we need to destroy the stronghold Satan has formed in our lives through his distortions of the truth. In order to overcome their influence and to claim a more abundant life, we need to demolish arguments and every pretension (everything) that sets itself up against the knowledge of God. And we must take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ (2 Corinthians 10:5).

It is truth that sets us free from the devil’s influence over us. The truth, rather than some personally achieved spiritual power, is what is essential to the success of our warfare. In order to emerge victorious from our warfare, we need the Word of God. Through His Word do we learn the nature of the battle we face. We learn about our armour and its
effectiveness. We learn that we have an ally in the Holy Spirit. We learn that while demons may compose a formidable enemy, God says: do not be afraid or discouraged.¹

**PRAYER POINT**

Ask for the following in prayer to prepare you for what is to follow:

- Ask that the eyes of your understanding will be opened and enlightened by the Lord (Ephesians 1:18)
- Ask for an understanding heart so that we can govern God’s people well and know the difference between right and wrong (1 King 3:8)
- Present yourself as a living sacrifice faithful unto death (Romans 12:1)
- Give your will over to God

### 1.1.1 ZERO POINT (MAYA)

In his book *Occult Grand Master*, lyke Nathan Uzorma explains that the fifth abnormal faculty of the mind is the medium of destruction that tracks evil spirits to come and manipulate a person. It is through this abnormal faculty that one enters into what is called Maya in the Sanskrit, which means ‘zero point’ or illusion. The *zero point* of the five perversions or propensities of the fifth abnormal faculty is of the mind. In this state at *zero point*, an individual can be controlled, managed, dominated, or manipulated by the forces of darkness even beyond someone’s awareness.

Uzorma iterates that man gets weakened and flummoxed in the mind by accusations, making the believer unable to pray. He continues by declaring

> no one on earth can be manipulated by an evil spirit except through the fifth abnormal faculty of the mind.

Esoteric or metaphysical power can dominate a person when he is either physically asleep, or at zero point. Apart from the state known as *zero point* (Maya) all the known projected attacks against a person can only subdue him in a sleep state.²

The five perversions or propensities of the fifth abnormal faculty are: (1) lust - making up 50%; (2) anger – 20%; (3) greed – 10%; (4) vanity – 10%; and (5) attachment to mundane things making up 10%.

---

At zero point, all the psychic gates (gates of the power of the body) are open for manipulation. The power of sin opens the gates for power to pass in and out. The seven gates in are: anus, sex organ, naval, heart, throat, forehead centre and centre between the eyes. The ten gates out are the two eyes, the two nostrils, the two ears, mouth, naval, sex organ and anus.3

The believer needs to ensure that all these gates are sealed with the Blood of the Lamb, Jesus Christ. This is automatically achieved when taking communion. Satan blinds the minds of people due to lack of: (1) faith, (2) trust in God, (3) love for God, (4) and obedience to God (2 Corinthians 4:4).

1.1.2 OBSTACLES TO DELIVERANCE

There could be many obstacles to deliverance. Among other are:

- Fear
- False agreements including incorrect beliefs, false religions etc.
- Evil covenants and -contracts
- Seals placed on curses can hinder deliverance – these are curses concealed through the 'seals'
- Presence of charmed/cursed objects

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Father, we open a court case and call Heaven and earth as witness – we ask that You will open the books and the archives relating to any witchcraft in my life, my family and my bloodlines, covenant lines and marriage lines
- I ask that you will remove fear from my life. I choose to walk in Your love, power and sound mind.
- I ask for divorce papers and restraining orders from all relevant demonic entities discussed in this paper
- I asks that You, the Judge of the universe, will declare that all witchcraft related covenants and/or contracts be declare illegal and of no value against us; replaces with the blood covenant I have with Jesus Christ.

3 Ibid, p. 29-31
✓ Break any seals residing over any curse however many and levels necessary. Nothing will be concealed.
✓ Reveal to me any witchcraft related object (e.g. jewelry, books, paintings, masks, clothing, makeup etc.) in my possession that I need to destroy or get rid of.

### 1.2. DEMONIC ENTITIES

All demons worship Satan. They stand under his control, guidance and instruction. As a deception tool, Satan brings in the disguise of getting people to worship demons, but indirectly they are worshiping Satan.

Demons, the lower agents of evil, have many guises and operate under many names and with many purposes. In the pagan view, they are a part of the natural order, entities of moral ambivalence that mostly deceive and interfere. In the Christian view, they are evil - fallen angels who, as Lucifer did, chose pride over obedience to God and were cast out of heaven. They are doomed to eternal Hell and serve the Devil, making unending assaults on human beings in an attempt to subvert souls to the Devil’s domain.

Outside monotheism, demons have a long history of interfering in the affairs of the physical world and the lives of people, though not always with the goal of subverting souls. They act as tricksters and create annoying disturbances. More seriously, they cause illnesses, insanity, disasters, and bad luck. Whatever the guises, names and agendas, demonic forces are constantly at play in the world. Evil is insidious, a Trojan horse that destroys from within, degrading people’s thoughts, intentions, and will. Evil often operates through people, in the murder, mayhem, oppression, and violence people wreak on one another.

Some people adamantly insist that demons do not exist. They readily believe in angels and other representatives of the forces of light and good, but they deny the existence of malevolent beings. They would rather not know anything about the demonic than dignify demonic forces by studying them. Some of them naively think that if they do not believe in demons, they will not be bothered by them. “See no evil” means, to them, avoiding all evil. Ignorance is their protection. Ignorance, however, is no protection. Ignorance breeds fear, and fear is evil’s greatest weapon.

Demons are the front lines of evil. Denying their existence only makes human beings easier targets. Outside religion, demons play roles in occultism and magic. They are one of numerous types of entities with whom adepts can traffic. They are conjured, controlled, and assigned tasks. In magical lore, some demons have good dispositions and some do not.
They offer humans gifts of wealth, knowledge, power, and pleasure when worshiped, but always at a price. The greatest price is one’s soul. The three pillars of demon worship are divination (fortune-telling), sorcery and witchcraft. 

Paul tells us that the leader of the principalities, powers and spiritual wickedness (demons) in high places in 2 Corinthians 4:3-4. It is Satan, Lucifer, the god of this world. Satan heads up the whole hierarchy of darkness. Under him are the principalities that could be considered as generals in the demonic army. The Greek Word for “principalities”, arche, (#746) means chief or ruler. Some scholars say this refers to the fallen angels that were cast out with Lucifer (Revelation 12:4,9). They give orders to the powers.

Principalities and powers are evil spirits who function in the heavenlies and are in direct conflict with angels. Principalities and powers are the angels who were deposed along with Lucifer. They are categorically not demons. Principalities and powers exercise their dominion in the heavenlies. Nowhere in Scripture is a principality or power cast out as with the demons. They are displaced by prayers through the presence of the Lord Jesus as we saw in Daniel 10. An eviction of the darkness must take place by the replacement with the Light (Jesus); thus the person needs to be taken out of the captivity.

This is in agreement with what Jesus said in Mark 16:18, “to take up serpents”. To take up means to lift up as is depicted in the constellation Ophiuchus. It means to take control and authority over something by lifting it up. This is perfectly described in the commission of binding and loosing (Matthew 16:19). This is the authoritative power given to the church to enforce the rules and laws of the kingdom of heaven on the earth. We bind principalities away from their influence on earth by losing angels through asking the Lord in prayer to war against them in the heavenlies just as in the days of Daniel, when Michael came to fight against the prince of Persia. Principalities and powers are bound from having influence upon the earth through the vocal orders given through prayers or commands as the Holy Spirit directs individuals.

Following are examples of principalities:

- **Beelzebul.** (Matthew 12:24; Mark 3:22). He is the great general.
- **Abaddon/Appolyon.** (Revelation 9:11). Working from the East.
- **Leviathan.** (Job 41; Psalm 74:14; Isaiah 27:1). Working from the West
- **The Beast.** (Revelation 13). Working from the South.
- **Belial.** (2 Corinthians 6:15) Working from the North.

---

5 Personal Interview with Professor Dr Connie Brand, 4 November 2014
The powers could be considered the lesser officers. The word power is the Greek noun (exousia) and means one who possesses authority or influence. The powers have demons under their control that are just like them. They are territorial demonic entities and have access to both the earth and part of the heaven. Examples of powers are Ashtaroth (Queen of Heaven), Baal (Son god), Magog (head of anger, hate and fear), Baphomet (head of Satanism) and Asmodee (head of sexual immorality).

CASE STUDY

Robin Williams, world known actor and comedian (the most successful crude stand-up comic who ever lived) died August 2014, shocking the world by taking his own life, after a long struggle with Depression. Robin Williams acknowledged that he had opened himself up to transformative demonic powers that aided him on stage. Without the aid of such demonic powers, it is likely that you would never have heard of Robin Williams and many other famous celebrities. Williams also recognised that these powers had manifested a very evil influence on stage and that there could be a hefty price to pay for their assistance. Williams told James Kaplan of US Weekly:

Yeah! Literally, it's like possession - all of a sudden you're in, and because it's in front of a live audience, you just get this energy that just starts going... But there's also that thing - it is possession. In the old days you'd be burned for it... But there is something empowering about it. I mean, it is a place where you are totally - it is Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, where you really can become this other force. Maybe that's why I don't need to play evil characters [in movies], 'cause sometimes onstage you can cross that line and come back. Clubs are a weird kind of petri dish environment. I mean, that's where people can get as dark as they can in comedy - in the name of comedy, be talking about outrageous stuff and somehow come out the other side. I mean, that's one place where you really want to push it.

Williams' last statement quoted above provides the reason why the demonic powers use entertainers. Their goal is to promote evil and darkness and increase Mankind's rebellion against God. Comedians, like many famous musicians, pay the price for their fame by becoming enslaved to the demonic forces that possess and torment them. Sadly, Robin Williams must have felt like he was in a no-win situation. When he sought sobriety, the demonic voices which he admits he had opened himself up to likely tormented him to no end. When he sought to drown out the clamouring voices with a deluge of alcohol, he ended up poisoning himself and teetered on the throes of death. He had tried professional help a number of times, but the arm of the flesh, no matter how noble the intentions, cannot overcome the demonic world.

---

1.3. DEFINITION OF WITCHCRAFT

“O you poor and silly and thoughtless and unreflecting and senseless Galatians! Who has fascinated or bewitched or cast a spell over you, unto whom—right before your very eyes—Jesus Christ (the Messiah) was openly and graphically set forth and portrayed as crucified?”

Galatians 3:1 AMPC

Witchcraft, also called “witchery” or “spell-craft” is the use of magical abilities, generally for religious, divinatory or medicinal purposes. This may take many forms, depending on cultural context. Witchcraft uses sorcery or magic and can include communication with the devil or with a familiar spirit. It has an irresistible influence and charm. Magic(k) is the use of charms, spells, or rituals to cause or control events or govern natural or supernatural forces.

Witchcraft can be seen an organised crime unit in the Kingdom of Darkness. It has one missing – control. It is all about the control of others, imposing one’s will upon someone else, usually for a negative result. It brings bondage to the victim. Witchcraft is the practice of trying to control others for personal gain

Witchcraft works through these major components, namely

- intimidation (“I will scare you into doing what I want”),
- manipulation (“I will trick you into doing what I want or giving what I need”),
- domination (“I will force you to do what I want”),
- emotional blackmail (“I will make you feel bad into doing what I want”)

1.3.1 SORCERY

The Merriam Webster Dictionary defines sorcery as “the use of power gained from the assistance or control of evil spirits, especially for divining”. Therefore it is the use of magical powers that are obtained through evil spirits. Sorcery includes the realm of magic (not sleight of hand); that is, the use of drugs, chants, and ceremonies which in themselves possess

power to produce desired results or changes in people, circumstances or events, both black and white magic.\textsuperscript{16}

Sorcery is the usurping for ourselves of god-like powers to manipulate reality; it is the use of supernatural power over people and their affairs. The attempt to get what is wanted is brought about through

1. incantations (confessing it),
2. mind power techniques (thinking it), and
3. Voodoo (performing a technique).\textsuperscript{17}

Michael Ford, in his book \textit{The Book of the Witch Moon}, defines Sorcery as the primal and illuminated act of focusing and controlling energy. The individual who practices sorcery does so generally by means of Will-Desire-Belief, by binding the energy of spirits into a focused and controlled object. The term ‘encircling’ refers to sorcery. The individual who ‘encircles’ energy, shadow or spirit is creating and wilfully imposing change, either internally (High Sorcery, Magick) or externally (Goetic or Low Sorcery).\textsuperscript{18}

### 1.3.2 MAGICK

Michael Ford in his book, \textit{Beginning of Luciferian Magick}, describes magick as\textsuperscript{19}

\textit{the art of causing change internally and externally in accordance with the Will. Magick is the art of transformation into a sense of divine consciousness, thus it is meant to improve and assist the Luciferian.}

Rituals involve the restructuring of previously defined desires and wishes. Rituals are a fundamental reorganisation in relation to various points of chaos; to reach beyond what is called the demon Choronzon, the guardian of Da’ath, to the astral region of “wisdom and death”, resurgence and evolution.

The practice of holding the body in one position for extended amounts of time is very significant. The self in a ‘still’ or ‘frozen’ state is often an avatar of building and controlled energy. When an individual controls their thoughts on almost every level, holding the point of consciousness between lines of almost subconscious existence, then the mind is at the threshold of magick and sorcery.

The demonic structure found in magick is as follows: Lucifer is the god of light and wisdom, yet incubates a dark or shadow side. Beneath the name of Lucifer, one will find Samael, Satan, Ahriman, Set and Apep. There is also an equally strong feminine aspect: from Sumerian Mythology, Tiamat, the primordial sea dragon; Lilith, the bride of Samael who was a goddess of sorcery, vampires and the night; Hecate, the goddess of witchcraft in ancient Greece, are but a few.

Magicians hire themselves out to people to work evil upon their enemies, and to cause madness and maladies.

Aleister Crowley gave perhaps the most concise modern definition of magic as “the science and art of causing change to occur in conformity to the will”.

- The simplest form of magic is mechanical sorcery, in which a physical act is performed to achieve a result.

  For example, a waxen image is melted over a fire to make a victim die; blood is scattered over a field to ensure a bountiful harvest in the next growing season; knots are tied in a cord to store wind for a sea voyage.

  Such sorceries, or spells, are performed while reciting magical incantations or charms, to aid the effectiveness of the act.

- A higher form of sorcery involves petitioning the help of spirits or deities.

  Sorcery, out of which grew witchcraft, forms the bulk of the folk magic practiced to affect matters of everyday life, such as ensuring that one’s cows give milk, that the butter churns, that one’s illness is cured or that one’s home is protected from lightning and bewitchment.

 Magic is based on the Law of Sympathy, which holds that all things are linked together by invisible bonds.

Sometimes sorcery is called sympathetic magic. Frazer further divided sympathetic magic into two types:

  1) Homeopathic magic holds that like produces like: a melted waxen image causes death.

---

22 Crowley, A (1929) Magick in Theory and Practice
2) *Contagious magic* holds that things once in contact can continue to exercise influence on each other, even at a distance. For example, a wound can be magically cured by rubbing ointment on the sword that caused the wound.

Magic enjoyed a great revival of interest at the beginning of the 19th

Three of the 4 laws of magic:

- The first law was that of will power, was a tangible force, not an abstract concept. The success of magic depends upon the will summoned and directed by the magician. The ceremonial props of medieval magic—the tools, dress, symbols, etc.—had an express purpose, to facilitate the will.
- The second law was that of astral light, a substance or energy infusing the universe which the magician could access and *use to effect changes at a distance*.
- The third law, “As above, so below.” Any force existing in the universe also existed in the soul of man. Magicians could invoke anything from the macrocosm into themselves and evoke anything from within their own souls into their magical triangle. Other factors contributing to the rise of ceremonial magic were Spiritualism and Theosophy, both of which brought public attention to *communication with spirits and the dead*.
- The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, add a fourth law, that of the imagination, without which the will was ineffective.
- Another magical group that has influenced modern magic is the Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.), founded around the turn of the 20th, and devoted to sex magic derived from Tantra: Sexual energy is ritually aroused; practitioners identify with the gods and goddesses who personify the sexual principle.

Kenyatta lists 11 types of magic that covers nearly all aspects of social and economic life as follows:

1. Charms or protective magic (*githitu*)
2. Hate or despising magic, (*mununga* or *ruruto*)
3. Love magic (*munyenye* or *muriria*) - two types of love magic. One type is that in which the magic acts on behalf of the seeker to help him acquire the love of many (*Mureria* or *munyenye*), the Casanova type of powers. The second type allows the seeker to secure the love of one (*muthaigawawendo* or love medicine).

---

23 International Journal of Humanities Social Science and Education (IJHSSE), Volume 1, Issue 5, May 2014, pp. 9-18
4. Defensive magic (*kirigiti* or *kihiinga*)

5. Destructive magic or witchcraft (*urogi* = poison)

6. Healing magic (*kihonia*, *githogiakuhuuhamurimu*)

7. Enticing and attracting magic *ruthuko*

8. Silencing and surprising magic *ngiria*, *itwanda*

9. Wealth and agricultural magic (*muthaigawautonga*)

10. Purifying magic (*mukuura*, *muhoko*, *ndahikio*)

11. Fertilizing magic (*muthaigawaunoru*)

### 1.3.2.1 COMPONENTS OF MAGIC RITUALS

To be effective, magic should be performed in an altered state of consciousness. Depending upon the practitioner and the type of ritual, the altered state may be a mild one of dissociation or one of trance possession. Sounds, gestures, colours, scents, visual images and symbols all contribute to attaining an altered state.

This enables the magician to reach the astral planes, which are inhabited by various entities, and where magical work takes place.

The time for a ritual is set according to astrological supports. The magician undergoes a rigorous and elaborate preparation, first by purifying his body with fasting and abstinence. He removes himself from distractions and prays, meditates and concentrates on the upcoming ritual. The purification process can last for days. Some magicians attempt to achieve an altered state of mind through food, drink, drugs or sex.

The magician bathes and put on his magical robe, a consecrated garment decorated with magical symbols sigils, words and names. He uses consecrated magical tools, such as the wand, sword, knife or dagger, pentacle and chalice (goblet), but they can also include a sickle, lancet, hook, lamp, scourge, tripod, cross, spear, crook and other objects. He follows a procedure for drawing and purifying a magic circle. The magician burns incense, the formula of which is appropriate for the ritual. He also uses colours, such as coloured candles.
The incantations for invoking spirits are formulae including names of power, recited in a crescendo of intensity, with gesturing of the wand, until the magician directs his entire will and energy into the ritual.

1.3.2.2 MAGIC IN CONTEMPORARY WITCHCRAFT

The Witch works within a magic circle and uses four primary magical tools, which correspond to the elements:

- **Fire**: The south; the sword or athame (in some traditions, the wand); male principle; action, courage, defense against hostile forces; struggle, animosity, jealousy, anger; the colour orange; the metal gold.

- **Earth**: The north; the pentacle; female principle; fertility; darkness, quiet; practicality; thrift; acquisition; patience; responsibility; boredom; stagnation; the materialization of cosmic powers; the colour green; the metal gold.

- **Water**: The west; the cup, chalice and cauldron; female principle; fecundity; body fluids; magical brews; the rhythms of nature; emotions, sensitivity, receptivity; instability, indifference; the colour blue; the metal silver.

- **Air**: The east, the wand (in some traditions, the sword and athame); male principle; intellect, energy, endeavor; sociability; squandering, frivolity; the expression of the magician’s will; the colour yellow; the metal silver.

There are reportedly 8 ways to raise power for magic:

1) **Meditation or concentration**. Eastern meditation incorporates breath control (*pranayama*), steady and balanced posture (*asana*), finger and hand gestures (*mudra*) and chanting (*mantra*).

2) **Chants, spells, invocations (petitions)**. Chants are spoken or sung slowly at first, then increased in tempo to screams. When the power is at a peak, the Witch releases it and psychically directs it toward the goal. Spells are combinations of movement, gesture and chanted rhymes or charms (the stated purpose of the ritual), designed to bring about the desired effect or change. Invocations are invitations or appeals to the deities for help.

3) **Trance or astral projection**. By traveling astrally, a Witch can arrive at a distant location quickly, communicate with spirit guides or look into the future. Healing work can be done, including the analysis of a problem and the discovery of its solution; attendance to watch

---


25 Ibid. p. 113
over someone; and the delivery of healing energy. It is also possible to use astral
projection to influence others while they sleep or to engage in psychic attack.
In the occult parlance, Astral projection and soul travel are relatively the same, for both
have to do with "out of the body" experience. However while astral projection has to do
with spiritual journey into the water, earth, fire and astral occult realms, soul travel has to
do with spiritual journey into the higher realms beyond the Astral Kingdom.
4) *Incense, wine and drugs.* The fumes of incense contribute to the altered state of
consciousness, a moderate amount of wine before and during the ritual aided the raising
of power but that too strong or too much drink could cause the Witch to lose control.
Some Witches have experimented with drugs.
5) *Dancing.* Witches join hands and dance around the magic circle, speeding up the tempo
until the power is at a peak. When the magic is released, they drop to the floor or ground.
6) *Blood control and use of cords.* Binding parts of the body with cords restricts blood flow
and alters consciousness, which can facilitate the opening of the third eye for
clairvoyance, and astral projection. Cords also are used in knot magic, which binds and
releases magical power.
7) *Scourging (tormenting).* Religious mystics have used whipping or lashing for centuries. In
Witchcraft, it ideally is light, slow and steady. Scourging is a milder form of blood control,
for it draws blood away from the brain. Not all traditions of Witchcraft practice scourging.
8) *The Great Rite.* Sex has been an integral part of magic and religious rites since ancient
times. Ritual sexual intercourse between the high priest and high priestess of the coven
is said to release tremendous magical power. It requires keeping the mind focused on
the purpose of the ritual and ideally releasing the magical power at the moment of climax.

### 1.3.3 SHAMANISM

#### 1.3.3.1 SHAMANIC SORCERY

Shamanic sorcery is the craft of manipulating the fabric of psychedelic space for personal
gain or vendetta. Shamanic sorcery’s powers include clairvoyance, spirit channelling,
shapeshifting, astral travel, remote viewing, curses, dream projection, magical darts,
telepathy, mind control, necromancy and others. The shamanic ontology, or psychedelic
spirit space, can be suspiciously viewed as a shared non-physical, non-temporal delusion
accessible to any shaman as long as they accept the rules of the central ontology. In this
way, the shared shamanic ontology becomes fluid through space and time, and is magically
manipulated and reinforced through ritual use of psychedelic drugs. In a setting where the
shamanic ontology is readily accepted and reinforced, the shaman has great power; in
reductive scientific settings that refute the shamanic ontology the shaman appears to have an overactive guru complex and delusions of grandeur.

The shaman is also said to be able to enter people’s dreams, making the destabilised world of fleeting nightly visions seem like a global river for the shaman to navigate. Under the influence of psychedelics the shaman can hear nonlinear, nonverbal information coming from the jungle, the city, the plants, the animals, and can intuitively sense their natural cycles and sense them disappearing into the past and future. The shaman can blow a curse into the passing wind and send magic darts on convoluted pathways towards enemies.

The shaman is a chaos magician, or the butterfly that flaps his wings in China and creates a hurricane across the ocean. One of the jobs of the shaman is reading and controlling the weather; this is not a coincidence.

A shaman is said to be able to look forward in time into many probable futures, and can choose any potential future by following the pathway that leads him there. By applying synchronicity magic and selecting non-random pathways into the future, the shaman collapses probability and subtly alters the fabric of reality. This process can also be described as a form of deterministic neuroplasticity.

While a shaman uses psychedelics as a medicine or sacrament to heal and gain insight, the sorcerer uses psychedelics as a weapon to gain power over peers and attack enemies. If shamanic sorcery is a kind of nonlinear chaos magic it should also be considered to be somewhat unpredictable, uncontrollable, prone to high rates of failure, and potentially very dangerous.

In every culture those who spent their lives learning the secrets of occult power were honoured as the priests, priestesses, witches, witch doctors, medicine men, sorcerers, magicians, gurus, and masters. All of these functions are so basically similar that they are now included by anthropologists under the one term “shaman,” the title given by the Tungus tribe in Siberia to its witch doctors or medicine men.

1.3.3.2 VOODOO SHAMANISM

The voodoo shaman is a tribal witch-doctor of the worst kind. Instead of living on the donations of his fellow tribesmen in exchange for magical benefits, he seeks to rule them

---

through intimidation and terror. Often an outcast by personal choice or the anger of his village, he lusts for revenge and power.

A voodoo shaman’s favourite tactic is to set up camp near a burial ground, animate a small army of zombies and launch a campaign of terror against the unsuspecting village. His undead kill and kidnap the weak and the young for human sacrifice or never-ending slavery, hurl themselves into the wells to poison the water supply and generally cause as much suffering as possible. This continues until the tribe dies out, flees (with nowhere to go), the shaman and his creatures are killed, or the village comes under his command. The latter option is little better than death for the victims, for the greedy shaman will doubtless require human sacrifices and numerous slaves (these servant tribes are often engaged in desperate tribal wars for captives and riches), not to mention treasure and various privileges, ranging from taking apprentices to bed slaves and worse.

The shaman is able to gain various powers by consuming specific parts of sentient human beings sacrificed during a grisly ritual. This ritual is to be conducted on New Moon’s Eve, in almost complete darkness. These powers last for a full month (until the next New Moon’s Eve) and only one such power may be active at a given time. Consorting with undead and partaking in unwholesome rites prevents the shaman from reaching eternal rest. If he isn’t resurrected within a fortnight of his demise, he will return from the grave to torment the living, possibly as a voodoo zombie.

Using the blackest voodoo magic, the shaman can create zombies (and only zombies) to do his bidding. The ritual of animation must be performed during the night with no spectators. The shaman is able to make pacts with wandering souls and evil spirits, encouraging them to possess prepared dead bodies. The result is a Voodoo zombie, an undead creature that has free will and a twisted personality. If the shaman is familiar with the spell Bestow Curse and possesses personal belongings or body parts (hair, nail clippings, etc.) of the intended victim, along with a wax doll, he can employ the curse at an unlimited distance, even without seeing him.

The Voodoo Zombie is an undead creature that was animated by the foul magic of a voodoo shaman. They appear as normal zombies, but can be recognised by the amber-like reddish glow in their eyes. The Voodoo Zombie possesses an intellect and free will, making it an ideal aide, guardian or assassin. It tries to obey the orders of its master in the most efficient way possible (unlike regular zombies, it has a limited self-preservation instinct).28

1.3.4  VOODOO

The definition of voodoo, according to Roget’s Thesaurus, is to bewitch, charm, allure, attract, bedevil, beguile, captivate, capture, control, dazzle, draw, enchant, enrapture, enthrall, entrance, fascinate, hex, hypnotise, fascinate, magnetise, mesmerise, knock dead, knock out, send, slay, spell, spellbind, take, tickle, turn on, vamp, voodoo, vile, wow, conjure, disgust, irritate, offend, repel, turn off, levitate, play tricks, summon, curse, burden, bring calamity, jinx, abuse, anathematise, attack, ban, banish, cuss, confound, denounce, excommunicate, penalise, condemn, condemn to hell, to damn, obsess, madden, infest plague, terrify, terrorise, weigh on, worry, bless.²⁹

The purpose of voodoo is to appease their gods and bring good fortune on themselves. Some practice voodoo to instil serious negative psychological effects on others.³⁰

It is an ancestral African Religion, claimed by some as the first and oldest. It is Black Magic, Satanism, Black Arts, demon worship, diabolism, magic, mysticism, necromancy, sorcery, witchcraft, witchery, wizardry, bewitchment, Ala Kazam, and conjuration. The root word is “Void” meaning an empty, vacant place waiting to be filled by a spirit. Voodoo is also known as Wodu, Vodou, Vudu, Vudun, Vaudun, Vaudoun, Vaudaux and Hoodoo and named from the god Vodun.

Voodoo is very prominent in those of African, Spanish and French ancestry. Many people may be bound by Voodoo and be completely unaware of it through the mixture that has entered the Catholic Church, New Age, yoga, magic, folk customs and rituals, Wicca, Freemasonry, night clubs, music, media, political regimes and tourism, among other varieties. Voodoo is an ecstatic religion, a dance religion, and a musical religion using shamanistic energies. Voodoo is at the very heart of all witchcraft, slavery and the master/slave mind control mentality. It is at the heart of greed, power seeking, corruption, sexual perversion and the control behind money and business and politics.

The effects of Voodoo are evident in the poverty, lack, apathy, sickness, oppression, death, insanity and despair of individual families. The people are demonically possessed or even demonised, knowingly or unknowingly. They are bound mentally, spiritually, physically, psychologically and financially. Voodoo forms generational slave mentalities that set the pattern for the lives of people to live in bondage to other people, regimes, spiritual systems, forces and governments. They feel too impotent or powerless to resist. Generational Voodoo

also provides the familiar spirits which guide and give understanding of the powers to manipulate, dominate and control others through witchcraft, magic, pain, lack and fear.

The Voodoo religion has its ancient roots in Egypt, East Africa, Asia Minor (ancient Turkey), Syria, and in ancient Afro-matrilineal Ionia, later known as Greece, where the African queen mothers established their powerful temples and theocratic empires. Until the present, their cultural theology was hidden under Greek mythology. The consequence of this was to obscure forever that Voodoo was historically one of the major African religions practiced throughout the ancient world. Voodoo is primarily a matriarchal religion, with its current home in Haiti. In 2003, Voodoo was officially sanctioned as a religion in Haiti.

Voodoo is one of the most dangerous and perverted forms of witchcraft, involving voluntary and involuntary demonic possession, drunkenness, ancestral worship, necromancy, sexual perversion, bestiality and animal, child and human sacrifice. Underneath its primitive facade is a terrible and sophisticated system of magical machinery involving entrances into the otherworld and alien universes and control by fallen angels and those in league with them. It involves the surrender of oneself to satanic possession of the worst kind. It is the most powerful form of Black Magic.

Vodou/Voodoo exists in different forms and variations and is practiced throughout the Caribbean, Africa, Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Columbia, Mexico, and many other countries. The High Priest and or Priestess, often called “Mamas” or “Maman” and “Papas” or “Mambos” or “Hougans”, or kings and queens. They are vehicles for the serpent's power, called “Loas” or “Lwas”, (spirits – a form of Kundalini) which take possession of them by riding them and turning them into their mounts or horses.

The possessed become the slaves of the spirit, to do with as he wishes. This is done through Voodoo ceremonies, night dancing or Voodoo dancing (exactly what is done in nightclubs only now called rave and trance dancing), which is in effect shamanic dancing, which opens doors for spirit possession. In Voodoo, this dancing into a trance opens the door for abandonment to the spirit world and total possession and is an expression of spiritual connection and unity to the divinity, to the spirit world that precedes sexual frenzy and ecstatic states.31

The phenomenon of zombies, the living dead, is one of the most popular aspects of Haitian voodoo that has created a morbid interest in the world at large. Voodoo is more than sorcery or magic; voodoo is a religion, cult, healing process, and body of magical practice.

In voodoo practice, the Bokor is a sorcerer who uses evil forces to bewitch, and he can change a human being into a zombie. Essentially every Hougan, who is at the same time a voodoo priest, a doctor, and the intermediary between the community and the spirit world, is more or less a Bokor. In fact, the major difference between a Hougan and a Bokor is the nature of the bewitchment he or she performs.

The Haitian conception of the duality of the soul is that the n’âmm (soul) is principally divided into two distinctive parts: the gro bonanj (big guardian angel) and the ti bonanj (little guardian angel). The gro bonanj, which represents the consciousness and the personality, is a spiritual substance connected with the world of the living. When the individual passes away, the gro bonanj survives and joins the world of lwa (spirit) to eventually become a lwa himself. The second part of the soul, the ti bonanj, is the conscience or the spiritual energy of the person. This corresponds to the individuality of each human being and also corresponds to the individual will.

The most popular and well-documented hypothesis concerning how a person is changed into a zombie state is that the transformation is achieved by means of poison. The Bokor "work of the left hand" possesses the knowledge to constitute a powerful poison with a mixture of venom like tetradoxine, which is found in several species of puffer fish. The victims sink into a state of catalepsy and pass for dead; however, it seems that the person is still aware of what occurs around him or her. The person is then buried alive.

At night the Bokor comes to help the person get out of the grave and captures the ti bonanj. He then administers an antidote that enslaves him. The Bokor can use the services of the zombie to carry out work in the fields or he can sell or rent his slave's services. This kind of zombie is the soulless body and the victim is deprived of will, memory, and consciousness, speaks with a nasal voice and is recognised chiefly by dull, glazed eyes and an absent air.

There exists a type of zombie of the soul, a disembodied soul of a dead person. In this case, the sorcerer uses the gro bonanj or the ti bonanj of the victims for magical purposes. The soul may belong to an individual who died in an accident or the sorcerer may use the soul of a sterile woman or even a soul that has been captured by a magical process and is enslaved. In any case, the soul must be stored in a bottle or jar and then the Bokor can either use it or sell it.32

Some Voodoo gods and goddesses are:33

• BON DIEU or BONDYE: the supreme deity.
• GRAND MAITRE (GRAN MET): this is the grand master.
• LEGBA: the old man who is the gatekeeper between two worlds – the world of Earth and the spirit.
• KALFU/ CARREFOUR/KALFOU: (crossroads) the dangerous Petro (Loa) counterpart to Legba - the spirit of the night, origin of darkness, and of his symbol the moon.
• DUMBALLAH: the father figure of voodoo, Father of the Loas/Lwas, ‘the good snake.’ The god of peace and tranquillity, all eggs made as a sacrifice to him.
• VODUN: the god of Voodoo.
• MARASSA or MAWU LISA: the divine Voodoo twins: MAWU the moon Goddess. LISA is the sun god. Lisa is the voodoo Jesus.
• SAKPATA: god who rules disease.

The Catholic Church in Benin explains that voodoo knows only one god of creation, made manifest in the gods Mawu (son god) and Lissa (moon god), who represent among other things the male and female principal.34

Mind control in Voodoo requires a homing device, for example hair, photographs, letters, nail clippings etc. Pins are placed into dolls or photographs and incantations and thoughts are projected onto the person. In ministry, the pins are pulled out and usually the person will experience extreme pain in the area.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ We cancel and destroy any act of voodoo and associated witchcraft against us, our families and bloodlines.
✓ We cancel out any incantation, ritual and sacrifice done.
✓ Lord please sent in your angels to find any object used to project voodoo onto us – whether buried or taken to the store houses of the enemy.
✓ We break all curses including curses of sickness and death, linked to voodoo released against us and our family and bloodlines.
✓ We break any projected mind control, trance and hypnosis over us or our families and bloodlines through this process. We come out of it.
✓ Any spirit that entered us our lives or our bloodlines through the act of voodoo and associated witchcraft come out.

1.4. MAIN GROUPS OF WITCHCRAFT

1.4.1 WITCHCRAFT AS A WORK OF THE FLESH

Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which are these: Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God.

*Galatians 5:19-21 KJV*

Witchcraft as a product of the works of the flesh is much more complex than general witchcraft. The nature of witchcraft here often manifests itself in the attempts to control other people.

1.4.1.1 PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

The word 'witchcraft' is only used once in the New Testament and it is the Greek word *pharmakeia*, (Strong’s number 5331) which means medication (pharmacy, sorcery) and is taken from the Greek word *pharmakeus*, which means drug, a druggist (pharmacist or poisoner, that is, sorcerer). The word witchcraft in this scripture is referring to the use of legal or prescription drugs. The word drunkenness in this Scripture represents illegal drugs (cocaine, heroin, ecstasy, alcohol abuse).

The Greek word *do* in verse 21 means *they that habitually practice as a way of life* as opposed to a single act. So when doctors prescribe or when patients take prescription drugs on a chronic basis, it is witchcraft and sorcery, and they that do this will not inherit the kingdom of God. According to the Law of Moses in the Bible, involvement in witchcraft and sorcery of any form carries a death penalty (2 Kings 1:2-8; 1 Chronicles 10:13–14; 1 Kings 11:4–11).

According to the Word, God is not interested in disease management; He is interested in disease eradication and disease prevention. Disease management in the worldly sense means, for example, prescribing drugs for a diabetic or a person with high blood pressure for the rest of his or her life. The person is artificially maintained and manipulated by these drugs
but the underlying problem that initially caused the disease is not dealt with. Disease management means a person is not free – he is not healed of his disease.

God does not want a person artificially maintained and chemically manipulated by medical drugs for the rest of his life. He wants to heal everyone and set everyone free of every disease permanently. There is a place for doctors and medication, but disease management and taking medication on a chronic basis is merely an attempt to artificially by-pass the penalty of sin (which is the curse of disease) without dealing with or taking responsibility for the spiritual sin that caused the disease in the first place. So now you have two problems – the sin that caused the disease, and the sin of witchcraft employed to artificially maintain and manage your disease.

In the attempt of mankind to heal himself, he is opened up to occultic practices and may follow a mind-set or action that is an abomination to God because this way of thinking and action do not even include Him and do not line up with His Word. That is why prescription drugs are an occultic deception, offering themselves as a solution meanwhile merely functioning as a delusional safety and what Paul called ‘a work of the flesh’.

Paul identified pharmaceutical drugs as a work of the flesh because he knew even in those days that most disease is due to unrighteousness practiced as a way of life and hence that the drug would keep us from being disciplined and coming to a place of repentance. God’s will is that you are not a servant of sin, that you do not have disease and that you are not ‘managed’ by drugs.35

### 1.4.2 CHARISMATIC/RELIGIOUS/SPRITUAL WITCHCRAFT

King Saul is a good example of how a man with a true commission from God can fall into counterfeit spiritual authority. When Saul was commanded to wait for Samuel before offering the sacrifice, he succumbed to the pressure and offered it prematurely, because, “I saw that the people were scattering from me ... and that the Philistines were assembling” (1 Samuel 13:11). This is the same point where most, who fall from true authority, do it – when we begin to fear the people or the circumstances more than we fear God, we will fall from walking in true authority. When we start to fear people leaving the church/ministry/cell group/home cell more than we fear God leaving, we have departed from true faith.

The fear of man opposes the fear of God and leads to witchcraft. Because witchcraft is basically rooted in the fear of man and the fear of man brings a snare (Proverbs 29:25),

those who begin to operate in witchcraft are trapped, and fear is the snare. The bigger the project or ministry that we have built with the hype, manipulation or control, the more we will fear anyone or anything that we cannot manipulate or control.

Those who are caught in this deadly trap will fear those who walk in the true anointing and authority the most. That is because those who walk in true spiritual authority are the least affected by the manipulation or control. That is why Saul became enraged at David and was consumed with destroying him, even though David was but a flea at the time. As the manipulation and control increase their dominion, so will the paranoia of those who are so trapped that they will become irrationally consumed by driving out or destroying anyone who threatens their control.

Saul killed the true priests, persecuted the ones whose hearts were true to the Lord, and spent his last night in the house of a witch as the natural conclusion of the direction his life had taken.36

_Fear no man, lest you make him an idol of your heart._37

The fear of God includes, but is not limited to, respecting and reverencing Him, for the believer is to tremble at His presence. Holy fear gives God the place of glory, honour, reverence, thanksgiving, praise and pre-eminence He deserves.38

Charismatic/Religious witchcraft is done by Christians. The following examples are presented:

- A pastor or leader who tries to control his flock or group is practicing witchcraft
- Prayers not inspired by the Holy Spirit are prayers that are prayed for you, over you or on your behalf that are against God’s will. When this kind of witchcraft operates there is a release of chaos, confusion and turmoil into a person’s life. It can release sickness or illness into a person’s life e.g. severe headaches, fatigue, life being drained from a person, mental disorder and even insanity. It will go out of its way to control and waist time.

- False prophesy, dreams and visions to deceive and control others. If a prophesy is spoken by the will of man alone, outside of the unction (permission) of the Holy Spirit that prophecy or utterance is a curse and the operation of witchcraft. Behind all witchcraft divination is the spirit of Baal (a spirit of divination). Those who operate in witchcraft have

37 Ibid.
difficulty with sexual sin and perversion somewhere in their lives. The characteristics of prophetic witchcraft are betrayal (sexual perversions and adultery), lying, compromise (strengthening evil doers), avoidance of confrontation of sin that hinders repentance (none return from wickedness) and an unclean spirit. Prophetic divination release only confusion and will never lead a person closer to God. True prophetic operations will expose sin through edification and instructions for the purpose of healing and to keep someone from being ensnared by deception.39

A person with a witchcraft spirit will feel helpless without someone to control and many times will go into deep depression as a result of it. The religious spirit and the witchcraft spirit are close cousins. A religious spirit will not let you advance or grow in the Lord. It will keep you bound in religious tradition and works, not freedom in the Spirit. Witchcraft wants to advance its selfish cause at any price. When a person refuses to submit to the projected witchcraft, only then will it have no further use for the person. It will discard the person and begin looking for its next victim. Beware of its final murderous attack because witchcraft likes to kill what it can’t control.40

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following41:

✓ I bind every negative, unscriptural word against me and my family lives. We break the power of confusion, torment, fear, control and manipulation.
✓ I take captive every vain imagination and high thought that is contrary to the word of God in me and my families lives.
✓ I submit our will, thoughts and life to the Lordship of Jesus Christ and plead the blood of Jesus over our mind, commanding stability and order to prevail in our soul.
✓ I break the power of witchcraft’s deception, seduction, sorcery and intimidation, knowing that at the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth every knee must bow. We decree freedom from dark powers, Jezebel, false teachers, false prophetic words, controllers, manipulators, sorcerers, witches, counterfeits, soul ties, spiritual folly, soothsayers, lying spirits, lying dreams and visions.
✓ I repent of sin, both known and unknown, and submit myself thoroughly to the Lordship of Jesus Christ and his word. WE clothe myself with God’s armour and take up the weapons of our warfare that are not carnal, but mighty in the pulling down of

40 Ibid., pp.133-136
41 Ibid., pp.133-136
strongholds. We dedicate ourselves to the will of Jesus Christ alone for me and my families life.

✓ I repent of rebellion, pride, arrogance, spiritualism, control, manipulation, vain desires, and forsaking fellowship.

✓ In the precious name of Jesus, I renounce wrong associations, carrying witchcraft’s message, false motives and hidden agendas.

1.4.2.1 JEALOUSY

For wherever there is jealousy (envy) and contention (rivalry and selfish-ambitioned vile practices), there will also be confusion (unrest, disharmony, rebellion) and all sorts of evil.

James 3:16

The spirit of jealousy is one of the most deceptive demonic forces. Jealousy is very prominent among African people. Individuals are jealous over each other as well as families and tribes. If they see another individual/family/tribe prospering, they will consult witch-doctors to place curses on them in an attempt to stop them from progressing and prospering. Jealousy is extremely powerful; it can kill and destroy. Believers can also be jealous of one another and this can be just as dangerous if this believer goes to a witch-doctor to curse his brother or sister, family or tribe.  

The danger of a spirit of jealousy is that the jealousy not only influences the host (the person with the spirit of jealousy) but the projections of the jealousy can be very destructive in other people’s (innocent or not) lives. By being jealous, the host partners with Satan and is then being used by Satan as a conduit for the jealousy Satan has towards God and the worship God receives, as well as his hatred towards the believer. This creates a severe destructive force in the life of the person the jealousy is reflected against, and can cause countless calamities such as heart attacks and damage in the projected person’s life. If the host is a believer, the alliance is stronger than what it should have been if the host is a non-believer. The level of damage is also dependent on any alliance the spirit of jealousy can build.

Jealousy is always connected to witchcraft. Stealing is always a part of jealousy, or a desire to have no matter what. Jealousy produces obsessive behaviour. It is also very connected to deception and fantasy. The spirit of jealousy causes a man to be enraged (Proverbs 6:34) and opens the door for spirits of cruelty to enter (Song of Solomon 8:6).  

---

1.4.3 WITCHCRAFT THROUGH EVIL POWER

In the Oxford Dictionary, witchcraft is defined as "the practice of magic."

The Webster's Dictionary, defines witchcraft as "the practice of witches; black magic; sorcery."

Some definitions:

- charm (occultism) - charm, a practice or expression believed to have magic power, similar to an incantation or a spell. Charms are among the earliest examples of written literature. Among the charms written in Old English are those against a dwarf and against the theft of cattle. The word is from the Old French charme and the Latin carmen, "ritual utterance," "incantation," or "song."

- talisman (charm) - talisman charm object bearing a sign or engraved character and thought to act as a charm to avert evil and bring good fortune.

- amulet (charm) - amulet charm also called Talisman an object, either natural or man-made, believed to be endowed with special powers to protect or bring good fortune. Amulets are carried on the person or placed somewhere

Witchcraft also involves the use of supernormal powers, such as invisibility, shapeshifting, flying, ability to kill at a distance, clairvoyance and astral projection.

Witchcraft leads to increasing discouragement, confusion, depression (unshakable dread), loss of vision (doubt that God has called the person to the task), disorientation (the Scriptures will no longer speak to the person and he will not trust the Lord’s voice), spiritual incapacitation (the inability to function), withdrawal, despair (hopelessness) and defeat.\(^{44}\)

William Schnoebelen, an ex-Wiccan made the following statement about the seriousness and deception of witchcraft in his book WICCA\(^{45}\):

\[
\text{I thought that witchcraft was just gathering herbs and dancing naked in the forest, but now I realized it was the threshold of the dark, passionate thrills of the kingdom of Satan, or the "Kingdom" as we called it.}
\]

The curse of witchcraft opens the door for spirits of destruction, insanity, sickness, poverty, lust, rebellion, fragmentation of the soul and a host of others to enter the bloodline due to actual or ancestral participation in Witchcraft.\(^{46}\)

---


\(^{45}\) Schnoebelen, W (1990) WICCA. USA: Chick Publications, p. 47
1.4.3.1 CURSES


(n) a prayer or invocation for harm or injury to come upon one; evil or misfortune that comes as if in response to imprecation or as retribution; a cause of great harm or misfortune

(v) to use profane insolent language against, blaspheme; to call upon divine or supernatural power to send injury upon; to execrate in fervent and often profane terms; to bring great evil upon, afflict

Curses are defined, according to the Encyclopaedia of Witches and Witchcraft, as:\footnote{Guiley, R E (1989) The Encyclopedia of Witches and Witchcraft. New York: Facts On File, pp. 81-82}

magic spells which are placed upon people with the intention of harming them. The misfortune intended by curses can range from illness, and harm, to even death. Curses are declared to be the most dreaded form of magic, often called black magic, and are believed to be universally used. The principle purposes for them to be "laid" or "thrown" are for revenge, and also for protection of homes, treasures and grave sites. Curses can become effective immediately or may be dormant for years. Curses laid on families have been known to have plagued them for generations. The word hex is sometimes used synonymously with curse. In neo-Pagan Witchcraft, some Witches use the term hex to designate a binding spell, which is different from a curse. A curse is the expression of desire of harm to come to a particular person. Anyone can lay a curse on another person, but it is believed that the authority of the person who lays the curse on increases its potency and makes it more dangerous. Such persons are believed to be priests, priestesses or royalty; persons possessing magical skill, such as Witches, sorcerers and magicians; and persons who have no other recourse to justice, such as women in many societies, the poor, the destitute and the dying. Deathbed curses are the most potent, since all the curser’s vital energy goes into the curse.


An unclean iniquity that increases in strength from one generation to the next, affecting the members of that family and all who come into relationship with that family.

When a curse is placed on someone, the purpose is to cause injury and destruction, sometimes to the point of death; it can bring witchcraft that will attempt to manipulate, dominate or control someone life, health, relationships etc.

Destruction is the action or process of destroying something. Curses open the door for the spirit of destruction (Osmodeus) to work with other spirits to destroy certain areas of an individual's life:

1. destruction of the mind (spirits of mental illness, schizophrenia, insanity, madness, confusion);
2. destruction of the finances (spirits of poverty, lack, debt, financial failure);
3. destruction of the body (spirits of sickness, infirmity, disease, plagues);
4. destruction of the marriage (spirits of Ahab, Jezebel, arguing, fighting, separation, divorce); and
5. destruction of the family (spirits of death, accidents, rebellion, alcohol, strife, Ahab, Jezebel).

There are many indications that a curse is working on a victim. The following are examples of such indications.

- Mental breakdown including disturbances in the mind, mental torment, procrastination, indecision, compromise, confusion, doubt, rationalisation, loss of memory, madness, an anxious mind, constant suspense, dread and terror. These people no longer have control over their thoughts.
- Emotional breakdown including disturbances in the emotions, resentment, hatred, anger, fear, rejection, self-pity, jealousy, depression, worry, inferiority and insecurity. These people no longer have control over their emotions.
- Physical infirmities including incurable, extraordinary, dreaded, prolonged and lingering; characterised by a lack of clear medical diagnoses, especially when these conditions run in families.
- Barrenness, repeated miscarriages and related female problems, including failure to menstruate, irregular menstruation, debilitating menstrual cramps, frigidity, cysts, tumours or other growths or structural defects affecting the reproductive organs, can be due to curses.

---

• Marriage breakdown and alienation in families can be the result of curses. *Alienation is the force that comes between husband and wife*, parents and children, brothers and sisters and all others who should be united by the bonds of family.

• More evidence of the working of curses can include continuing financial or material insufficiency; being accident prone; having a family history of suicides or unnatural deaths; speech problems, including uncontrolled used of the tongue, lying, cursing, blasphemy, criticism, mockery, railing and gossip; sexual immorality, including fornication, homosexuality, fantasy, masturbation, lust, perversion, adultery, incest, provocativeness and harlotry; religious error, including false religions, cults, occult, spiritism and false doctrine, and addiction.

### 1.4.3.2 THE RELIGION OF WITCHCRAFT

Wicca is a modern pagan witchcraft religion. Wicca is a diverse religion with no central authority or figure defining it. It is divided into various lineages and denominations, referred to as traditions, each with its own organisational structure and level of centralisation. Due to its decentralised nature, there is some disagreement over what actually constitutes Wicca. Wicca is typically duo-theistic, worshipping a god and goddess traditionally viewed as a mother goddess and horned god. These two deities are sometimes viewed as facets of a greater pantheistic godhead.\(^52\)

### 1.4.3.3 THE WEAPONS OF WITCHCRAFT

Confusion, chaos, emotional manipulation, inattentiveness and probing the soul for information are all common weapons of witchcraft.

Chaos is the complete lack of peace. When witchcraft operates there is a release of chaos, confusion and turmoil into a person’s life. It is also difficult to hold the attention of the person under the influence of witchcraft. Many times people under the assignment of witchcraft are indeed very intelligent. They look good and sound good, but at times are not stable when they are under the spiritual influence of witchcraft. In fact, they often act like schizophrenics (without the hearing of voices) because they are with you one minute, holding an intelligent conversation, and the next minute they have drifted out into Wonderland. The third weapon of witchcraft is strong confusion. Witchcraft can be accurately described as a spiritual force that releases strong confusion against an individual’s mind.

Another weapon of spiritual witchcraft is probing the soul for information, particularly hurts, wounds, scars, discouragement and rebellion. The spirit of witchcraft’s purpose is to advance its own causes while controlling the person. Witchcraft will try to infiltrate one’s life through the emotions. It knows how to pull on and manipulate one’s emotions and will use them as a weapon against the person.

Manipulation of the soul is another weapon of witchcraft. The spirit of witchcraft uses tears to pull on the victims emotions, to manipulate him in order to make him feel sorry for the person. Spiritual discernment operate through the born again spirit of a person, not through the emotions. Spiritual discernment can be blocked by compassion through the operation of witchcraft in the emotions of the individual.

Isolation is a solid weapon of witchcraft. Witchcraft needs to separate and isolate its victim from the influence of friends and family, and anyone who can speak truth into the victim’s life, in order to be most effective. And it is done chiefly through strife. One who is controlled feels the loss of personal identity and self-esteem. Depression and fatigue quickly follow as the super-spiritual controller gives abnormal attention to those she desires to manipulate.

The force of witchcraft will cause people to lose their individual identities. A person’s identity is who he is, what he is all about, his focus in life, core values, purpose, goals, aspirations, life experiences, education and interrelationships. Those influenced by witchcraft will begin to wonder who they are. They doubt their unique purpose and role in life. Witchcraft will make a person feel like he is out of place and have no personal value as he watches his self-esteem disappear.

Sickness is a key weapon of witchcraft. When someone is battling witchcraft he might start getting severe headaches or feel like he is choking or cannot breathe. Fatigue is a much-used weapon of witchcraft. Witchcraft drains the life and energy right out of a person. Witchcraft uses time as another weapon: the time thief. It will go out of its way to control and waste a person’s time.

Witchcraft uses soul ties to control its victim. If witchcraft can hook a person’s emotions, then they can gain a soul tie with the person. When you have sexual relations with someone, for example, there is a soul tie, emotional bonding, that is generated as the two fleshes become one. Sexual relations outside of marriage create unhealthy soul ties, used by the devil.

Witchcraft uses false prophesy, dreams and visions to deceive and control others; the introduction of hidden agendas. Witchcraft is a great tool with which to manipulate. God may

---

53 Genesis 2:24
speak prophetically to you through others but in most cases (not always) it will be to confirm what He has already laid on your heart. Prophesies, dreams and visions have to be tested by the Word of God.

Beloved, do not put faith in every spirit, but prove (test) the spirits to discover whether they proceed from God; for many false prophets have gone forth into the world.

1 John 4:1

Many controlling prophecies are full of fear and are not from God. He never releases a spirit of fear at us. The spirit of witchcraft, however, will use fear as a tool to manipulate and control. If a prophesy is spoken by the will of Man alone, outside of the unction (permission) of the Holy Spirit, that prophecy is a curse and the operation of witchcraft. Behind all witchcraft divination is the spirit of Baal (a spirit of divination). Those who operate in witchcraft have difficulty with sexual sin and perversion somewhere in their lives. There is no true holiness, but only a form of godliness and they will never speak of sin and holiness.

The characteristics of prophetic witchcraft are betrayal (sexual sin and adultery), lying, compromise (strengthening evil doers), avoidance of confrontation of sin that hinders repentance (none return from wickedness) and an unclean spirit. Prophetic divination release only confusion and will never lead a person closer to God.

True prophetic operations will expose sin for the purpose of deliverance and to keep someone from being ensnared by deception.55

Witchcraft spirits gain their strength and sense of security by controlling others. A person with a witchcraft spirit will feel helpless without someone to control and many times will go into deep depression as a result of it. The religious spirit and the witchcraft spirit are close cousins. A religious spirit will not let you advance or grow in the Lord. It will keep you bound in religious tradition and works, not freedom in the Spirit. Witchcraft wants to advance its selfish cause at any price. When a person refuses to submit to the projected witchcraft, only then will it have no further use for the person. It will discard the person and begin looking for its next victim. Beware of its final murderous attack, because witchcraft likes to kill what it can’t control.56

The spirit of Jezebel operates in witchcraft. Jezebel is a controlling manipulating spirit of witchcraft. Witchcraft spirits will attack any person who wants to hold them accountable. Jezebel will say things like ‘you are non-loving and mean’. People operating in the spirit of

56 Ibid., pp.133-136
Jezebel (controlling witchcraft) seldom repent of their harmful actions and can be very brazen and outwardly aggressive to cover up their insecurities.\(^{57}\)

Witchcraft plants seeds of deception in the mind through vain imaginations. The release of those imaginations causes confusion, which is a sure sign of witchcraft’s influence. Witchcraft works against the mind to release all sorts of evil thoughts and imaginations in a sinister attempt to wear the person down and make him unstable. The mind must be fortified with spiritual truth in order to guard against the spirit of witchcraft.

Witchcraft seeks to get a person out of faith and walking in doubt and fear. This is a powerful tool of witchcraft, used to attack you through emotions. The voice of witchcraft will release thoughts of doubt into a person’s mind. Witchcraft will throw the following thoughts: ‘nobody loves you, nobody cares about you’. Witchcraft will project feelings of rejection and worthlessness. Witchcraft paints a dark and gloomy portrait of life in one’s mind. It influences you through your soul, especially your emotions.\(^{58}\)

### 1.4.3.4 WITCHCRAFT AND MUSIC

One of the greatest victories of the occult movement was to infiltrate the music world. The music that was performed during Druid ceremonies, had a "rock" beat, and they knew that when certain chords were struck, it acted as a hypnotic suggestion to stir rebellion. Witches have their own language, and some rock songs have incorporated these coded incantations. On the surface, what sounds like a bunch of strange words is actually an intentionally written lyric of hidden meaning.

Acid rocker Jimi Hendrix said in an interview with Life magazine (October, 1969) that:

> Music is a spiritual thing of its own. You can hypnotize people with music, and when you get them at their weakest point you can preach into their subconscious whatever you want to say.

Jimmy Page, of the rock group Led Zeppelin, who owned one of the largest occult bookstores in England, had purchased the mansion of Edward Aleister Crowley (1875-1947), one of the most famous Satanists of all time, who called himself the most wickedest man in the world. The mansion is said to be inhabited by demons. Page referred to Crowley as an unrecognized genius of twentieth century thinking.

---

\(^{57}\) Ibid., p. 140  
\(^{58}\) Ibid., pp. 143-156
Band member Robert Plant, who wrote the song *Stairway to Heaven*, was also interested in the occult and said that the song just came together, as if he was being driven by some "spiritual force." He said: *Somebody pushed my pen, I think.* It became one of the biggest selling records in music history, and is still one of the most requested songs on rock format radio stations. Some of the words are typically of witch language and having a double-meaning. The line: *And when you wind on down the road, the shadow's taller than your soul,* means that Satan is supposedly to be stronger than man. Page said it was taken from the writings of a Druid priest, hundreds of years ago, which was based on the Bible.

The song also used a process known as backward masking, which is accomplished when a phrase is recorded on tape, played backwards, and then recorded again on the master tape. One segment which says:\footnote{Stuart, D J, Jesus is Savior [Online] Available from: http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20America/Rock-n-Roll/witchcraft.htm [Accessed: 7 August 2014]}

\begin{quote}
Yes there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run, there's still time to change the road you're on. And it makes me wonder..., played in reverse, says: There's no escaping it, oh it's my sweet Satan, the one whose path makes me sad, whose power is Satan.
\end{quote}

Other parts of the song, when played in reverse, say:\footnote{Ibid.}

\begin{quote}
I live for Satan ... The Lord turns me off ... Here is to my sweet Satan ... There's power in Satan ... Take the 666.
\end{quote}

The abovementioned song is just one of numerous examples of music containing backward masking. There is some evidence that suggests that the human brain can decode a recorded message that is played backwards, even though the person isn't consciously aware of what's being said.

Backward masking works on the principle of reversed speech. The unconscious mind is fully active all the time, thinking, processing, observing, recording, remembering – all kinds of processes. In psychology, the most significant feature of the unconscious mind is that it has a fabulous memory. However, it has one extraordinarily valuable attribute: it cannot lie.

Research determines that many mental processes can be mapped to certain points on the brain itself. Although some people turn out to deviate from the norm, the general rule that unconscious processes belong to the right brain while most conscious processes are in the left brain is fairly well known. On the right side is natural art, holistic understanding, intuition,
psychic and spiritual connections. On the left side is math and science, a lot of scheming and planning, conscious control of the body including a speech centre, and of course lying.

While the right hemisphere was always assumed to be silent, it appears that there are speech centres on both sides. The fact that the right side demonstrates unconscious communication also proves that both speech centres are active. There was simply no way to discover this prior to the discovery of reversed speech. For most people, then, the unconscious speaks through the right side of the brain, although the power to actually initiate speech remains on the left side.

Things on the left side of the body can be connected to the right side of the brain, and vice-versa. Given this cross-wiring effect, it is not entirely surprising that speech coming from the wrong brain hemisphere comes out backwards. How this works is still somewhat of a mystery, but even more mysterious, even miraculous, is the fact that the backward speech is blended together with the forward speech so perfectly that under normal circumstances one can't tell it is there at all. This is something that cannot be accomplished with any tool other than the human brain itself.61

Satanic backward masking is not a fad of years ago. It is still relevant and very alive today. The Jonas Brothers were an evangelical wholesome boy band. Their song, “Kids of the Future” played backwards praises Satan, saying: “I speak for Satan, Satan, Satan. My sweet forsaken Satan, Satan”61. Walt Disney offers parents a seemingly wholesome group of boys, better than the rest, who don't use alcohol, illegal drugs, nor tobacco; and they all wear purity rings as a vow to abstain from premarital sex until they marry. It all seems so plausible, real and out of the ordinary. But it's all a big deception, because these boys are producing subliminal hard-core Satan worship, which cannot be denied after listening to Kids of the Future played backwards.

Children are led into the Luciferian religion via rock music. This is all necessary in order to prepare the masses of this world to receive the Antichrist when he comes. Aleister Crowley was a God-hating, bi-sexual, heroin-addict, Luciferian-worshipper, 33rd degree Freemason, drunkard, fornicator, and child-sacrificer. Crowley's books and writings on the occult are still greatly revered today by Luciferians. Crowley boasted of being "The Beast," and was infamous for making contact with demons. The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, and Ozzy Osbourne to name a few, openly praise and honour Aleister Crowley.

Aleister Crowley is probably the Black Magician who is the most popular foreground figure in Hollywood and the music industry today. He is considered to be the one who invented

---

backward messages on music recordings used by The Beatles, Led Zeppelin and The Rolling Stones, to name but a few. A great percentage of the rock/rap/hip hop musicians of the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and 90’s are highly influenced by this occult, black magician. The satanic influence is something that is programmed into the artist’s mind by the Illuminati to serve a specific goal.\textsuperscript{62}

Suicide has increased 300\% since 1950. The teenage suicide rate in America is the highest of all industrialised nations. And according to the National Education Association, \textit{teenage suicides are linked to depression fuelled by fatalistic music and lyrics.}\textsuperscript{63}

In 1988, Dr Mark Rosenberg, addressing the American Society of Suicidology, said, \textit{It was thought that the way to prevent suicides was to treat depression. It’s not the case with these kids. Rather than being clinically depressed, these young suicide victims are impulsive, acting out fantasies.}\textsuperscript{64} The fantasies acting on these young people are from rock music. Dr Paul King, medical director of the adolescent programme at Charter Lakeside Hospital, in Memphis Tennessee, says more than 80\% of his patients are there because of rock music. He adds, \textit{the lyrics become a philosophy of life, a religion.}\textsuperscript{65}

Charles Manson, who claimed inspiration from the Beatles, used music to gain satanic control over his followers, who went so far as murder under his command. Art Linkletter blamed secret messages in rock music for the death of his daughter in 1969. Dr Howard Hanson, a director of the famous Eastman School of Music said\textsuperscript{66}:

\begin{quote}
Musics made up of many ingredients and according to the proportions of these components, it can be soothing or invigorating, ennobling or vulgarizing, it has the power for evil as well as for good.
\end{quote}

Satan has commanded a vicious attack aimed at the young of this generation. The Bible, in Ezekiel 28 (KJV), describes Satan before his rebellion and fall, verse 13:

\begin{quote}
Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone was thy covering, the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{64} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{65} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{66} Ibid.
Tabrets and pipes are musical instruments. Satan is connected with music and he knows the awesome power of music.

3 But even if our Gospel (the glad tidings) also be hidden (obscured and covered up with a veil that hinders the knowledge of God), it is hidden [only] to those who are perishing and obscured [only] to those who are spiritually dying and veiled [only] to those who are lost.

4 For the god of this world has blinded the unbelievers’ minds [that they should not discern the truth], preventing them from seeing the illuminating light of the Gospel of the glory of Christ (the Messiah), Who is the Image and Likeness of God.

2 Corinthians 4: 3-4

One of the greatest attacks Satan ever directed against the human mind is rock music. Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones, who Newsweek magazine calls the Lucifer of rock, said years ago,

we’ve had their bodies . . . and now we want their minds.

Satan knows that if he can capture a person’s mind he can control the person. In San Antonio, Texas, a sixteen-year-old boy, while listening to Pink Floyd's album The Wall, went into a trancelike state. Without warning, he suddenly jumped up and brutally stabbed his aunt to death. According to the police report, there were no drugs involved, only music. The boy claimed the music hypnotised him and he does not even remember the killing.

Satan is using a powerful and subtle form of hypnosis to capture the mind. The key to hypnosis is repetition and the main ingredient of rock music is repetition; an overwhelming, repetitive, driving beat. That steady, repetitive beat can place the listener's mind into a dangerous state of suggestive hypnosis.

In October 1984, nineteen-year-old John McCollum shot himself in the head, while listening to Ozzy Osbourne sing "Suicide Solution" which contains the words:

Evil thoughts and evil doings/Cold, alone, you hang in ruins/Thought that you'd escape the reaper/You can't escape the Master Keeper/. . . . /Where to hide, suicide is the only way out.

Jimi Hendrix, among rock's greatest guitarists, who choked to death on his own vomit in 1970 due to a drug overdose, said,

\[67\] Ibid.

\[68\] Ibid.
Atmospheres are going to come through music because music is a spiritual thing of its own. You can hypnotize people with music and when you get people at the weakest point you can preach into their subconscious whatever you want to say.

Homosexual rock star Little Richard, said

Some rock and roll groups stand in a circle and drink cups of blood. Some get on their knees and pray to the devil. Rock and roll hypnotizes and controls our senses.

As of February 2011, Britney Spears has employed the Satanist director Jonas Akerlund to film the video for her new number one song “Hold It Against Me”. Jonas Akerlund has publicly worn clothing with images of Satan, the sigil (the common symbol of Satanism) of Baphomet, and has incorporated representations of Satan and Satanism or Luciferianism in many of his past video work, such as in Lady Gaga’s “Paparazzi” and “Telephone” with Beyonce Knowles, Ozzy Osbourne’s “Let Me Hear You Scream,” and the porno music video for Rammstein’s “Pussy.”

He was a member of the Swedish black metal band Bathory. It was named after the Hungarian Countess Elizabeth Bathory, who was the most prolific female serial killer in history and sexually molested and murdered over 600 young women and children to bathe in their blood to obtain eternal youth. One of the band’s many Satanic songs is “Satan My Master.” It seems Akerlund is aiding the major music industry to help brainwash people into accepting the corruption of the New World Order Illuminati.

Few people realise the connection between Nazism, Heavy Metal, violent crime, pornography, paedophilia, torture, homosexuality, sadism, Satanism and the music and movie industries. There's an entire underground occult (hidden) culture of evil that most people are not aware of in this world. Rock music attacks the nervous system, affecting one's emotional state.


---

69 Ibid.
70 Ibid.
Rock music is rock music in all forms; whether it's soft, hard, metal, speed, Christian or grunge. Christian rock, for example, shows no difference between the holy and profane.\textsuperscript{73} The highly-respected Professor Alan Bloom, professor of social thought at the University of Chicago, writes in his best-selling book, The Closing of the American Mind\textsuperscript{74}:  

> Rock music has one appeal only, a barbaric appeal to sexual desire— not to a pure, unselfish love, but sexual desire undeveloped and untutored. It acknowledges the first emanations of children’s emerging sensuality and addresses them seriously. Young people know that rock has the beat of sexual intercourse.

Goth music is particularly dangerous, because the lyrics to the music often glamorise killing, brutality, sadism, masochism, paedophilia, torture, freakism and all sorts of heathendom. The music is often characterised by relentless yelling and screaming, freakish embellishments of the voice and evil sounding backgrounds. The magician Criss Angel, has made millions of dollars with his “Mind Freak” series, and he definitely fits in well with the Goth freak culture. Goth is often associated with sexual immorality and paedophilia.

Television is infatuated nowadays with vampires, witchcraft and zombies, all related to Goth subculture. It is sin-centred music. Goth is a degenerate form of subculture that brings with it hate, loneliness, heartache and woe. Goth deliberately crosses all the lines of proper dress, manners, refinement and decency. Goth picks up where Rock ‘n’ Roll leaves off, offering a course in advanced rebellion, sexual immorality, and Satan worship. The Goth crowd is truly living at the bottom of the barrel of life, right where Satan wants them. Wiccan witches are naturally attracted to Goth, because they are Luciferians themselves, who worship hundreds of pagan deities.\textsuperscript{75}

1.4.3.5 WITCHCRAFT AND ABUSE

Crimes in the name of witchcraft, such as the murder and mutilation of albinos in magic rituals or aggressions against alleged witches, are examples of the violent manifestations of the beliefs and practices of witchcraft in Africa. The belief in witchcraft, widespread across many traditional faiths, is covered by the right of freedom of religion and belief, and recognised by a variety of international and national legal texts.

Crimes against child witches (a child who is supposed to be able to use evil forces to harm others) are common in several African countries, for example the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) or Nigeria. A few examples are: in 2000 an Ivorian girl was assassinated by her relatives who accused her of being possessed by an evil spirit; in 2005 an eight-year-old child was tortured by her guardians who feared she was a witch and, in 2010, an adolescent accused of practicing witchcraft was tortured and mutilated by his sister and her boyfriend.

In 2005, a study on cases involving children of African, South Asian and European origin showed that the majority of abuses linked to witchcraft involved Africans. The study revealed that most of the alleged child-witches were between 8 and 14 years old, and that boys and girls were equally at risk. Recent research shows that girls are more at risk of being accused of witchcraft and that the majority of abused children are teenagers aged between 11 and 15.\textsuperscript{76}

Accusations of witchcraft are visible manifestations of witchcraft belief. These accusations usually start when problems arise within the family circle. Accusations of practicing witchcraft are normally followed by abuses. The most common types of abuses include\textsuperscript{77}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Physical abuses}: beating, burning, cutting, semi-strangulating, or tying up the child; cold water baths; rubbing chili peppers or other substances on the child’s genitals.
  
  \item \textit{Psychological and emotional abuses}: involving isolation – not letting the child eat with the family or share a room with them – threats of abandonment, labelling the child a witch.
  
  \item \textit{Neglect of the child}: refusing to take the child to see a doctor, absences from school, lack of hygienic care, depriving the child of meals or clothes, etc.
  
  \item \textit{Sexual abuse}.
\end{itemize}

The consequences of the abuses are physical and psychological damages, such as relationship problems or lack of self-confidence. Some children are separated from their abusers and put into the care of social services or orphaned.

Another phenomenon that has so far only been lightly studied is the abuse linked to witchcraft rituals. These abuses, which may include sexual abuses and human sacrifices, are carried out to make the oath ritual more effective. A ritual oath is \textit{a seal placed on an agreement through rituals binding both parties to the terms of the agreement on pain of supernatural\textsuperscript{76} \textsuperscript{77}}

\begin{thebibliography}
\bibitem{77} Ibid., pp 3-4
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Breaking such a pact is believed to incur the anger of the gods and might even jeopardise the victim’s life. Victims are strongly persuaded that terrible things such as illness, deaths and even madness will befall them and their families if they don’t repay the debt. According to one victim those who do not respect the pact will be living without a meaning of life, like a snake that drags.

In September 2001, the torso of a five-year-old African boy was discovered floating in the river Thames. Further investigation showed that the boy was brought expressly from West Africa to be sacrificed in a witchcraft ritual. The boy was poisoned before his body was mutilated and drained of blood by an expert traditional African priest.

1.4.3.6 WITCHCRAFT AND THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

The power of imagery is generated in man’s brain. Images are an internal process. The inner sanctuary of yoga is the golden triangle, the “holy of holies”, the pyramid or throne is in the brain. It is the mid brain. The golden triangle reaches from the pituitary gland, to the brow chakra, situated in the brain, and then to the throat chakra.

Inside the pyramid or throne are the hypothalamus, thalamus, hippocampus, amygdala and pituitary gland. All these are located in the mid brain, in the seat of the golden pyramid’s throne. The golden triangle is a locus for psychic powers of the Kundalini serpent and witchcraft to be released to the inner brain to render the brain at the top of the tree powerless. The entrance is through the third eye – all the energy of the sun, psychic power, the latent power of the soul is released in the opening of the third eye. This is the occultic eye and it opens the eye to the false: the eye of false visions, the false prophet, false imaginations, and often the mouth of the false prophet.

---

From the third eye into the mid brain the psychic power flows into the hippocampus, known as the limbic system, the storehouse of sensory memory. This, plus the pituitary gland and the hypothalamus, affects almost every function of the body. The five senses are affected and the third eye will affect spiritual seeing, hearing, smelling, touch, taste and discernment. The psychic power affects the five senses and the five lobes of our brain and the Kundalini serpent powers aim to render a person powerless in the mid brain. The mid brain is impacted by emotions, feelings of anger, fear, depression, sexual arousal, pleasure and sadness.

The hippocampus is the temporal lobe of the brain and as psychic power hits the middle brain, severe mental illness can occur. Schizophrenia, depression, mood disorders, Alzheimer’s disease, autism, Tourette’s syndrome, epileptic seizures, memory disorders, trauma and loss of consciousness can occur. If the Hippocampus is damaged, a person can become a prisoner of the past. This is the organ targeted by satanic mind control programmers. For many of these conditions, there are no medical answers except to medicate or sedate.

The hypothalamus is the temporal lobe. It is also inside the golden pyramid, the throne, and can be rendered powerless by the psychic powers of the Kundalini serpent. It is the temperature control, centre of hot and cold sweats, hunger, appetites, weight gain or loss, sleep, shivers, hearing, memory, visual capacity and reading. The Hypothalamus affects the secretions of the endocrine system and can be affected by the serpent power on the throne of the endocrine systems. The Kundalini serpent comes to kill and destroy the mind of Christ. He wants to render the brain powerless, malfunctioning, to render it passive, believing the false and losing its God-given capabilities.

A believer’s inheritance is that he has been given the mind of Christ. The serpent wants to steal from Man’s mind his full potential, to render him powerless, cripple him physically and emotionally, to render the believer powerless and make him lose his full potential and to kill the true apostolic/prophetic mind, voice and visions. He comes to bruise Man’s head, blank out his mind, and send him into a dream/sleepwalking state.  

1.4.3.7 WITCHCRAFT AND THE PLACENTA

A placenta is a living entity while in the womb. It is an organ that develops in a pregnant woman, evidencing the fact that God is already introducing life in the womb. The foetus is attached to the placenta by the umbilical cord. The placenta is a physical and biological
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structure as well as a spiritual organ which carries positive and negative elements from both parents to the foetus.

This placenta is not affected by any infections, diseases or attacks during pregnancy and, as such, allows the baby to be delivered safely. A normal placenta comes out easily immediately after the baby is born. However diseases, infections, structural deformities, as well as spiritual attacks from demonic agents, can cause abnormalities in the placenta. Evil people can target the placenta to cause bleeding in early pregnancy, which can result in miscarriage. Abnormal placentas can lead to deformities which can cause stillbirths, mental problems or epilepsy.

The placenta in or out of the womb plays a strong and significant role in the spiritual functions of the unborn child and its destiny. Practitioners of witchcraft believe that much power is acquired through blood that the life is in the blood. Because of this, there is always a blood sacrifice with every ritual made to Satan. In these rituals, animal and human blood is used, and sometimes even the blood from a placenta, depending on what the satanic priest wants to achieve. There are families all over the world that have been involved in witchcraft for generations. They have performed ritual killings and drank human blood and eaten human flesh.

In some areas, when a child is born, they will preserve the placenta until the child reaches a certain age. They will then perform a ritual with the preserved placenta. It could even be roasted as a barbecue, whereupon the whole family will eat it together with the child. This results in a serious spirit-soul tie between the family members. It can also cause havoc to spouses who marry into this family and it can even lead to divorce. Many believers today do not realise that their families ate their placentas and many lives are caged in a spiritual prison that prevents them from growing spiritually in the things of the Lord.

Some parents were manipulated by agents of darkness to bury their children’s placentas on a cursed piece of land, next to the hut of the family Sangoma or witchdoctor. These children may keep on dreaming of that piece of land or the houses on that piece of land every time they want to go forward with the things of the Lord. They could have dreams and voices calling them back to their spiritual roots, even hearing the voodoo drums beating and calling them back home when they are summoned by the ancestors to go home to serve at the family altar. Their placenta has become a spiritual magnet drawing them back into their past. Some of the ancestors even bathed in human or animal blood to obtain their power and popularity. 82
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Marine witchcraft is one of the most destructive evil powers. Many nations and many lives will not advance unless these spirits are dealt with in prayer. It is to be noted that in practically all nations there are people who worship bodies of water. These spirits are proud, mean, wicked, heartless, and stubborn. They try to control trade and commerce.

Marine spirits are water spirits or spirits that dwell in the water of sea and rivers. They are real; they execute their plans by possessing either a man or a woman. The marine kingdom is one of Satan’s departments, headed by a queen, popularly known as the “queen of the coast”. The Earth is divided into the air, the land and the sea. When God made man in Genesis, He gave him dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the Earth.

There are two types of marine spirits; (1) the conscious marine agents and (2) the unconscious marine agents. The conscious marine agents are those who know they are possessed, while the unconscious marine agents don’t know that they are possessed. Marine spirits possesses females more than males: they do so to oppress men and scatter homes, since the man is the head of the home. Their primary tool is sex. They are extremely fashion-crazy, they purposely dress to attract male attention, they walk in certain ways specifically intended to attract. This marine spirit pushes single ladies to date married men without any remorse. They take delight in breaking the hearts of their victims, so as to render them emotionally unstable. Once a person is unstable emotionally, he is sure to make incorrect decisions about other things. They neutralise the willpower of their victims through sex. They are very unstable in relationships; they cannot keep a relationship for too long, they pretend a lot and change their voices to fit the mood they are in.

Falling in love with a lady possessed with this spirit is the worst thing that can happen to a man, because the moment he decides to end the relationship, she begins to behave well, the moment the man changes his mind, she starts tormenting the emotions of the man, constantly frustrating him. Lesbianism, homosexuality and indecency are also marine initiations. Those possessed by marine spirits are also “party freaks”. This spirit pushes young, talented, beautiful girls into “runs”.83

In practical black magic, a succession of spells is often used against an enemy to weaken, prepare and 'soften' him or her for a final purpose, for example, to obtain obedience or to destroy. In such an instance, the first spell forms a foundation for the second and the third attacks, and so on, against an enemy, to slowly weaken or poison that person at a distance, destroy every aspect of their lives and eventually drive them out of their minds or cause their deaths, due to accidents or some self-destructive act.

Highly effective black magic often has a psychological component, as well. The more a person knows about his enemy (the person's location, personal details, psychological make-up, associates, etc.), the better he can tailor his efforts toward effecting his or her subjugation (if that's the goal) or destruction. Many diseases, including catalepsy, somnambulism, hysteria, and insanity, were attributed to black magic.84

Powerful witches and black magicians have long had a place in the warfare of nations. One of the most talented and public figures to apply the esoteric science of witchcraft to government warfare operations for example was Lt. Col. Michael Aquino. He was the father of American Psychological Operations (PsyOps) and the founder of 'the Temple of Set'. Aquino’s writings on black magic and psychological warfare explain the uninitiated basic aspects of black magic technique, which is to place an enemy into a suggestible state by whatever means, including the appearance of a friendly and familiar face on the television screen, for example. By this means, other methods of black magic can be implemented, including psychological trauma, emotional trauma and confusion. This is a means of weakening an enemy and obtaining compliance, which is equivalent to the domination and confusion spells used in practical, everyday witchcraft.

In practical black magic, an object of influence is placed in the home of an enemy. Sometimes it is placed secretly or it is given to the person as a gift. Once this object is inside the person’s home, energy waves (much like a broadcast signal) are projected into this object, thus creating an influence on the person and everyone in their home. It is essential never to accept a gift from a black magician, because it may be used to influence the person, and his surroundings.

While television broadcasts can be used to psychologically weaken targets in other ways (for example, the relay of false information to an enemy to cause them to take certain actions according to the black magician’s will), they can, also, be used to induce emotionally

traumatised states and deepen the suggestibility level further. In hypnosis, this is simply called ‘deepening.’ It is done on a mass scale by means of these traumatic events being broadcast (i.e. massacres, 9/11 and other breaking news), repeatedly over the television sets to highly emotional and receptive targets, who are already in a lower-brainwave state and, therefore, highly suggestible.

The television, by means of its flicker rate, causes hypnotic induction to occur in a matter of a few minutes. Then, because of its ability to broadcast very realistic images combined with this brain wave-lowering flicker rate, it is the perfect medium for broadcasting telepathic suggestions to the subconscious minds of millions of people at a time. The subconscious mind has no power of reasoning or analysis, and willingly accepts whatever suggestions, images or other ideas it is given, without question.

The use of trauma to induce compliance in PsyOps is another reason for mass casualty events being broadcast in a highly emotional way on the television. The black magicians on the television will suggest to the viewers what to feel and think. Once the trauma has sufficiently taken hold, the magician assumes the target is now ‘soft’ for further telepathic suggestions. The black magician (anchor or television journalist, in this case) will say, “There is fear all across the country,” “People are shocked!” “People are in grief over this event,” “People demand tougher security measures,” “People are demanding more gun control,” etc. This is the second layering of a black magic spell by means of telepathic suggestion. The people under hypnotic induction receive these images at a subconscious level and accept them as their own.

The people subjected to it are literally under a spell and seem to live as if they are in a different reality because of the images and messages that have been broadcast to their subconscious minds while in a highly suggestible state. Anytime you suspect you are under the influence of black magic, the first thing to do is to get rid of the object of influence, by means of which the black magician is transmitting his or her influence. In the case of mass media PsyOps, this is the television and to a lesser extent other forms of mainstream media communication like certain radio broadcasts and newspapers. The television itself is not an object of witchcraft, but the signals that are being transmitted into your home by means of it are. So, you don’t have to give away or destroy your television to destroy this influence, simply cut the broadcast or cancel your subscription, for example.85

Every witch acknowledges the danger of dabbling in black magic. They guard against the evil spirits by drawing magic circles around themselves. When witches call up a spirit, they know

the summoned entity is powerful and dangerous. Since witches frequently use drugs such as belladonna,aconite and hemlock, their minds and personalities are often vulnerable to the evil spirits. Mediums and witches who consort with evil spirits tell tales of others in their craft who became insane and committed suicide under the influence of evil spirits.86

1.4.3.10 SEXUAL MAGICK

Karezza is a form of sexual magick, involving building up and controlling the sexual drive for transferring energy to magical purposes. It is used to charge a particular wish, or focus energy and bring it into manifestation in a specific form. Karezza is an ancient technique which requires an immense amount of control and concentration. It may include autoerotic methods (masturbation) which are implemented to reach the point of orgasm. Shortly before orgasm, the sorcerer stops and focuses instead upon the symbol of their intention. Once this stage is complete, the sorcerer can enter a dream state in order to project the ideal envisioned.

The essence of Karezza is that once orgasm is denied, then this rampant energy which the sorcerer is controlling may, during visions or dreams, be fulfilled in another desired area. This method can also be used to contact a succubus or incubus demon and is a very useful technique for purposes of evocation and invocation.

Invocation is the calling of spirits and energies/god forms inward to gain anthropomorphic associations or to access the common or deeper attributes of the spirit. In the act of invocation, the spirit is absorbed by the “I” or self, in a Luciferian/Sethian sense. Invocation is the direct subconscious communication with the forces of ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ planes of being.

Evocation is to summon or call spirits outward, often projected into a circle or area from which a person may bind such forces or spirits to a specific area. In Goetic Sorcery, the individual summons or evokes a spirit or energy into a circle. When the sorcerer is satisfied; they banish/release the spirit so it may leave. Evocation can consist of the sorcerer summoning or calling forth the darkest aspects of the self, i.e. atavisms, to will them to manifest visually or anthropomorphically outside of the self.87
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Vampire spirits are notorious for invoking obsession and later madness by means of sexual services. Sexual demons can drive a person into horrifying nightmares, exhaustion, paranoia, obsession and even suicide or a subconscious seed-programme invoking death.\(^89\)

Tiamat, considered as an aspect of Babalon in the path of Vampirism, fits naturally into the work of the Red Temple, meaning sex and blood magick. Tiamat is also an aspect of Leviathan, the primordial angel of the deep, the crooked serpent that devours its own tail. Sexual congress with a partner is a significant aspect of the work of the Red Temple. The awakened Kundalini or Fire Snake can be channelled within both individuals, achieving a major focus and build-up of energy. Strong bonds can be created through such work.

The Black Temple is that of necromancy and the calling of the dead. A combination of the magick of the Red and the Black Temple is a sexual tantric work which involves the use of bones, ashes, blood and sexual fluid (of both individuals, given as a gift to a Loa or spirit). This aspect is explored through sexual union, for either the creation of a moonchild or the calling of the dead. This ritual, which includes a consecration of a sigil covered in the blood and combined sexual fluids, should be given power by a focus of energy. If the sorcerer becomes obsessed with the spirits which traffic in the work of the Red and Black Temple, this will lead to insanity and mental pain.\(^89\)

The Sorcerer who takes on the act of sex to invigorate a Moonchild is working based upon an Astral Moon spirit, not a baby conceived in the flesh (which is also possible). The automata formed through the sex and the spirit formed in the astral semen will give life to sex magick. Rituals such as this have long been hidden from the public and from most occultists. This is due to the fact that such workings invoke bestial and demonic incarnations, like flesh-taking atavisms which would drive one to the brink of madness and death. This is Black Magick in every sense of the word; it creates or evokes an offspring of sorcery.

The spirit is first given essence through the desire and will of the couple. Energy is fed to it by belief and the blood offering. This is obtained from the workers themselves, several days before, and fed into a jar, so that the blood may coagulate. The blood given would give the entity initial substance, while the intercourse and sexual energy within the circle gives it further energy; growing with the building intensity of the sexual act. At the moment of ejaculation, the spirit is given life through the semen itself, giving it astral substance and form. Some horrifying prospects include the initial astral formation with a sigil, and then later during a similar black rite, through natural congress, impregnating the woman and drawing
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the moon spirit into the embryo, giving it a further strength of spirit which could, in time and
growth as a child, form a strong will.

Those who would actually desire to form a moon spirit into a baby through natural congress
would proceed with the same invocations, forming a spirit net which would seize the evoked
daemon. At the moment of ejaculation, with the man ejaculating within the woman, the spirit
should be drawn within the body of the woman until the egg is fertilised. At the moment of
orgasm or undertaking the Death Posture, a clear vision of the spirit must be formulated,
clearly seen and projected into the astral, thus giving it clear life through Will, Desire and
Belief. This rite is in honour of Hecate, Lilith, Kali and Babalon, a primal reaching towards the
goddess.90

1.4.3.11 VAMPIRISM AND LYCANTHROPY

The shadow side of vampirism and lycanthropy has long been hidden from the basic study of
magick on any serious level. The inherent goal of magick is to awaken and explore the self,
progression, evolution and individual power. This is gained from first-hand experience and
study. The path of the sorcerer is never an easy or safe one; many of the greatest dangers
exist in the subconscious realm.

Vampirism has existed and grown in the European psyche for generations, stretching some
thousands of years. The same is true with lycanthropy, shapeshifting and the darker aspects
of witchcraft. Lycanthropy is closely connected with the dual aspects of sex and death, as is
vampirism. The lunar current which the sorcerer opens and becomes aligned with is based
on the aspect of hidden desire and lustful atavisms which manifest in the spirit and form of a
wolf, owl, cat and other such animal. Lycanthropy can be a useful exercise in individual
power points which can be used effectively on the astral plane.91

The individual who seeks to explore and envelop the self within the shadows of vampiric
sorcery must be willing to become as those nocturnal archetypes which hide within their
subconscious. Vampirism and lycanthropy are the most dangerous paths to take on
magically, as they invite the dark arms of the Black Eagle and Thanatos (Greek
personification of death). The system of shapeshifting is part of the nature of the vampire.
For example, tales of female vampires would give them the astral form of a cat, an owl or
raven. Many male vampires would take the astral form of a wolf or bat. It was said that
vampires may take the form of mist or fog; this connection obviously comes from the ability
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to assume a mist form on the astral plane. If certain points of chi can be strengthened into a viable physical energy, then one can view the astral in the form of the chosen focus. Most often, this is seen in dreams or mentally open states of consciousness, depending on the individual thoughts and mind-set.

Throughout the past 600 years of vampiric history, many women and men would wake from a seemingly restful sleep, still feeling exhausted and worn out. Their dreams would be disturbed, or reminiscent of a waning sexual experience with a demonic or angelic being. It is possible to develop, out of inherited and personal traits, an independent predatory instinct which can function on "autopilot" while dreaming. Then the hunter may seek out unconsciously those who have imprinted on the astral plane their wishes of congregation and lust. Many have developed from personal experience (i.e. childhood or early life trauma) a predatory complex which would act out its frustration during the dream state.

Atavistic resurgence is the act of bringing forth primal desires via the subconscious, wherein such desires manifest and sometimes breed into monsters. It is up to the individual to build a great amount of strength to confront, understand and control such energies. Many lycanthropic urges manifest in violent sexual activity, wherein all honesty is present and a pure aspect of psychic makeup is understood. Blood and sexual congress have long been interpreted as animalistic lust, resulting in the creation of psychic bonds between the individuals involved.92

The powers of astral vampirism and lycanthropy can be obtained once the warlock and witch are adept in the arts of the witches’ Sabbath. Vampiric or vampyric sorcery is a technique of evoking and directing energies which are Qlipothic in nature and/or origin. The Kabbalah defines the Qlipoth as unbalanced or negative energies which exist beyond the sphere of Da’ath, which is dual in its qualities. Da’ath is often represented as a power zone of wisdom, the hidden knowledge. The key is the subconscious, the dark matter of the brain.

Vampyrism is also the will-directed internal focus of exploring the immortal aspects of the Vampyre in shadow and dream form. It is a process of sinister or left-handed alchemy, being the Adversarial path of Luciferian self-development. Elementals are different from spirits, in that they will often take the form of desires and what is called “atavisms”, they take the form of urges within the psyche and rarely can be made to assume a visible appearance.

Da’ath is guarded by Choronzon, who is regarded as both demon and vampire. Choronzon is all that can invoke madness or destruction. Choronzon seizes upon every point of the self
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which is confused, in conflict, sick or twisted. It can take and build upon any form of hate, self-pity, depression and madness.

**Vampiric sorcery** is the mastery of the elementals of the deep subconscious. Choronzon could be considered the same as the Egyptian Apep, who is a demon of Chaos. The Lord of the Luciferian Witchcraft Cultus is Set, the Prince of Darkness, who is known for his battle with Apep. By destroying Apep, Set became the master of Chaos (Apep). This is believed to be a point of High Sorcery. This is mirrored in the Lord of Air and Fire, Lucifer/Azazel/Shaitan, revealed in the “Holy Guardian Angel” form known as Azal’ucel.

Vampire elementals are connected with deep desires and lusts that emerge from the subconscious. If undiscovered, they will often grow with the desires of the individual until they rise to the surface. If individuals are unbalanced, they create further dangers by attempting to invoke or evoke such elementals; for they exist on dark levels of the sleeping mind and hold the keys to the gates of Da’ath. If one is not prepared, they will be brought forth to the gates and come face-to face-with Choronzon. Their madness will grow until their reality is not their own.

Vampirism is a belief system of altered thinking and new focus. It is not at all different from the beliefs of any serious magus or sorcerer who seeks to build the black walls of individual strength. It is believed that the subconscious holds every key needed to awaken these primal atavisms: the serpent, the wolf, the dragon, the bat, the owl and raven are all at the invoker’s command. The new age of shamanic tribal transformation and atavistic resurgence is at hand.

It is believed that when the sorceress can assume the form of the cat, raven or wolf and hunt for astral congress based on the individual’s will and desire, she has reached the high levels of vampirism (not by staying away from the sun or sleeping in coffins). All of the trappings and imagery of vampirism are based on symbolism and transformation. Vampirism is the extension of the astral mind and night side reality. All that is transformable from the flesh to dream is subject to change on this level.  

Vampiric sorcery is based on essentially the same principles as more traditional forms of Magick. Vampire spirits can become dream predators and can cause psychic damage and/or madness.

Black Eagle is a familiar spirit, a spirit called up by the sorcerer from the atavisms of the depths of the mind and is horrific and self-destructive if not properly controlled and
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channelled. Black Eagle can lead to cases of madness, schizophrenia, even possession. It has numerous vampiric elements as part of its nature. A feature of this spirit is that, during dreams, Black Eagle will appear in a blood red or black background. It is an American Indian spirit.

American Indian sorcerers are actually shamans who practiced a high discipline, entering alternate states of being. The underworld and the waking world were often explored in depth, as connections between the spirit and the flesh. Many such journeys or explorations were under the web of sleep, where dream becomes flesh. Shamans are masters of the in-between worlds, from whence witchcraft derives – it is, after all, a mastery of both flesh and spirit. The adept of such magick and sorcery is bound to the Earth, and with numerous skills and practices can later leave the physical body at will in order to go between worlds or even to take on the flesh of another. A wise sorcerer would seek to master both the methods of shaman and magickian, both the solitary and the ceremonial, as great keys of knowledge exist through both paths.

Black Eagle appears often as a pale Indian spirit, either black, blue or red-robed. Sometimes it appears in brown leather hides, with leathery skin which is abnormally pale and with burning black eyes. There have been occasions, however, when Black Eagle had no precise form at all, manifesting merely as a grey or different-coloured shapeless mass. It has a heavy North American Indian accent.94

1.4.3.12 SEXUAL MAGICK IN THE CHURCH TODAY

Sweeping most quarters of institutionalised Christianity today, expressions of neo-paganism in the larger public square now range from self-help organisations working with corporations to offer symposiums to their employees to produce positive harmony, prosperity, and overall business success to other, not-so-subtle forms of paganism, such as those practiced by Wiccans and the women's spirituality movement, in which more than six hundred thousand women nationwide in the United States participate in the invocation of ancient Earth goddesses.

Retail stores in faddish malls are springing up across the United States to meet the need for replica idols of the popular female deities, and marketing occult paraphernalia used in venerating the goddesses (crystals, candles, books of spells, etc.) has become a multimillion dollar industry. Trendy New Age shops are now located in the most fashionable strip malls in the nicest areas of town. One such store, Necromance, resides at stylish Melrose Avenue in
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Los Angeles, where business is booming with sales of human fingers on a leather cord, necklaces of human teeth, bone beads, and human skulls, including tiny foetal ones. While store owners are generally New Agers or practicing witches, Necromance and similar businesses are attentively supported by a growing population of churchgoers, neo-pagans, politicians, Hollywood entertainers, and teachers of the arcane rites. Not long ago, one such witch claimed to be a temple prostitute of the goddess Astarte and performed sequential gate-opening magic sex with 251 men at the University of Southern California.  

1.4.3.13 Bone Magic

Throughout much of human history, bones have been associated not with death but with life. In many cultures, people actually believe bones are the seat of the vital principle or even the soul. As the place of life, bones have mystic powers ranging from cures and divination, to birth and rebirth. The most important and widely held belief is that bones can be reanimated and therefore are essential to rebirth. They play a critical role in the ritual of the death and rebirth of man. This conviction is especially common among people in northern Eurasia, as well as parts of Asia, and can also be found in the myths of Germany, the Caucasus, Africa, South America, Oceania, and Australia. Where there is belief in reanimation, bones are often preserved after the flesh has decayed and are treated with special care.

In some cases, they are given a separate burial or are preserved as objects of worship. It is not only human bones that are declared sacred, but often the bones of certain animals as well. The use of bones for divination is a common part of many shamanistic rituals.

In Africa, they worship their ancestors and draw their practices from the ancient Egyptian rituals. Families and tribes are required to visit the graves of their ancestors at least once a year, where a feast is held to bring honour to them. This is to ensure that the living family will be protected and blessed by their ancestors for the next year. There is tremendous fear and respect for the ancestors and Africans will do anything to make sure they do not get into trouble with them. There are workers of iniquity that call themselves the Order of the Bone-Magic, the brotherhood of necromancers.

They worship Azrazel, Lord of the bones, who reveals the secrets necessary to control all things fashioned from the bones of the dead. The Order of the Bone-Magi is a secret organisation with a great deal of history and ritual. Membership is closely controlled and even in its ascendance the Order never numbered more than a few hundred. As part of their training, the disciple must seek out crypts and graveyards to learn about skeletons and the
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dead. They will speak to a pile of skeleton bones and actually get the skeleton to be built up bone-to-bone until it is standing up in front of the magician. This skeleton is then absolutely faithful to the magician and will do whatever it is told. Bone magicians will go to graveyards and battlefields where many people have died and then call up skeleton armies to fight battles in the spirit for Satan’s kingdom. This is an army of the undead.

A single warrior skeleton can also be called up; he was a powerful warrior in life and will be so in this form, but cannot die. He is undead. This practice opens demonic doors to spirits of death, Hell, and the grave. This has wrought some major consequences in my own life, as well as the lives of my family. This destroyer has brought death through abortion, sudden deaths of babies, and the accidental death of my children.96

Bone Magic activates the following curses and/or covenants97:

- Curses of death through accidents where death and Hell has bound my family line with freak accidents, accident-proneness, and a pattern of continuous accidents;
- Curses of Hell bringing death that has come with accidents, and all the torment of loss, torments of financial disaster, and emotional torment that has followed the accidents, and even torment of the mind;
- Curses of accidents with loss, and the grief and pain that the accident and the loss has brought. Curses of grief over loss through accidents;
- Curses of the spirit of death and Hell, where there has been a sustaining of permanent injury through accident; accidents in the neck, the legs, hands, joints, and so forth. If the injury torments a person with pain, it is the spirit of Hell tormenting him;
- A cycle of rejection and abandonment with death and Hell, where I have in turn seeded my children with the same rejection;
- A cycle of rejection and abandonment with death and Hell and the loss of purpose in living;
- The tormenting spirits of abandonment keeps the feelings of rejection alive;
- Sickness comes into a person’s body through rejection and abandonment; through rejection and abandonment it has opened the door to terminal illnesses;
- Curses of plagues to whip, to scourge, and to bring suffering and calamity;
- Curses of chain of abandonment linked to infirmity and every cord of hidden self-pity;
- The curse of a continual death-wish because of death and Hell bringing destruction down the family line;
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• A covenant with death and agreements with death through the worshipping of Apollyon/Abaddon, bringing a curse of destruction through Apollyon/Abaddon;
• A curse of mouth and jawbone of death and Hell;
• The darkness of the shadow of death will cover the person;
• The grim reaper of Molech and Chemosh will reap from the person’s life, emotions and mind in destruction;
• Divination and witchcraft will lead to deep depression, despair, hopelessness and seduce to suicide;
• Chains will pull the person into the torment of the pit of depression;
• A curse of abandonment linked to all depression bringing destruction;
• A curse of mutilation (including through accidents or emotional circumstances) linked to the sacrificial altar of mutilation and destruction; the person is tied to witchcraft, divination and mutilation;
• A curse of alcoholism resulting in financial trauma, continual financial distress and family arguments, living under no rest from emotional stress, emotional distress, continual grief, pain and hopelessness and emotional breakdown; alcoholic swings of emotion due to stress and tension living on the person’s nerves; going from one financial crisis to another;
• A curse of occultic accidents;
• Patterns of unusual outbursts of rage and anger because of financial loss, financial problems or financial insecurity;
• A curse of inflamed anger and rage, and insane rage with alcoholism, or occult rage;
• An occult curse of emotional brokenness and emotional dysfunction, including mood-swings, depression, continual crying and breakdowns;
• A curse of false emotional burdens of the entire family and household;
• A curse of unusual schizophrenic behaviour, distress and loss of self-control over financial affairs;
• A curse of occult activity bringing financial calamity, financial collapse, “bad luck”, suddenly everything turning bad, bankruptcy, the loss of all savings, the loss of all assets, and the emotional distress, grief and breakdown because of loss;
• A curse of financial destitution, and the fear of being thrown out on the streets with nothing;
• Tribulation and ravaging fires of death and Hell in every area of the person’s life, including those that come with fevers, unusual fevers, and mystery fevers; burning fires of inflammation of the nerves resulting in pain, and inflammation of the joints, the nervous system, and arthritis and other diseases that are rooted in inflammation;
• Chains of the torment of Hell in my marriage, relationships and family life;
- A curse of the power of the skull and crossbones of death with divination and occult practices; and
- A curse of the fear of losing one’s salvation, harvest and inheritance; death and Hell has swallowed up hope, vision, faith and even reason for living.

**PRAYER POINT**

- Break each of the curses above over yourself, your family and your associated bloodlines.

### 1.5. THE STRUCTURE OF WITCHCRAFT

![Diagram of the Structure of Witchcraft]
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**PRAYER POINT**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We take authority over this structure of witchcraft in and against our lives.
- We cut this structure loose from each other and speak confusion in between them.
- We destroy now the seat of power which is the root of witchcraft in our lives and our bloodlines.
- This structure will never be able to re-assemble against us.

---

We take authority over the Satan, the principalities, powers, rules of darkness and spirits in wicket places and cast you down Lucifer, Raum, Moloch, Ahiab, Azazel. The light of Jesus Christ now replaces you and your darkness operating in our lives and bloodlines.

Any Luciferian, Raum, Molock, Ahiab and Azazel witchcraft operating be destroyed and nullified in our lives and our bloodlines.

Lord sent your warring angels in to destroy the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th brigade of demonic armies in operation against us, our families and our bloodlines. You soldiers of the wicket one are now dismissed in your operations and assignments against us. We tear up those operation instructions and assignments against us.

1.6. CATEGORIES OF WITCHCRAFT

There are four major categories of Witchcraft:

- Blind witchcraft
- Black witchcraft
- Red witchcraft
- White witchcraft

Other kinds of Witchcraft that exists:

- Kali Witchcraft
- Abra Melin Witchcraft

1.6.1 BLIND WITCHCRAFT

A "blind witch", is the lowest level of all the operations of witchcraft. The blind witches in essence are those who are ordinary people in a witchcraft prison, and they include men and women, boys and girls, as well as little children, who had received the mark of destruction of the witchcraft spirits.

In other words, a Blind Witch is one who is nothing but a mere playground for witchcraft experiments and manipulations. To this end, a Blind Witch will not know himself to be a witch, neither will he or she operate consciously as a witch. He is only a slave in the prison of witchcraft.

---
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Consequently, if one had received the mark of destruction of blind witchcraft upon himself, it means that all the days of his life on Earth would be subjected to their control, except he is delivered by Our Lord Jesus Christ. Indeed there are millions of Blind Witches on Earth today, who are living inside the witchcraft prison spiritually.

For one to receive the mark of destruction of the spirits of witchcraft, he has to first of all undergo what is called “blind initiation.” One can receive Blind Initiation, or the mark of destruction of witchcraft spirits, through any of the following ways:

- By manipulation into:
  - By eating meat, fish, fried-rice, or kola-nut in the dream;
  - By smoking cigar or drinking alcohol in the dream;
  - By visiting a fortune teller,
  - By receiving so called healing through occult powers,
  - By reading occult books.
  - By sexual intercourse with evil spirit in the dream, or physically with a prostitute;

The following could be symptoms of blind initiation:

- A Blind Witch may always find it difficult to live the way he wants on earth;
- He may indulge in evil acts, such as stealing beyond his control, even if he is financially rich;
- He may find himself fluctuating between joy and sorrow on a daily basis;
- A Blind Witch IS prone to acute depression.
- He may not be hungry, but he would always want to eat;
- He may be attached to hard drugs, alcohol, or smoking;
- He is prone to the gratification of sexual propensity, and even if he is married, he could still indulge in illicit sex;
- Some Blind Witches are possessed by the psychic entities of sleep-walking;
- He may be seen talking to himself alone even along the street;
- A Blind Witch is most often filled with the thoughts of self-murder (suicide) and violence.

All these are few of the symptoms showing that one may have received the mark of destruction of the spirits of witchcraft. Now, it is only Christ that can set one free from these
manipulations and predicaments and from any witchcraft prison. All you need to do is to have faith in Him as your only Master, Saviour and Lord. The Scripture says:

"For whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world: and this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith. Who is he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God?" -1 John 5:3,5.

1.6.1.1 **SEX WITCHCRAFT**

People have been initiated into the witchcraft kingdom through sex. Averagely, a man or woman will naturally have one sex partner that is your husband or wife. So if you are not guided by the Spirit of the Lord before you get married or if you once lived a careless sexual life, then the changes are great that you have been or is a blind witch. Sexual witching is one of easiest ways to spread witchcraft.

Even from childhood, some children’s private parts or sex organs have been defiled and initiated with spirit of witchcraft and as they grow up without their own knowledge they become potential witchcraft spirit carriers and distributors. Anybody that has sex with him or her automatically becomes polluted with the spirit of witchcraft which enters the victim immediately – if he or she comes in contact sexually with a witch.

No physical or spiritual protection can protect one from their pollution, and the only protection is living a holy Christian life.

There are three main categories of prostitutes currently on earth.

- Evil spirits going around as pretty girls. Such girls have no earthly parents, for they are directly from the water occult realms of the evil psychic worlds.
- The conscious human agents of the powers of darkness, who are greatly possessed by demons of unlimited lust. Some of them wear ring or rings, bangles or talismans, while some use a particular colour of dress, pant, shoe, scarf, among others, as their symbol of initiations and covenants with the forces of darkness, amongst others.
- Ordinary human beings, who are mere spiritual slaves of the powers of darkness. In the realm of spirits, this category is caused to appear or manifest as dogs. In other words, the third category of prostitutes is girls captured by demons or their agents and plunged into prostitution through various manipulations. All these are used for the

---
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sole aim of defiling and subjecting people to zero point, so that the people of this world could be easily manipulated. And they are all used also to spread chronic diseases among people.\textsuperscript{102}

Many witchcraft powers and spirits are present in many people who have incurable sexual diseases because the problem is not physical problem; it is a spiritual problem that is now manifesting physically.

Sex initiation into witchcraft is rampant in offices, schools, universities, business places, markets, mosques, hotels, churches, hospitals, government establishments etc. They witches uses charms. Many witches even come to attack people in the dream sexually; this is why you see people complain of continually making love in their dreams. The witches’ only use this act to steal blessings, virtues, success and bring infertility and barrenness even high blood pressure, untold hardship attitudes into people’s lives and destiny.

They manipulate people in their dreams through sexual intercourse and when it manifests physically/ the person becomes promiscuous and gets carried away with burning lust whenever he or she sees the opposite sex and sometimes the very sexual witch he/she saw in his/her dreams.

Their assignment is to transfer the spirit of lust and uncontrolled sexual cravings into human beings i.e. both male and female. These types do not make love with their fellow human beings but prefer to sleep with animals and beasts; and even sometimes with demons spiritually. Sometimes they are extremist. They are cautioned not to marry or have sex physically with human beings as this disobedience could spell death for them by those beasts and demons in their kingdoms.

\subsection*{1.6.1.2 DEMONIC ENMESHMENT}

The ultimate sexual union is seen to be between women of earth and demons of hell. Such demonic enslavement to lustful sex is known as incubacy and succubacy.\textsuperscript{103} Demonic enmeshment is one of the greatest tools used by Satan to gain access to the human soul and spirit, to manipulate, dominate and control to the point of destruction\textsuperscript{104}:

\textit{Enmeshment is a database transfer where demons can transfer emotions and knowledge over to a human database; a human emotional database. The demonic entity transfers his experience to the
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person’s emotional database via the sexual act. The demons can transfer in good or bad experiences and in the process can copy and/or delete human experiences over to the same jump drive. Demons then download these stolen experiences into themselves as they want to enjoy forgiveness, peace, etc. as they will never be able to have it. Merging files happen via sexual intimacy. Enmeshment is the transfer during sexual climax. This happens on the soul level but a different experience happens on a human spirit level. All of this is done to ultimately affect the human spirit. When this person who had sexual relations with the demon now has sexual intimacy with another person, enmeshment is also possible via the deception and violation, voluntary or involuntary.

Many women, and many times men, experience sexual relationships in their sleep. This is called having spirit husbands or spirit wives.

There are three types of people affected by this phenomenon:

1. those that knowingly have this relationship on a constant, ongoing basis;
2. those that knowingly have this relationship on and off;
3. those that have this relationship but don’t know they do because, immediately after, it is wiped off their memory by demonic manipulation.

The 3rd group is the worst and most concerning group to which a victim can belong. Since these people cannot remember the dream, they will not be able to do something about it.

These spirits have so mastered the art of deception that they will use the faces of familiar people when visiting at night: father, pastor, brother, boss, even the person’s real spouse.

The Incubus (male) is a lewd demon which seeks sexual intercourse with women. The corresponding demon who appears to men is the Succubus (female).

The presence of spirit husbands or wives affects a person on three levels:

1. difficulty getting married,
2. difficulty staying married,
3. difficulty having children.105

PRAYER POINT

Give time for self-investigation and repentance.

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- spirit of witchcraft sexual immorality – come out of us and our bloodlines - chronic seduction spirit come out - blood of witchcraft prostitution be destroyed.
- Incurable sexual disease come out of us and our bloodlines.
- spirit of lust and uncontrolled sexual cravings come out of us and our bloodlines - Power of seduction and evil sex be destroyed.
- any witchcraft animal spirit come out of us and our family
- Any charm that is in use against us – be destroyed with fire – we break is power with the power of the blood of Jesus.
- We lose now our blessings, virtues, success and destinies that you stole.
- Hardship we break your back and cast you down. We will not live lives of hardship and sorrow!
- We destroy now any witchcraft and curses of infertility, barrenness and High blood pressure (B.P) in our lives and our bloodlines
- Lord we ask that You would destroy any demonic database transfer that has happen in anyone of our families. Remove the print left behind by demons.
- Incubus and Succubus – out of us and our bloodlines.
- Any spiritual husband or spiritual wife we take authority over you – we cancel out any marriage and command you to get out of us and our bloodlines
- any sexual bondage is now broken.
- Evil control of sex, hunger and thirst for illicit sex in me, come out, serpents of sex in my soul, die.
- Lord, sent Your angels to destroy any wicked powers that have vowed to destroy us and our families and bloodlines with sex in dreams.
- Lord, please destroy any structures and demonic devices including Witchcraft magnet of sex in our bodies and bloodlines, please restore and rebuild your structures for sex in our bodies and lives that the enemy damaged or destroyed.
- Remove the mark of destruction of witchcraft spirits from us and our bloodlines.
- We destroy now the blind witchcraft and any curses in operation linked to it.
- Any demonic spirit that came in through blind witchcraft we take authority over you and command you to come out and to go to the feet of Jesus – demons of sexual perversion, homosexuality, depressions, gluttony, always wanting more, psychic entities, drugs, alcohol, smoking – every demon that came in – out!
- Spirit of witchcraft – come out of us and our bloodlines – come out of our sexual organs and every other organ and part of your lives – we will not be puppets in your hands. We will not be mere playground for witchcraft experiments and manipulations. We now come out of your witchcraft prisons and destroy those prisons.
1.6.2 BLACK WITCHCRAFT

Black Witchcraft originated in Africa and is operated through the combination of juju (a magic charm or fetish used by some West African peoples; magic or sorcery associated with such peoples) and voodoo occultism. Today this art is practiced all over the world. The Black Witches are occult messengers that operate in high and low places to maim or to kill, as well as to extract blood for the daily consumption of the rest of the forces of darkness.

1.6.3 RED WITCHCRAFT

Black witchcraft involves utilizing 'cosmic energy' for evil purposes; red witchcraft involves utilizing 'cosmic energy' to manifest the miraculous, yet it draws attention to itself in an egotistical way. White witchcraft, or white magic, is the highest expression of the 'universal energy force', causing a yielded person to "live humbly, universally, radiantly, truthfully, so that when one sees you, one sees God through you."\(^{106}\)

1.6.4 WHITE WITCHCRAFT

White Witchcraft is an occult practice which include the art of fortune-telling, geomancy, astral gemstone, occult mantras, natal astrology, shadow-reading, hypnotism, physiognomy, palmistry, talismans, Ouija boards, tarot cards and crystal balls, to mention but a few.

Therefore while one who is even an illiterate can operate the art of Black Witchcraft, one must be able to read and write before he can advance in the art of White Witchcraft. Most of the techniques of' this craft are contained in occult books. This is why a White Witch must be able to read and write in this regard.

As at now there are many secret societies on Earth officially operating and propagating the art of White Witchcraft. Including WICCA, Church of Satan etc.

1.6.5  **KALI WITCHCRAFT**

The art of Kali Witchcraft originated in India through the worship of Kali or Durga, who is the oldest female psychic entity of the Astral plane (the first occult kingdom of the air). Everything relating to Kali Witches have to do with destruction. For instance the art of using human blood for money or using parts of human body for ritual, is operated by Kali Witches. Kali witchcraft is in full operation all over the world. For instance, in Nigeria, such blood money secret cults operate a combination of black and kali crafts. It is important to note that a whole nation can be wrecked by witchcraft manipulations, if true believers therein are not constantly watchful.

1.6.6  **ABRA MELIN WITCHCRAFT**

The art of Rajo Witchcraft, also called Abra Melin Witchcraft, is the highest category of all the operations of witchcraft. This art originated in ancient Babylon and is still being practiced today in different parts of the world. Furthermore part of the Rosicrusian (AMORC) mysteries including the mysteries of the Hebrew occultism (Kabbalah), are contained in the art Rajo Witchcraft. The Greek's famous "Oracle of Delphi" was a higher aspect of the art of Abra Melin or Rajo Witchcraft. It was through this craft that the witches of Babylon became masters in the art of teraphim and of predicting the future through the livers and intestines of slaughtered beasts as well as through smoke, fire, precious stones etc. The occultic art of using vulture, owls, dogs, cats, flies, amongst others, to carry witchcraft messages, which is still going on today, originated in Babylon and is part of Rajo Witchcraft.

The occult art of necromancy, which is the practice of communicating by magic with the dead in order to learn about the future, is part of Rajo Witchcraft. Necromancy is an occult manipulation because by this art a psychic entity may disguise himself and appear from the ground or the grave in the form of a dead person and speak to people.

A master of Abra Melin can completely influence, dominate and control others, to the end that such people may proclaim or worship him as the "great power of God".
1.7.   INITIATION INTO WITCHCRAFT\textsuperscript{107}

How do people get initiated into witchcraft?

People become witches and wizards in so many ways. The following four ways are the most common:

1. People become witches or wizards by inheritance. It can be passed on through their parents. They just wake up one day to discover they have been initiated into the witchcraft society. For such people witchcraft has become a family affair.
2. Others become witches or wizards through personal choice.
3. There are those who are forced into witchcraft by other people. They are forced into the association against their will.
4. It is also possible to be a blind witch. They are unconscious witches who are not aware of their involvement in the witchcraft society. This could be typical of many Christians.

1.8.   WITCHCRAFT RELIGIONS TODAY\textsuperscript{108}

1.8.1   WICCA

Wicca is now practiced as a religion of an initiatory secret society nature with positive ethical principles, organized into autonomous covens and led by a High Priesthood. There is also a large "Eclectic Wiccan" movement of individuals and groups who share key Wiccan beliefs but have no initiatory connection or affiliation with traditional Wicca.

1.8.2   STREGHERIA

Stregheria is an Italian witchcraft religion popularised in the 1980s by Raven Grimassi, who claims that it evolved within the ancient Etruscan religion of Italian peasants who worked under the Catholic upper classes.
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The ritual format of contemporary Stregheria is roughly similar to that of other Neopagan witchcraft religions such as Wicca. The pentagram is the most common symbol of religious identity. Most followers celebrate a series of eight festivals equivalent to the Wiccan Wheel of the Year, though others follow the ancient Roman festivals. An emphasis is placed on ancestor worship.

1.8.3 **FERI TRADITION**

The Feri Tradition is a modern traditional witchcraft practice founded by Victor Henry Anderson and his wife Cora. It is an ecstatic tradition which places strong emphasis on sensual experience and awareness, including sexual mysticism, which is not limited to heterosexual expression.

Most practitioners worship three main deities; the Star Goddess, and two divine twins, one of whom is the blue God. They believe that there are three parts to the human soul, a belief taken from the Hawaiian religion of Huna as described by Max Freedom Long.

1.9. **OCCULT INVOLVEMENT**

18 *There is no fear in love [dread does not exist], but full-grown (complete, perfect) love turns fear out of doors and expels every trace of terror! For fear brings with it the thought of punishment, and [so] he who is afraid has not reached the full maturity of love [is not yet grown into love’s complete perfection].* 19 *We love Him, because He first loved us.*

1 John 4:18

2 *Nothing is [so closely] covered up that it will not be revealed, or hidden that it will not be known.* 3 *Whatever you have spoken in the darkness shall be heard and listened to in the light, and what you have whispered in [people’s] ears and behind closed doors will be proclaimed upon the housetops.*

Luke 12:2-3

The word *occult* comes from the Latin *occultus* meaning hidden. The occult is a system of religious beliefs or rituals pertaining to the supernatural, that which is beyond the range of natural knowledge. It is rooted in idolatry. It is based on a farming term in Latin meaning *cultivation*. Sociologists and anthropologists sometimes use the term *cult* to describe
religious structure or belief patterns with meanings unique to their disciplines. In modern usage, the term cult is often used by the general public to describe any religious group they view as strange or dangerous. Thus, cult can describe religious leaders or organisations that employ abusive, manipulative or illegal control over their followers' lives. The occult religious expression could contain:

- the worship of self as the supreme will;
- a belief that Satan is a Christian invention designed for controlling people; or
- the conjuring and manipulation of supernatural Influences, agencies, or phenomena for one's own purposes and gain.

Occultism can be endorsed in movies, in video games, play station games, on television and in literature as one of the following:

- creatures that have both human and non-human form and characteristics;
- beings with paranormal (psychic) powers who call upon some strange gods to fill themselves with special supernatural powers; and
- people who are normal but can change into a different being by calling upon an element in nature (air, fire, earth, water, ethers).

A person who studies or practices any form of the occult sciences (such as divination, magic, mysticism, spiritualism, and so forth) is called an occultist. There are three main categories of the occult:

1. seeking carnal knowledge/sins of the flesh and eyes, including all forms of sex sin, including pornography (e.g. Satanism);
2. seeking knowledge of the future (e.g. divination); and
3. seeking supernatural power (e.g. spiritism).

God commands man not to be involved in the occult. He commands man to be separate from the occult so that men and women can be His people (Leviticus 20:24-26) without distraction. Seeking occult power or knowledge is essentially soliciting the help of demons or false gods. This directly disobeys God's command: You shall have no other gods before Me in Exodus 20:3. God has told man to seek Him for everything in life. Jesus explained: You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength in Matthew 22:37. This leaves no room for other gods. Part of God's nature is that He desires people's full devotion and attention – He is a jealous God and a consuming fire (Deuteronomy 4:24).

---

Involvement in the occult, whether innocent or otherwise, can result in strong curses. Scary nocturnal visitors, ghostly apparitions, voices, and bizarre happenings may occur in a person's life as he or she becomes involved in the occult. Some feel oppressed and sense a dark presence. Others begin to hear voices at night and even during the day. The voices often start out sweet and charming but end up as screams full of rough, filthy, blasphemous words. Some see things at night – a shadow of a head, hands, or legs; forms floating around; forms disappearing around corners; things moving around without human hands; or objects simply disappearing. Some report loud voices at night and feel their spirits leaving the bodies in levitation or astral projection without effort and against their wills. A few report nightmares of being forced into perverted sex with a half-goat, half-man beast, while other spirits ogle on and cheer. They wake up physically bruised and exhausted. Nightly visitations leave them tired and desperate.\textsuperscript{110}

Other occult activities that bring curses are the following: the use of Ouija boards, participation in séances, fortune-telling, tarot cards, palm reading, I Ching, crystals, B-balls, astrology, dousing, face reading, consulting psychics, holistic healing, acupuncture, martial arts, foreign religions, Dungeons and Dragons, voodoo, folk superstitions, Indian sorcery, folk healing using 'good' spirits, chants and rituals, occultist music and also plain old witchcraft.

Kurt Koch describes superstition and occult customs as the greatest contaminator of the soul of all time, stemming as it does from fear and the desire for power. To close the door to faith is to open the door to superstition and all the rest. To put it another way, if mankind reject God, Satan himself will plague them.\textsuperscript{111}

1.9.1 FERTILITY CULTS

The act of corporate worship of false gods through harlotry and idolatry is a fertility cult.\textsuperscript{112}

The worship of Baal and Astarte was a fertility cult, a cult of lust. Together they symbolise the generative power of nature. Astarte is known as the Queen of Heaven; she is acknowledged as the goddess of love and also known as Venus and Ashtoreth, the goddess of Sidions (1 Kings 11:5). Astarte, the goddess of fertility, was also known as the star, and fertility rites were often connected to the stars. Baal is the pagan god of fertility, the outpouring of male seed and believed to be a giver of life (occult conception). Baal is known as the god of Mars,
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the blood-red planet. These two gods are the fullness of uncleanness and sin – sexual immorality and occult lust.

The goddess Astarte is a goddess of the stronghold of Jezebel. Sexual immorality is the major characteristic of Jezebel. She teaches the practice of immorality and comes with all kinds of lust and perversion in the church to trap God's people.

Babylon worship is also a fertility cult. Babylon virginity was also symbolised by wearing a cross around the neck or upon the forehead, but is actually a sign of Babylonian immorality. Babylon at work is immorality and destruction that keeps getting passed down the generations. With the spirits of Babylon come martyrdom, assassination and false accusation.

Spiritual Babylon is a symbol of confusion, rebellion and idolatry. It is the following\textsuperscript{113}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item the foundation of rebellion against God;
  \item the foundation of human religion, idolatry and harlotry;
  \item the spiritual city and civilisation of unredeemed people who have not acknowledged Jesus as their Lord and Saviour;
  \item the spiritual stronghold that attempts to replace the Kingdom of God with human or demonic substitutes; and
  \item a symbol of religious, political and commercial confusion.
\end{itemize}

The worship of fertility is a lost virginity, illegitimacy and prostitution. The foundation of fertility cults lies in rebellion, stubbornness, witchcraft and lawlessness. In fertility cults, fornication and adultery are encouraged and even commanded, while bisexuality, sodomy, incest, lesbianism, harlotry, prostitution and transsexual activity and the duality of sexes are also all part of the cult.\textsuperscript{114}

\section*{1.9.2 THE CELTS AND DRUIDS}

The Celts are a family of tribes occupying large swathes of Europe between 2000BC. and the second century who migrated and expanded as far East as Asia even to China and from archaeological evidence, central Turkey and as far West as Britain and Ireland, their empire taking in Spain, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Austria, Hungary and
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Romania. Much of the domestic, social, artistic, literary, and cultural rites, rituals, and festivals can be traced right back to the ancient Celts.

In Celtic society of the ancient world, tribal communities were divided into various classes. Above the common people such as peasants and the artisans were the warrior class and then the ruling classes such as kings and chieftains. There was another ruling class of people called the Druids and Druidesses. They were equivalent to the Brahmins in India, a priestly class.

The Druids were the intellectual guardians of the unwritten ancient law, reservoirs of Celtic knowledge which included knowledge gathered from other civilizations such as the Mesopotamians, Sumerians, Akkadians, Egyptians, Greeks, Norse and Phoenicians. They linked the Celtic peoples with their numerous gods, performing a role similar to modern priests as they formed the mediation between gods and man. Druids were of the noble class, taking over twenty years to learn the philosophy, divination, poetry, healing, religious rites and magic. All this they committed to memory, not writing anything down, training in caves and forests and in sacred groves within forests, the lore being passed from master to initiate. In Irish and Welsh texts, Druids were teachers, healers, seers, wizards but not priests, unlike Gallic Druids they did not pray to any god nor did they appear to have performed any sacrifice. They were more like sorcerers.

The Celts did not build temples to their gods, the Druids worshipping in the open air in sacred groves or near sacred lakes or shrines. The Stone circles, in particular Stonehenge, are thought to be Druid temples. They believed in the souls being immortal, passed on to another body at death. They believed in reincarnation or eschatology. They also believed in a guardian spirit of the tribe translated as dispa ter which is Jupiter or Jovis Pater. Caesar translated this as Father Hades.

Druids practiced magic and witchcraft but also healing and divination, acting as shamans and medicine men, making talismans and spells to ward off evil. They were physicians/priests/healers gathering herbs to make poultices, pronouncing incantations and prescribing ‘drugs’. In magic, some Druids used wands, shape-shifted, had power over animals and used metamorphoses.

In ancient Celtic society, the Druids and Druidesses were called the intellectual elite. Druidesses were called the wise women, sometimes bondswoman, female seers and sorceresses, female magicians or witches. As the so-called wise ones, in some accounts they are the origins of WICCA (male) and WICCE (female), the ones of the craft of the wise which in modern English is the WICCA CRAFT or WITCHCRAFT. The witch priest was the Flamen; the priestess called the Flamenca. In Rome the sacrificial priests were called
Flamen, their wives Flaminica, from the Latin word *flamma*, a blazing fire, heat, a flame, to be inflamed. Flammeoleum was the bridal veil they wore, the flame-coloured bridal veil the colour of blood.

Druidesses used magic to shape-shift and to turn people into animals in legend. They used magic to turn themselves into beautiful women or ugly old hags using the powers of sorcery, using herbs to heal, to hurt and to hallucinate for spirit travel. Both Druids and Druidesses used different forms of divination: Astrology, Augery, listening to animals, dreams, visions flights of birds, interpretation of signs, and Haruspicy, the cutting open the belly of an animal to observe the entrails (this was adopted by the Romans and Etruscans). Part of divination was to hear the screaming voice of the child in the womb and interpret it. They hurled spells against the elements and used them as curses. Druids were able to produce insanity and bewitchment in their victims.115

### 1.9.1 SECRET SOCIETIES

The Oxford Universal Dictionary defines *secret society* as “An organisation formed to promote some cause by secret methods, its members being sworn to observe secrecy”. Many cults may be characterised as secret societies as many of their memberships, proceedings, procedures and rituals are kept secret. Secret societies are illegal in several countries.

According to the Reverend Alexander Hislop, author of the book *The Two Babylons, The Papal Worship*, secret societies can be traced back to Nimrod, who became, after his death, the first of sacred mortals. After the great flood, survived only by Noah and his family, a mighty man and warrior arose in what is now known as ancient Babylon. His name was Nimrod, and he commanded a tremendous presence upon what is today known as Ancient Babylon. Nimrod established a satanic system of idolatry openly, with many people flocking to this worship. At this time, the predominant religious system that ruled the world was the worship of the One True Trinity God. Soon after Nimrod established his alternative religion, based upon witchcraft and idolatry, Shem, one of Noah's sons, was greatly angered and was motivated by Almighty God to remove Nimrod. Shem militarily attacked Nimrod, defeating him and taking him prisoner.

Shem executed Nimrod and many of his satanic priests and followers. As an example of the thorough nature of his victory, Shem ordered Nimrod's body to be cut into pieces. Each of

these pieces was sent throughout the known world to demonstrate to everyone that the worship of Satan through idolatry and witchcraft would not be tolerated. The world seemed safe from this tide of evil. However, Nimrod's wife, Semiramus, and some surviving priests, joined forces to create a secret, underground religion. They deified Nimrod, creating a counterfeit to the True Messiah, Jesus Christ. They created a system of Satanic Mysteries destined to spread over the entire world. The teachings of these 'Mysteries', as they came to be called, very subtly led men back to the very system of Nimrod's magic and idolatry, which Shem had so vigorously destroyed. This false path was made appealing to men by promising them hidden knowledge, by enticing them with the allure of keeping such knowledge secret, and binding them together with severe oaths and secret signs and handshakes. This, then, was the beginning of the secret societies, starting several generations after the great flood, in approximately 2200 B.C. Secret Societies have existed, therefore, for over 4,000 years of human history; they literally were Satan's church from the beginning. Through the ages and still today, members of the occult are taught that certain subjects were revealed to men in secret societies. Some of these subjects include geometry, astronomy, physics, medicine, higher mathematics, music, art, literature and the planting of subliminal messages.

Many cults may be characterised as secret societies as many of their memberships, proceedings, procedures and rituals are kept secret. All secret societies have very specific stipulations and rules for being part of the organisation and everyone associated with the organisation must take a vow of secrecy bound by conditions. If the vow of secrecy or any other related covenant should be broken by any member, curses will be released against the individual, his or her loved ones and descendants, curses causing calamity, sickness, diseases and even death. Fear plays a very important part of any secret society, as fear keeps many people in bondage: fear of death, fear of sicknesses, fear of loss of loved ones. The same is applicable for curses. The results of the secret society interaction will be dependent on what was done via rituals. For example, in Freemasonry rituals include death and resurrection, blood oaths and phallus worship.

1.9.1.1 FREEMASONRY

Freemasonry is a fraternity of men in a brotherhood bound by witchcraft and other works of the flesh. Freemasonry is overtly a business organisation as well as a religious organisation. The result of the participation in Freemasonry is that men are bound concerning prayer: they cannot pray. A lie of infallibility, stubbornness and pride comes into the home and rule with a

rod of iron. These men betray their families and the result is grief to the wife and to the children. They enter into a false, ungodly priesthood. Freemasonry men become gods and many become male chauvinists, dominating women. The symbol of freemasonry stands for idolising male sexuality and the worship of male reproduction, resulting in hatred and contempt of women down the family line.

The foundation of Freemasonry is based on Mystery Babylon and Nimrod the high priest and sorcerer of Freemasonry. In the very first degree taken, a candidate is given the title ‘the Entered Apprentice’. He is actually becoming a sorcerer’s apprentice and moves into a full-blown sorcerer as he progresses. Operating in idolatry, witchcraft and divination Freemasonry leaves the following legacy: grief, fear, depression, anger, rage, favouritism, rebellion, hatred of authority, shame, despair, suicide, control and manipulation.\textsuperscript{117}

Following are the known curses (individual and bloodline) resulting from Freemasonry on the family:\textsuperscript{118}

- **Chronic Financial Curses.** The first symptom of a financial type curse is evident if there is a history of debt, bankruptcy, poverty and lack of gain in the family.

- **Chronic Sickness and Disease.** Chronic simply means of long duration, or frequent occurrence, constantly vexing, weakening or troubling. The signs of this curse include a sickness from childhood that persists throughout life.

- **Chronic Female Problems.** Another common household sign of a curse is frequently and simply the presence of female problems, taking many different forms. One form is barrenness and lack of productivity. Fruitfulness and multiplication have always been the signs of blessings, and lack of children is the sign of a curse. Yet another is miscarriages. Ladies who have repeatedly miscarried (once confirmed pregnant) can also take on the secondary curse (spirit) of grief, sadness and or depression. According to the Word of the Lord, and within the writings of Hosea 9:14, idolatry is one of the primary causes of miscarriage. These female-type problems can obviously include severe cramps, PMS, tormenting pain during their monthly cycles, tumours and growths in the abdomen and womb (e.g. hysterectomy). Fallopian tube infections or ill operating ovaries are common, especially in freemasonry-orientated families. Curses of infirmity operate in these areas resulting in idolatry.

- **Accident Proneness.** Merely being accident-prone is a curse in itself. The word prone means to have a tendency or inclination toward.

- **Marital Problems.** The household is one of the hardest hit areas of all, for the foundation of the household is the strength of the marriage union. Marital problems can be as simple

\textsuperscript{117} Buys, A. Prayers of Renunciation: Secret Societies. Kanaan Ministries. Unpublished, pp. 3-4  
\textsuperscript{118} Ibid., pp. 4-7
as continuous arguments, fights or quarrelling, and these problems are easily rooted generationally (their parents also suffered with these same issues/curses).

- **Premature Death.** Contrary to popular belief, people often die before their appointed time. Wickedness in the family will often open a door to the curse of death and destruction and this curse acts quickly, giving no heed and no quarter.

- **Mental Problems.** One should never discount mental problems as being curses – for even the secular society is convinced and accepts that mental illness is generationally inherent. This includes the fear of insanity.

For those who have been involved in the Shriners (this applies in America only), the following curse is operative\textsuperscript{119}: The oaths involved in the Ancient Arabic Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine – the piercing of the eyeballs with a three-edged blade, the flaying of the feet, the madness, and the worship of the false god Allah as the god of our fathers.

### 1.10. THE GODS OF WITCHCRAFT\textsuperscript{120}

Since the 1950s, Witchcraft has been practiced as an organized, Pagan religion that worships the goddess and horned god and stresses the use of magic only for kind purposes.

In Wicca, the god is seen as the masculine form of divinity, and the polar opposite, and equal, to the goddess. The god is traditionally seen as the horned god\textsuperscript{121}.

- Horned god is seen as the lord of the animal kingdom. His is the symbol of fertility, virility and strength, and all that is wild and undomesticated. He evolved into the bull-horn god and goat-horn god and provided meat to the humans and renewed life to the animals. The titles used for Wiccan gods of the animals or the hunt, symbolizing virility and strength, are such as Pan, Cernunnos, Herne, Pashupati.

- The Sun god stands for fertilization and life-given power. Fire is a potent weapon of the sun god. Titles used for solar gods, are such as Sunna, Apollo, Ra.

- Child of promise / divine child: the new born sun god born on 25 December. He is light born into darkness. Title used for gods in the form of infants, such as Gopala, Horus (also Son God).
  - The underworld god: lord of the dead
  - The hammer/smith god and lame god

\textsuperscript{119} Ibid., pp. 25
– Father god: Title used for Pagan patriarchs, such as Zeus, Dagda, Odin.
– Green man: Title used for the Earth Gods, such as Tammuz, Herne, Dionysus (also Green God).
– Lover god: Title used for Gods who aspect as consorts of the goddess and lover to his devotees, such as Krishna, Cernunnos, Pan.
– Sacrificial gods: Title used for deities whose ritual sacrifice provides life for the people, such as Osiris, Jesus, Adonis, and other Sun gods and Green gods
– Triple god: Title used for the godhead as a trinity, such as Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva

1.11. **THE GODDESSES OF WITCHCRAFT**

Traditionally in Wicca, the goddess is seen as the Triple goddess, meaning that she is the maiden, the mother and the crone. The mother aspect, the Mother Goddess, is perhaps the most important of these, and it was claimed that she was the ancient Goddess of the witches

Three primary forms of goddesses:

- Snake goddess (underworld)
- Bird goddess (over world)
- Lady of the beasts (middle world)

The goddess in witchcraft is the goddess of the overworld, middleworld and underworld – she is the one goddess – both the giver and receiver of life. She comes in the many forms of:

- The Earth mother or the Great mother: she is associated with creation, the Titan named Gaia, the giver and receiver of life. Her symbols include cave, the well, the mountains, hills, mounds, cauldron. She is linked to 3 regions – sky or upper waters, earth, and lower waters or the water beneath the earth.

- Moon goddess: Also called the White goddess, associated with birth, love and death.
- Star goddess: A Celtic goddess Arianrhod which means “silver wheel”.
- Underworld goddess: She plays a role in restoring the dead to new life. She receives the souls of the dead into herself, and then birth them into the moon which birth it into the world of the living. She takes on many forms and images, classic forms include

---

the vulture and the raven—births that feeds on the dead. The owl symbolizes this underworld goddess and she is associated with black and with white (which denotes to the sun-bleached bones). She is often depicted as wearing a white crown, on a white horse or in the company of white deer and she assumes the form of a serpent.

- Crossroad goddess: Crossroads is the place between worlds; a place of mystical and magical encounters. Crossroads is according to the occult the best place to perform magic and the conjuration of spirits; a place to make fateful decisions with the aid of this goddess.
- The fate goddess: god or goddess with birds heads. Fate is depicted as a bird or with the characteristics of a bird. Birds linked to her are vultures, ravens and crows. She can transform into a dove

1.12. **WITCHCRAFT ANIMALS**

Almost all people involved in witchcraft or the occult have placed demons within their pets. Those demons will cause the animal to attack anyone who either tries to hurt their owner or cast demons out of the owner.

1.12.1 **RAT/MOSQUITOE/BUTTERFLY/FLIES/COCKROACH**

The following animals fulfill one witchcraft assignment or another:

- Rat
- Mosquitoes
- Butterfly
- Flies
- Cockroach

Anytime you discover one, two or all of them in your apartment particularly with unusual population and action, they are spies; ‘Witchcraft Secret Intelligent Agents’ (WSIA). Satan is so keen about knowing our secrets adequately especially the mosquitoes and flies. These two insects are so spiritually useful for witches nowadays in doing the secret biddings for Satan, due to their domestic affinity with people in homes. They are very difficult to be

---

suspected as secret agents of witchcrafts. Several men of God have been derailed and up till now, many of them plus countless human beings (both within and outside the church) are still under the watchful eyes of witchcraft agents who possess and then use those animals as a cover to put people under close surveillance for easy attack.

1.12.2 Monitoring Witchcraft

Monitoring witches operate with spiritual eyes, cameras, satellites, monitoring demons, Satan's agents, witchcraft small animals like ants, cockroaches, flies, birds, lizards, wall gecko, serpents, earth, water, sun, moon, stars, mirrors, walls, pots, palm oil, evil garments, smell, hoist, footprints, cars, chalk, voice, etc. All these and many more are used to get detailed information about our lives, destiny, plans, progress, problems, spiritual life, health and many other information. They are very useful for all the kingdoms of darkness.

Monitoring witches are in charge of surveillance and monitoring, and, as it were, know everything. This means that kingdoms of Satan have information about everybody's life. Satan has a formidable network of information about heaven and earth. Monitoring witches are widespread, they have very reliable information data bank about you, your family, your generations, and ancestors.

For any satanic attack to succeed anywhere in the world, there must be reliable and precise information about the person, areas, environment, locality, etc. All this information will be supplied by the monitoring witch in that area. Anytime a witch gets to any particular area for operation, he or she will first of all search the witch in that area for further information.

Today, the kingdom of Satan has now become more sophisticated than ever before because the witches are now operating with computer set, monitoring activities. If we can pray very well to overcome the monitoring witches, we will have less attacks and problems from witchcraft kingdom because once they don't see you, they cannot attack you effectively and they will be frustrated.

They have numerous and uncountable evil eyes used as telescope to check human beings inside and outside of them. They monitor servants of God and children of God so that they could destroy their minds and souls.

There are so many witchcraft eyes on people's body without them knowing it.

---
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PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ Holy Spirit, blind all the witches monitoring me and my family
✓ Holy Spirit, destroy all the witchcraft equipment monitoring activities and instruments including, witchcraft small animals like ants, cockroaches, flies, birds, lizards, wall gecko, serpents, earth, water, sun, moon, stars, mirrors, walls, pots, palm oil, evil garments, smell, hoist, footprints, cars, chalk, voice, mirrors, telescopes, spiritual eyes, cameras, satellites, monitoring demons, Satan's agents etc. my and my families life
✓ Any witchcraft power, burn to ashes and vanish
✓ Lord, sent Your angels to remove our and our families names, coded information, numbers and addresses from any monitoring networks and equipment including, computers, data storages, notice- board of evil and destruction and to destroy them.
✓ Information network of Satan directed against me and my family, burn to ashes.
✓ Any demonic communication powers or signs or beacons or tracers or eyes placed on or within us or our cars or homes or anything belonging to us, be destroyed now - Lord sent in your angels to have it removed and destroyed
✓ Sent in your angels to destroy the communication lines and methods including telephones, data lines etc.
✓ We disconnect ourselves and our families from the headquarters of Lucifer and ask Father that from this day forward you will make us unhearable, unseable, untraceable and unsmellable to the enemy.

1.12.3 CAT

The presence of a cat in your compound at any given time, especially black cat, could signifies the presence of a witch. It must be noted that it is not the character of a normal (not possessed) cat to appear just at any place. Generally, a cat can be possessed quickly and be used for a working witch and surveillance. A witch in a cat goes about using the opportunity of his/her cat-nature not only to go on surveillance, but to drop or pass an evil message to someone or all the occupant of a compound after this cat appears once and again.

When a strange cat makes a repeated appearance in one's compound or around a fellow's apartment without a challenge, something can go wrong if not already gone wrong. For instance, sometimes, a vehicle or some vehicles parked in a compound may develop a
strange mechanical fault, or any other challenges may come up as a result of a constant appearance of a cat in the compound. The reason is that the specific witchcraft spirit that loves to possess cat is a territorial arm of astral witchcraft agents. And one of the evil activities of territorial witches is to spiritually be wrecking havocs on physical properties of people in the environment especially Christians. They are equally responsible for a retard development in people's lives in a compound they visit very often. Because, it is spiritual dangerous when a strange cat of that nature makes your compound or around your apartment as a venue for passing excreta or urine. No property, machine, vehicle parked or stationed somewhere even if it is a shop (inside it or in front of it) do not allow an evil cat to excrete or urinate there.

1.12.4 BAT AND OWL

These two birds in particular are referred to as 'onos-dosos', a coven term which in English means, 'Partners in evil'. These animals are being used for 'witchcraft flight' to various covens. Witches also use these two birds as a cover and means of their nocturnal movement and presence on the roof-top of a building in which they have a victim between 1-2 a.m. in the night. From the roof-top of the building, they melt off spiritually into the very apartment of the victim, to start projecting themselves by hovering over the victim on his/her bed in the realm of the spirit. This situation often influences the victim to have deep sleep within this period. This is one of the reasons behind cases of bad dreams. If such witchcraft agents happen to be a house-hold enemies that is, witchcraft agents assigned for attack from one's father's house, generally from a victim's village or town, these are the kind of witches that put on the image of a masquerade with a cutlass or any other weapon chasing the victim's inner spirit man, causing the inner man to involve in spirit running. This is the process behind several horrible or nightmare dreams. All these happen within the period such witch or witches are hovering and projecting which result into a terrible spiritual manifestation.

In the middle of the night, when you hear a cry or a shout of a bird, it is from an owl. An owl is a witch personified. A cat, a lizard and an owl have in their eyes a 'mithonos', a coven term for 'a force for evil transference'. These animals see demons at will that is why demons easily possess them. This possession is processed through the sight-to-sight spiritually with the aid of this spiritual force. Every witchcraft agent (a witch) has this spiritual force of evil transference. That is why witches too easily possess innocent, people as victims of evil possession. When a witch looks straight into people's eyes, they spiritually compress this force into their eyes getting into their lives from there. This is one of the evil systems of initiating people in the church nowadays.
Other systems are evil consumption. They get people who have 'longthroat', glutinous in nature that is people who are loose when it comes to food. Watch the people you collect something from and eat.

When an owl is crying or shouting in the dark night, it indicates the following five reasons:

- To announce the readiness of operation at a given time.
- To announce that the operation is over.
- To announce an on-going evil declaration against a person or family especially when that crying or shouting always takes place by the window or backyard of an apartment of a fellow. Now, my spiritual advice is that: "Take gaur bible and point it toward the direction of the shout and say this, "I come against you in the mighty name of Jesus Christ, the Bible says, "Whatever that is bind here is bound in heaven ... , paralyze ". Amen. You cannot find it again for some days. We are not told that they will not gather again but each time they gather against you for any evil, they will fall flat for our sake.
- A minute before and after the coven they announce the start and of their meeting.
- They use this shout for invocation of witchcraft spirit in an environment for witchcraft consolidation of such environment. That is why we must be prayerful in any where we live. People are brought under one bondage or the other through that night shout. It is not an ordinary shout. This shout means a lot negatively spiritually.

This same evil bird especially owl and bat that are excreting on people's body, cars and valuable things in general to make such things to be in bondage. The manifestation of this is one physical fault or another until such a material is grounded. When you notice a drop of excreta of a bird on your body, you equally see it on your property, do not take it lightly.

PRAYER POINT

Simply make this declaration:

✓ I stand to declare against you the assigned astral excreta to catch fire in the realm of the spirit not to have any single spiritual impact in my life and materials. For the Bible says, Even if I take serpent and scorpion ( even if I am touched by evil excreta) nothing shall by no means hurt me. I make this declaration in the presence of God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
The destructive activities of wall-gecko, lizard and cockroach are spiritually dangerous in nature. What witchcraft possess them to do is making them to pay attention and having access to some very sensitive materials like peoples' tooth-brushes in homes and get them licked (mouth touched). The effect of getting people's tooth-brush licked or mouth-touched is to spiritually render the owner of such toothbrush to suffer blood pollution and distortion which will cause the victim to no longer be attractive to people and favor but unattractive.

How can a person link or know that a wall-gecko or cockroach that mouth touched or licked his/her tooth-brush sometimes ago is creating the evil effect of financial challenges he/she is presently facing. With this information, one must henceforth, be careful and take a precaution of keeping tooth-brush and other personal effects away from the reach of these evil agents in animal forms.

Another terrible effect to be mentioned here which people also incur from these activities of having licked tooth-brush is that the particles they removed in the course of licking the toothbrush are enough to be used as an effective witchcraft satellite. This kind of satellite helps the agent of darkness to monitor their victim right from their astral base. The implication of this is that they get all the needed secrets about a person until they use the same secret to destroy him/her financially.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Every astral witchcraft power manifesting in animals to disturb my peace, I cast you out of my life and home by the power of God.
- Every evil bite on my personal effect that is taking its toil in my all areas of my life, dissolve in the name of Christ Jesus. No one will spy on me or my household.
- We destroy any mouth-touched link or tie which is used to influence us.
- We destroy any spiritual implication to suffer blood pollution and distortion which will cause the victim to no longer be attractive to people and favor but unattractive. We will be blessed and highly favored through Jesus!
- Any witchcraft satellite setup to monitor me, my home or anything linked to me be destroyed now.
- Lord, please sent in Your angels to find and destroy anything they are holding in their possession linked to us including the astral base monitoring us. Please destroy any information or secrets about us, our families and everything belonging or linked to us.
Every evil effect of financial challenges presently being faced by us or our families and bloodlines because of anything these animals or the monitoring has done - be destroyed. We release our finances from this influence.

1.12.6 ANIMALIC WITCHCRAFT

One of the strongest Animal Witchcraft type is the monkey. So many people encounter demonic big and small animal attacks. Crawling animals like: cockroaches, ants/ lizards, earthworm, wall geckos, millipede, centipede, termites, etc., are often empowered by witches to attack man, causing many terrible health and financial problems, marital turbulence, destiny failure, fertility problems, accidents and evil surveillance of people's lives. Animal Witchcraft attack succeed against all except God protect you.

They come physically and spiritually in the dreams.

Human beings are turned into animals for satanic sacrifices by their fellow relations in the family; it could be the parents or children. People can be turned into chicken, cats, monkeys, dogs, goats, birds, ducks, cows, and serpents before being sacrificed. Satanists manipulate animals for evil against man in their various homes or houses where these animals are reared as pets, pigs and cats, They make humans to love these animals, making them look beautiful e.g. serpent, birds, goats and duck.

Evil forces transform into animals and cause destruction on the streets, homes, hospitals, places of work and on major roads.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Any animalic witchcraft be broken.
- Any witchcraft changing power, die now.
- Every occasional visit to the animal realm of evil will no longer happen
- Witchcraft animals, be destroyed spiritually and physically. Any Crawling animals like: cockroaches, ants/ lizards, earthworm, wall geckos, millipede, centipede, termites, etc., empowered by witches to attack me and my family and my bloodlines, causing many terrible health and financial problems be destroyed now. We release now our health and finances. You will no longer find me.

---
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Network of witchcraft animal in my house and family be destroyed. I destroy all
demonic animals oppressing me. All spiritual animals inside me, my family and
bloodlines be destroy now. Never to be reconstructed again!

Lord, please make us un-hearable, un-seeable, untraceable, un-readable and un-
smell-able to the kingdom of darkness.

Evil forces transform into animals and cause destruction on the streets, homes,
hospitals, places of work and on major roads connected to us and our families and
bloodlines be destroyed now

Any witch turning me or my family to animal and using me, be destroy -Witchcraft
Passover will not prosper in our life

1.13. WITCHCRAFT COVENS

Most attacks being carried out by witches against people, start by first having the names of
victims written on 'an evil black board' known as 'vunc' in the coven, (both in the Vemot and
yilkat). Those evil writers whose duty it is to write the names of victims of attacks are known
as 'Letuvuncs'. Letuvuncs means, 'evil writers'.

Vemot, this is the meeting (coven) of witches where and when they often discuss,
finalize and supervise any matter of attack that pertains to Christians.
1. Yilkat, is an all-purpose coven and is very special for three main reasons:
   a. It is a coven for the gathering of only the high-ranking witchcraft officers, and
      this coven is largely populated and dominated by officers from marine
      kingdom.
   b. it is the only coven where witches meeting there is 24 hours (day and night).
   c. it is the only coven that is taking place in the Bermuda Triangle. Very high
      profile cases of attack are being deliberated there, such as against a notable
      man of God and his ministry to get them remote-controlled for errors that can
      ultimately make him/her and the ministry a dead and a mere noise-making
      man and arena. They equally conclude matter against a country, head of
      government and other quite notable personalities across the world. This is the
      coven that controls the other covens. Any matter that is finalized here is
      irreversible.

---
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PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Any self or witchcraft-acclaimed all-powerful decision already made against us in the ‘Yilkat session’, be reversed and nullified in the mighty name of Christ Jesus.
- Any group of witchcraft acclaimed all-powerful decision sitting on your matter in the Bermuda Triangle be destroyed now.
- Lord please sent in your angels to remove any of us or our family or our bloodlines names from any of these evil black boards.

1.14.  SPECIAL TIMED GAP ATTACK 129

'Special timed gap attack' is a method being used by witchcraft agents to outwit so many Christians who are prayer-gifted. This kind of method is a tactical or strategic system of fixing a time gap in the day or towards the night to constantly meet and launch attack against a victim who may be seen always keeping vigil and praying. In order to outwit such person or group of persons, is to fix a time-gap in the day or towards the night to make a declaration against their victim. For instance, three of this method of attack are:

- 7.07 0’ clock (am or pm) to launch an attack.
- 9.09 0’ clock (am or pm) to launch an attack.
- Every 12th day of a month at 12 past 12 0’ clock.

Luciferian Witchcraft Arbiter: In addition to this, there is a 7-member witchcraft power who come together every Tuesday to launch attack against people. There is also a 21-member witchcraft mediators who come together on every 21th of every month to launch an attack against people at every 1 am or pm. Some waits to launch their attack against their victim from or during the first rain of the year.

The Luciferian witchcraft arm of the marine kingdom, being a class of witches tap their powers directly from Satan, the then Lucifer and they enjoy quite some extra-hidden methods of attack than other classes of witches.

- Between 9:00 9:09 ‘0’ clock am/pm:
  - 9-member Witches of this nature meet in the mud where they send arrows of deadly attack at exactly 9:09 (nine minutes after nine) ‘O’clock (am or pm) and finalize the elimination or at least the irreversible of such attack in the life of
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the victim.

- Between 7:00-7:07 am/pm
  - A group of witchcraft caucus, known as a 7-man witchcraft arbiter ardatlusa x, who are deadlier in attack and meet inside 'a sea-serpent' to attack and follow-up such attack at (seven after seven) 7:07 '0' clock of a day.

- On every 12th day of a month, at 12:12mins '0' clock i.e. between 12:00-12:12 am/pm
  - This group of 12 member witches chooses every 12th day of the month by 12mins past 12 'O'clock to meet inside the 'belly of a crocodile' to attack a victim and follow-up any attack already carried out against a victim.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Every meeting of a 9-member Luciferian witch in the muddy environment against us and our families and bloodlines be destroyed. We dry up your mud never to be able to enter again against us.

- You, the 12-member witchcraft caucus that particularly meet on 12th day of the month at 12:12 '0' clock (am or pm) in the belly of a crocodile and strengthen an attack against me, my family and my bloodlines, be destroy now. You crocodile die never to be entered again.

- You 7-member Luciferian witches operating from the 'carcass of crab' and or a sea serpent against me, my family and bloodlines be destroyed. Any crab and serpent die never to be used again.

1.15. WITCHCRAFT IN PRACTICE

The following is just a few example of the practical implication of witchcraft. It is encourage that the source is acquired for it contains vast more information and examples.

1.15.1 THE WATER AND THE FIRST BATH\textsuperscript{130}

This type of water is termed water of destiny. When a child is born the water that was used to bath him or her on the day of birth can be gathered, reserved and kept in a bottle or whatever container for the purpose of using same against the destiny of the said baby later in life. Whenever such preserved water is being heated with a fire wherever it is kept, things
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will be tough and not be at peace with the victim anywhere he/she is. The result, ranges from strange internal heat to other internal related afflictions.

Another way of dealing with a fellow connected with this water is that when a baby is born and thoroughly bathed (water-washed), instead of safely or normally disposing the water in a carnal or toilet after bath, evil people can choose to pour the water where people are busy passing. And as long as people constantly walk and march on this unique water of destiny, the destiny of that fellow concerned or connected with this water is constantly being bastardized in the realm of the spirit. This makes life to be physically rough and unprogressive with many people, who probably do not know exactly where, when and what went wrong with them.

At the point of gathering (caging) this water in a bottle, pot or calabash, they go to a dunghill (a refuse dump) to pour this water or they pour it on the ground for easy marching by people. 'The 3man witchcraft altar' involved in this attack, will go ahead to make the following declaration by exactly '1a.m in the night', by jointly holding the container of the water then facing the direction of the rising sun and have this to declare: "we are here standing in evil unity bringing the life-time destiny of (the name of the victim) the child of (the mime of his/her mother) to be slaughtered in obedience to the Queen of heaven and our overall master, Satan. As long as this water that represent your destiny remain" caged in this bottle or people keep marching on your water of destiny, your life cannot be meaningful and may the progress remains your enemy, so help us Satan". That is all. In fact! any action taken against the victim through this water after this evil declaration will take effect.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Lord, please forgive any sins committed with the placenta and/or umbilical in our bloodlines including babies offered in idol worship.
- There is only ONE GOD and we choose to serve the only ONE GOD
- Any curse and demonic affliction that is present in our lives because of these sins be broken and destroyed.
- Any babies that are dedicated to ancestral spirits, animal spirits, water spirits, nature spirits or any other spirit through the placenta and umbilical cord we cancel this out. Any rituals done we cancel it out and curses invoked we cancel it.
- We release our destinies.
- Lord, please sent your angels to remove and destroy any placenta or umbilical cord or anything else related to the birth process that are kept in evil storage places.
Lord, please sent your angels to remove and destroy any buried placenta or umbilical cord or anything else related to the birth process. We ask that you will redeem and sanctify this land as well as any land of the sins of our fathers relating to this and disconnect us from land that we are not supposed to be connected to through this act. Lord redeem and sanctify time linked to this.

The place of birth is important to you, Lord, please redeem and sanctify the land we were born on including trauma and death and remove defilement from the land. Restore the land of our birth and the connection we are supposed to have with the land. Lord, redeem and sanctify time linked to our birth. Align us with your heaven timeline for us.

Every evil pronouncement made at the period of my birth and my first bath by any person born of a woman that is having very any negative effects in my life be cancelled

Any witchcraft container, harboring the water of my birth, or anything else related to my birth that is influencing me in any way or hindering my glory from coming forth, be destroyed. Lord sent in your angels to assist in this process.

Every evil covenant that entered into my life through the water of my first bath that is tying my destiny down to a spot, is already broken

Every 3-man witchcraft altar enjoining the backing of Queen of Heaven to fight our success in life, be destroyed

Loose our success, future, prosperity, glory and our future children

1.15.2 BABY SITTER WITCHCRAFT

Baby Sitter witches are in charge of babies. Many baby sitters we employee are in this sect of witchcraft. They take our children to witchcraft meetings, they poison them, they punish and torment them, they do evil works of destruction on their destinies, they kill glorious children in their infancy. They facilitate destruction by planting seeds of witchcraft. This seed controls the spirit of flirting, prostitution, smoking, stubborn heart, vagabond-like-behavior, failure, sickness, crying and disturbances, brain and head problems, paralysis etc.

Baby sitter witches are sometimes called house helps or nannies, who specialize in the nurturing of toddlers. We should note that not all of them are witches but many of them are.

---

Baby sitter witchcraft does not only initiate these babies, they also manipulate husbands and wives against themselves which sometimes snowballs into serious problems in marriages that has led to separation and divorce. They manipulate the mind of the husband physically and spiritually, with the devastating result of the man losing interest in his wife, and family.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We break every plan of children witchcraft against my family and bloodlines.
- No witch will overcome my family.
- Power of witchcraft in all my servants, come out and die now.
- Evil planted into my children, be uprooted by Holy Spirit power now.
- Seed of witchcraft die.
- Every spirit birthed through the seed of witchcraft come out including the spirit of flirting, prostitution, smoking, stubborn heart, vagabond-like-behavior, failure, sickness, crying and disturbances, brain and head problems, paralysis etc.
- We command every spirit of seduction witchcraft to come out of us, our families and bloodlines.
- Blood of Jesus wash out every witchcraft pollution and poison out of me, my children, my family and bloodlines.
- Backslidden witchcraft in my body, and my children's body burn out by Holy Spirit fire.
- All the secret evil activities of baby sitter witchcraft in my family, be exposed and destroyed.
- Babysitter witch operating in me and my families lives be exposed and destroyed.
- Any witch making my children to fly or taking my child to evil meeting or concentrating on my marriage be destroyed.
- Any initiation done to any of our babies in our families, bloodlines we renounce it now, any associated covenants are broken and every agreement is now nullified. Any evil spirit associated here with come out.

1.15.3 MARINE WITCHCRAFT

Marine witchcraft is one of the most destructive evil powers. The Marine kingdom (which is spiritual) is established beneath the Atlantic Ocean and the Headquarters of Marine kingdom of Satan is said to be located beneath India’s Sea. The “Queen of India’s sea” is the head of

Marine kingdom, while the “Queen of the Coast” is next in command and resides within the Atlantic Ocean. It is said that both are also among the fallen angels and travel in the form of half humanoid and half fish.

These demonic spirits are called “Aquarius spirits” or “Marine spirits”. These demons are contacted through witchcraft as to receive supernatural powers.

Marine spirits are water spirits or spirits that comes and dwells in the water of sea and rivers. They are real; they execute their plans by possessing either a man or a woman.

There are two types of marine spirits:

1. the conscious mariners and
2. the unconscious mariners.

The conscious marine agents are those that know they are possessed, while the unconscious mariners don't know that they are possessed. Marine spirits possesses females more than males, they do so to oppress men and scatter homes, since the man is the head of the home. Their primary tool is sex. They are extremely fashion-crazy, they dress to attract on purpose, they walk to attract on purpose. This marine spirit pushes single ladies to date married men without any remorse. They take delight in breaking the hearts of their victims so as to render them emotionally unstable. Once a person is unstable emotionally he is sure to make wrong decisions about other things. They neutralise the will-power of their victims through sex. They are very unstable in relationships; they cannot keep a relationship for too long, they pretend a lot and changes their voice to fit the mood they are in.

Lesbianism, homosexuality and Indecency are also marine initiations. This spirit pushes young, talented, beautiful girls into "runs".133

This Marine kingdom is a highly organized and strategized; a place where extreme technology and sophisticated equipment are used by high ranking Satanists to design things that are seductively beautiful and irresistible. They are occultist; psychiatrists and scientists, technical engineers who work tirelessly in Labs to design the latest weapons, perfumes, and assorted types of cosmetics. Many perfumes to lure men and women are designed there; many model of women’s underwear and sexy clothing to seduce and distract men are also made there. Also flashy cars and different designs of electronics etc.

1.15.3.1 MERMAIDS

Water demons are creatures that exist outside our dimension. They are disembodied spirits of hybrid water creature. Many people who are in witchcraft worship these water spirits for power. These demons cannot be caught in nets, nor can humans see them unless the demons allow someone to see them. People who are haunted or possess certain gifts may see in the spirit world and see these creatures. They cause drowning and bad dreams and unclean sexual arousal in the night.

Mermaids who are humans are those engulfed by demonic powers through sorcery and are able to transform into these water entities. These are mostly servants of the kingdom of darkness who resides within or is in connection to the Marine kingdom. A human can only transform to a mermaid by demons.

Marine spirits are dangerous, It is believed among the worshipers of these water spirits that Saturday nights is the time when mermaids in rivers and seas all over the world are most likely to be seen. Not only these creatures were seen, but also it was said that only few who encountered them escaped immediate death by the powers of these creatures and live to tell the tale. They would drown sailors, cause shipwreck and storms. All the water spirits live in water, most have fish tale, vicious, caries a comb and causes death

MAMI WATA (Mermaid of Africa)

All mermaid spirits are called mother of the water or ocean. According to the African culture of spiritism and witchcraft, the Mermaid spirits who resides within the waters of Africa are called “Mami Wata,” which is in the corrected English language (Mommy Water or Water Mommy, which is just another way of saying Mommy or Mother of the Water). Mami Wata is a pantheon of water spirits or deities, venerated in West, Central, and Southern Africa, and in the African diaspora, in the Caribbean and parts of North and South America. The most popular-and powerful-African water spirit or mermaid is named “Mamba Muntu” which is her personal African name.

THE MERMAID LASIRÈN (Mermaid of Haiti)

This mermaid demoness is also said to be a powerful water spirit popular in the Caribbean Island of Haiti. She is called “LaSiren” but in reality, LaSirèn came from the English word siren, which is a sect of spirits that is said to be half bird and woman and manifest around water as mermaid and sings very beautifully as to attract humans and destroy sailors. These sirens were said to be manifesting in many areas around the world and was encountered by many. Nevertheless, the name LaSirèn was given specifically to the goddess water spirit of
Haiti who is said to be a Mermaid and Queen of the sea. It is said by the Haitians that LaSirene has the ability to hypnotize people with her beauty. Many say that she is elegant, a beautiful woman who is a temptress and deceiver. She rules over dreams.

**PRAYER POINT**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- I break now any marine witchcraft and associating curse operating in me and my families and my bloodlines lives.
- Lord, we confess, repent and renounce every marital vows or agreements entered into by our ancestors or my immediate parent on our behalf either now or before I was born.
- I break and deactivate all covenants (which is already declared illegal), vows entered into with the spirit husband or spirit wife in our lives or our bloodlines
- We withdraw every engagement material, visible or invisible presented to the spirit world on me or my families or my bloodlines behalf.
- I destroy the spiritual wedding gown, ring, photographs, marriage certificate, objects, and all other materials used for the marriage.
- I destroy every demonic blood covenant (already declared illegal) as a result of sex in my or my families or bloodlines dreams, food in our dreams, ceremonies in our dreams, with the spirit husband or wife.
- We destroy All the demonic children we might have, in the spirit world, consciously or unconsciously.
- I withdraw any sperm, any blood, any destiny or any other part of any body deposited at the altar of the spirit husband or spirit wife.
- I destroy all vows and covenants of sickness, unconsciously enter into, or have entered for me or my family or my bloodline by whoever that is affecting us to caught to effect an everlasting divorce between us and spirit husband or spirit wife.
- I destroy all Luciferian arrows in and on our bodies.
- Holy Spirit flush our system from all wrong sexual and all demonic deposits in our system with the Blood of Jesus.
- Holy Spirit search light go through my body and consume every demonic mark, tag, embargo deposited in my life. Destroy any torch-light given to or placed on us.
- Every strange image, object, symbol, deposited by the spirit husband or wife come out of us.

---

Lord, please repair and restore any damage done to any part of our spirit, soul and/or body that allowed Satan to tamper with our health on all levels.

We renounce and reject the demonic name given by the spirit husband or wife, and soak in the blood of Jesus to remove every demonic mark attached to such name.

We destroy every demonic power and act and object, assigned to destabilize our earthly marriage or to hinder child-bearing for earthly husband or wife.

Every demonic agent commissioned from the spirit wife or the spirit husband to cause misunderstanding between me and my earthly husband or wife, come out and be quiet.

Every marriage beliefs and stipulation that were done in the spirit, affecting my Earthly marriage vows and stipulation, we break and renounce it.

1.15.3.2 CHILDREN UNDER THE SEA

There are many children in the underwater city. Some of these children belong to witchcraft families. However, many of these children are spiritual beings while others are hungry street children that have been captured by Satan’s agents and turned to witchcraft. These are children who been abandoned by their parents and roam the streets targeted by the witches/wizard to turn them into witches and wizards. The queens of covens and the kings of wizards pick up street children. These poor children are fed potions of human flesh and drink human blood from their witches’ pots. Soon they are captured, enslaved, and brought to the City Under the Sea to be trained as Satan’s agents.

Since these children are not born full blood into the craft, they can never rise to the leadership of the powers of darkness. However, they can be trained to be used as Satan’s agents. Once they come to the underwater city, they go through initiation rites chanting and bathing them in blood, using both animal and human sacrifices. They are given small pots, incense burners; special salts or herbs; bells or gongs; tribal drums; animal parts; bones; candles; incense; amulets; talismans; charms. They are taught to practice rituals, such as ESP powers, and talking to the spirits.

How to identify them:

- They have a morbid fascination with the dead or with death.
- They damage their flesh with self-mutilation.

---

• They have a fascination with blood, including cutting themselves for marking with tattoos or body paint.
• These children will show unusual body movements and effects such as twitching, tics, rocking, glazed eyes, head banging, moaning or groaning, chanting.
• Lack of empathy toward the hurts in other people’s lives.
• They act cruelly with inhumane acts against people and animals, or acts of vandalism.
• They have hatred and distrust toward Christianity, including God, Jesus Christ, the Bible, the church, pastors, youth leaders, and Christian ideals and ethics.

The demons tell them to give away meals to their relatives to gain demonic power over them. Of course they will put magical potions in these meals. Many times these children are directed to work evil powers against their relatives, sometimes even bringing about death to them to prove their loyalty to Satan. These children are hardened in their hearts and they turn against their mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and aunties to kill them.

These children that are trained under the sea by demons adopt a philosophy or attitude that shows a reversal of norms; for example, bad is good and good is bad. They are sent into churches to destroy them. Many well-meaning Christians cannot discern the evil nature of these children because they simply see them as children. The sea children are able to cause great confusion and divisions among the church people. Some of the children from the city under the sea are used on the beaches to sell seashells to the tourists from all over the world. The unsuspecting buyer will take these shells home. The demons will attach themselves to these shells. This is a way that Satan can work powers through the shells as a point of contact. He uses them to destroy them and work evil in their homes. They can cause depression, loss of sleep, frequent nightmares, paranoia or excessive fear, restlessness.

These witchcraft-controlled children each have many snake spirits in their stomachs and these evil spirits are the mediums of their evil assignments.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✔ Any children of the sea operating in our lives be exposed. Any food consumed or effect thereof affecting me or my family be destroyed now. Any object or shell in my possession affecting me be destroyed. Any demonic spirit and influence causing depression, loss of sleep, frequent nightmares, paranoia or excessive fear, restlessness through this come out of us.
This is a spiritual cobweb used to enslave the glory, success, blessings, spiritual lives, help and so on of their victim. There are three areas on victim's body which they use their evil cobweb to cross, these are:

- The fore-head,
- the eyes and
- the legs

Originally and normally, cobweb is a product of a triplet-demon who by coven terms are called 'Tobat, Hetbat and Malachat', They are demons recruited from the marine kingdom to possess human beings as witchcraft spirits in them, and are equally being hired by other witchcraft spirits to attack people with cobwebs. Witches of this nature have their external launching base inside the cotton wool trees.

Cobweb is formed or come into being through the making of evil declaration, otherwise known as "a united voice of evil agreement" against a person. A declaration that ends with the evil spitting by the declarant that forms a cobweb.

There are three types of cobweb:

1. Tobat cobweb: Tobat is a coven word which means 'glory destroyer'. this is the type of cobweb people feel is often touching them on the head, This is a cobweb that is assigned straight for total destruction of people's glory. As long as victims are experiencing this type of cobweb on his head, everything they have acquired will gradually vanish, and anything they intend achieving will be difficult to be achieved.

2. Hetbat cobweb: This is the kind of cobweb that crosses people's eyes and it is mainly targeted against people's visions. People's visions here are in two classes: (a) Ministerial vision (b) General vision. This type of cobweb is a working attack of witchcraft agents in the area of paralyzing and blocking all chances for a fellow to answer the call of God. A sign of cobweb crossing one's eyes will forever expel a person to continue outside of God's purposes for his/her life because the victim will never think toward any idea that will lead him /her to breakthrough in life. Such cobweb hinders people from dreaming and from thinking positively. The

---

victim of this type of cobweb can never see any way to go through to make headway in his/her life. The fellow experiences a total paralysis of vision.

Malachat cobweb: The word 'Malachat' is also a coven word which in English means, 'unprofitable movement'. The enemies use this type of cobweb on the legs to render the daily movement of a victim to be wasteful or unprofitable. In other words, any fellow having the experience of this cobweb at the legs will never have a movement or think of going to the venue or point of success or breakthrough in life.

When a group of witches mark out a person for a financial destruction, they take further step of going to the coven with his name and that of his/her mother. On rear occasions, they take only the victim's name to the coven without that of his/her mother's. It will be written on the evil blackboard. Serious evil declarations, either two or three types are issued against the said victim. These declarations are immediately followed by spitting two or three times and these two or three occasional spitting are the signs of anger behind the declaration. if the entire triplet demons (Tobat, Hetbat and Malachat) make declaration and spit, this is where one will have an experience of cobweb around one's head, face and legs at the same time.

How do you know you are a victim to this?

One can just wake up in the morning from the bed and one's face or head is caught up in a cobweb. Even at home, others in the house have passed the place already, but when it came to your turn, your face or head is caught in the cobweb. It may be along the road, people are moving on in your front and suddenly your face is caught in the cobweb. You are about entering your car and there it is, your face is caught up in the cobweb. You are about entering your office and suddenly you are caught in it.

It can happen anywhere and anytime of the day. It is so strange but many do not read meaning into such, they just wave it away as mere coincidence.

The spiritual purpose of the spiritual cobwebs is to affect the spiritual or physical life of a person. For example it can:

- Tie down one's destiny and make it stagnant.
- Enslave one's spiritual life.
- Cover one's glory so that one will not be seen by helpers of destiny.
- Cause disfavour and bad-luck. Such people will always experience big time disappointment.
- Cause hatred in one's life from others especially helpers.
• Make one remain single for life as suitor may never see the real you but a different person that will not attract them to you for marriage.
• Cause division in one's marriage and make one's spouse to turn against one.
• Cause business breakdown, loss in sales and even increase debt in one's life and business.
• Deny one of getting job even though one has passed the interview.
• Hinder or slow down one's progress in life.
• Cause slow growth in the church as a pastor.
• Make good members to turn against one eventually in the ministry.
• Make ministerial helpers stop helping one.
• Cover one's spiritual gifts so that it will not manifest or people will not recognize or appreciate such.
• Make one's ministerial spiritual life to be below average.
• Cause miscarriages.
• Control one's life and destiny.
• To capture one spiritually and make such a slave.
• To imprison one and eventually sacrifice such on their altar.
• To render one useless in life.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✔ We destroy every witchcraft power and cobweb assigned from the 35th plane of the marine kingdom to attack me with cobwebs.
✔ Every cobweb assigned against my glory, my vision, my destiny, my prosperity, my spiritual life, my future children and my movement to the place of success, to paralyze, paralyze, paralyze the triplet demons behind it. Be destroyed and come out of us.
✔ Every counsel of the 3-man witchcraft resulting into cobweb, I declare your cobweb to become nothing. We come now out of your prison.

1.15.5 AFFLICTION OF MADNESS THROUGH WITCHCRAFT

There are 3 categories or classes of madness.

1.15.5.1 LOWER CLASS OR HANGING OVER MADNESS

This type of madness is 'a madness of time-wastage'. This madness is so unnoticed in peoples' lives. Typical example of victims of this madness include those who gather every morning at a daily newspaper's stand chatting and arguing themselves out and away on a particular point relating to sporting issue after another. Sometimes, it involves a serious shouting match. They can be there wasting a precious part of their time for hours. A fight sometimes ensues from this ensued argument. Those who do this are suffering from a madness-related affliction. This demon works through worms as waste madness causing the victims to be lost in all manners of time wasting activities that are not in line with God's purposed destiny for their lives.

This occurs from the action of a demon called 'Zetarac', which is one of the apprentices to a principal demon called 'Chuntabat' who assigns 'ZETARAC' to inflict this kind of madness by first causing the victim to see 'an evil worm' which is immediately followed by an evil wind around the victim. This marks the final entrance of a madness of time-wasting in the fellow's life. The word 'Zetarac' is a coven term which means, "hanging over". So when you see people who gather at some places busy chatting and arguing or doing other irrelevant evil thing or another on a daily basis. It is not ordinary there is a madness in place.

Other victims of this type of madness include those who are daily involved in playing any form of game, from football to boxing as well as to games like draft, Ludo, Chess and so on. Taking over their lives abnormally for the sake of exercise or evangelism etc.

1.15.5.2 MIDDLE CLASS MADNESS OR TRIANGULAR MADNESS

This type of madness is an anger, wrath and this type of madness are demons of the same satanic root known as 'chuntabat'. Chuntabat is in fact, another coven term which means 'a triangular-madness producer', because this demon works through lizard, worms and chameleon to produce three different kinds of madness.

When the above demon inflicts his victim with an arrow of madness called middle class madness, he uses chameleon through the process or power of dreams at exactly 1 a.m. in the night. The victims of this madness include the wife-beaters (those who find joy or nothing wrong in beating their wives at will), those who can do worse things when angered using all manners of dangerous weapon when involved in what would have been a minor disagreement but turns it into a full-fledged fighting. The chief victims of this madness are those who for one explainable or unexplainable reason involve in indiscriminate killing of
their fellow human-beings through the use of guns, cutlasses and any other dangerous weapon, taking the life of a person or group of persons and in some cases the victims resort to taking their own lives too.

The madness of this nature is sent into the life of a victim through dream. Another demon will be brought in for the job, whose name is 'Babua'. Babua is a coven name which in English means, 'distraction and confusion'. The job of this demon is to make people targeted for this madness be confused and distracted and this gets their victims frustrated to sleep, at least have a nap or a little dozing away so that 'a madness-sender' chameleon can be projected to the sight of the victims' spirit-man. That marks the beginning of this madness.

**1.15.5.3 PRINCIPAL OR MAJOR MADNESS**

'Achac' as a single coven word, means 'Principal or major'. But the word 'Wattat' is also a coven word which means, 'Madness or Insanity'. Using the two coven words together as a combined word, we have 'Achac Wattat' which is interpreted as the 'Principal or Major madness'.

Achac Wattat is a common and popular type of madness for which one sees its sufferers or victims in a relatively pathetic and quite deplorable a condition. In other words, the victims of this madness are walking sadness, shame and hopelessness. Any victim of these madness lives in a different world with different (spiritual) beings. The victim is a property, such as a toy in the hands of unseen beings who are his/her owners. The victim is in fact, equivalent to a walking abode for some powerful demons whose job is to be rendering the destiny of human-beings shattered.

There are 2 methods of for this kind of madness.

1. This madness is being sent into people's life through an evil arrow, known as 'Dashia arrow'. Dashla arrow is one of the two major existing evil arrows produced in the kingdom of darkness. The second one is by coven termed dinidat', which means, 'General havocs'. While 'dashia arrow' is produced by the astral arm of the kingdom of the Air (also known as heavenlies kingdom), 'dinidat arrow' is produced in the marine kingdom, and it can be used to wreck general or all manners of havocs. A fellow to be attacked with this type of madness in discussion will first be put under spiritual surveillance of bewitchment through hard drugs or any other mental charging substance. In other words, they first work on the senses of the fellow using the demon of bewitchment known as, 'abnormality or Negativity'.
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Tenbal is a major demon that forms part of the raw materials used in producing cocaine, heroin and other. This demon is often being sent first to possess a victim's mind through projecting itself into the spiritual sight of the victim during sleep, through which it enters into his life. That is all it takes before the life of drug addiction commences. If his enemies do not want to go far more than that, I mean, if they just want to make the fellow live his life only as a drug addict, they will not go ahead to send the arrow of madness. But the fellow can remain as a drug addict for years, disgracing himself and the family concerned. No form of prayer can deliver the victim genuinely, if this demon that works bewitchment through hard drugs is not summoned by his name and dealt with by the word of God and then call out from that victim's life, real deliverance will never come to reality. If they decide to move the victim ahead to the stage of achac madness, chuntabat will be assigned to step in for the job of this chronic madness in victim's life.

This may involve the process of programming itself in a lizard that will suddenly become an evil lizard that will locate its victim through the power of the air (Astral power) anywhere the fellow may be in the world, regardless of what he might be doing at that minute. Once the lizard appears and he sights the lizard as programmed, it is through the eye-to-eye (sight match) that causes the transference of the arrow of madness to happen. It works like a magnet or as an electric shock. This is the commencement of a life of madness that may last for years, probably till the rest of the victim's life. A destiny shattered! If only the victim can recall what transpired during the start of this tragic experience, if or when luckily he gets better.

2 The second, which is the last complex process or method of attack of achac madness, is through the dream. A fellow's hair, either the hair grown on his head or at the private part just anywhere on the body are very useful to do the fellow three notable evils. The first evil is (i) madness, the rest two are: (ii) to divert the glory, (iii) to replace his destined long life-span with a short life-span. As for the madness purpose, through the witchcraft manipulation, when a fellow's hair is cut either in the physical or in the dream, these hairs are to be used as in-roads for madness and other afflictions to enter into the fellow's life via his spirit man. If there is no way to locate a fellow in the physical in order to have some of his/her hairs removed, that is why they go through the spiritual means, which is 'dream'.

(Never allow any person to tamper with the hair of your baby and children, generally. More importantly a baby, anytime you are shaving the baby's hair for the first time, monitor it well. When the hairs are shaved, collect it and carefully dispose it well, it is either you throw it into the pit, or find a place to dig and bury it the same way as an
umbilical cord is buried. Once buried is not useful for use for any evil again. Even, you yourself as an adult (a parent) watch carefully a fellow handling your hair. Go and check your life, how are things going? Are things okay with you? Check if one of the evil intentions through hairs is not affecting your life right now. Many lives ridden in poverty today can be traced to the evil done through the hairs in their lives.

At least three demons live in the life of a chronic mad man. The three demons are: The sole demon of madness known as Chuntabat and the two demons of curses (insloic and nisloic).

Their functions in the running of madness in the life of their victim:

- Chuntabat keeps the madness alive.
- Insloic and nisloic through a curse, keep prolonging the madness.
- The sun and moon keep smiting the victim both day and night.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We come against any madness sent out against us, our families and bloodlines including 'a madness of time-wastage', middle class madness and major madness.
- We destroy any witchcraft arrow or madness and all manners of havocs sent out against us with fire
- We break any curses keeping any madness alive in me, my family and bloodline.
- We destroy any evil lizard, worms and chameleon and evil winds, any eye-to-eye transference. Any witchcraft animal causing victims to be lost in all manners of time wasting activities die.
- We destroy any witchcraft of 'distraction and confusion'
- Lord, please sent in your angels to find and destroy any hair of me and my family and my bloodlines that is used to cause madness.
- We cancel the assignment to the sun and the moon to smite us both day and night. Lord please reprogrammed the moon and sun’ natural light to stop having a strange or an evil 'heat' that heats stir up the kind of affliction.
- All spirits of madness come out of us, our families and bloodlines
Bed-wetting is another separate arrow that can be programmed into someone's life to make the fellow an enemy to success/breakthrough in a particular area or in general areas of his/her life.

There are 2 types of witchcraft-type bed-wetting:

1. A type of bed-wetting that is affecting people between the ages of 6-18. This is often caused by zemsosia arrow. Zensosia means 'glory liquidizer', this arrow is named after a demon, which is one of out of the principalities arm of the astra kingdom. Once this arrow is shot or sent into the life of a person between the ages of 6-18, the spiritual implication is that the glory of such victim is constantly being liquidized away gradually at every bedwetting moment.

2. In a case where no prayer or precise prayers that are matter never applied and the situation continues till the age of 18, another set of higher witchcraft powers take over the attack which leads to the second type of bed-wetting which affects a person of age 19 and above. This type of bed-wetting is caused by principalities and powers arm from the 45th realm of the marine kingdom at exactly 2 a.m in the night. They operate through or in form of 'ecnog mosquitoes' to attack a victim, and this results into spiritual draining of glory, which manifests in physical bedwetting. For ecnog is a coven term, which means, 'evil draining'.

Alternatively, another convenient period and form through which they operate is by 2 p.m in the day time in form of 'tizol fly' in the midst of evil breeze. Both 'ecnog and tizol' means, 'evil drainer' and 'evil sucker' respectively. They drain and suck away the glory of their victim. This affects the victim's progress and peace constantly now or later in life. And both the mosquito and fly are demons (principalities and powers). So, be watchful and prayerful with mosquitoes and flies around us.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We destroy 'glory liquidizer' witchcraft power behind bedwetting including every weapon you are using to cause bedwetting in our life, or our family.
- Our inner-man receive fire that will henceforth be alerting us against bedwetting
At night roadside bush and bathroom that brings on deception to urinate that result in bedwetting, be consumed by fire and cease to exist in our dream.

We destroy every physical and spiritual fly and mosquito used to be an 'evil drainer' and 'evil sucker' – we release the glory you are liquidizing.

Lord, we ask that you please restore the glory that was lost or destroyed.

### 1.15.7 WITCHCRAFT ORIGIN CURSES

The twin-demons behind curses - Nisloic and Insloic (curse producer and distributor)

When these two demons receive any spoken evil word as a spiritual personality into their waiting hands, they make use of the secrets they have gathered about the victim. Chief among these secrets they have about the victim are:

- The victim’s name: the name helps in summoning the 'spirit man' of the victim to easily be located by the assigned curse.
- Involvement in sins (iniquity): the 'iniquity' of the victim helps the assigned curse to penetrate in and start its effect of woes in the life of the victim.
- Any 'evil material' in possession of the victim renders his/her life to be cheap and easy an accommodation for such a curse to reside.
- Lack of 'God's protection' over the fellow as a result of iniquity, leaves no resistance against an assigned curse issued into the life of the victim.

The two demons (Nisloic and Insloic) often make use the afore-listed secrets to a fix the seal of a respective curse on the fore-head of any victim.

Each of the appearances of curses stands as a "witchcraft seal" ('curse-identification witchcraft seals' ) which serves as an official 'spiritual trade-mark' being affixed on the fore-head of a cursed person, a cursed building, a cursed church, a curse nation and any cursed place in general in the realm of the spirit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF CURSE</th>
<th>Their Individual SEAL (TRADEMARK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Premature death curse</td>
<td>A dragon-shapes flaming fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Anti-success curse</td>
<td>A serpent-shaped flaming fire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

139 Ibid, p. 170-189
Any victim of any of the above listed curses bears the corresponding seal of such a curse on his/her fore-head as an official trade-mark in the realm of the spirit. There are about 6.6 billion demons specifically assigned for the work of monitoring curses in the lives of several cursed persons, places and things across the world. Those 'curse-identification witchcraft seals' often help the satanic agents who are in the 'curse-working or curse monitoring' group to locate and identify any cursed person anywhere and time he/she is across the world.

A curse remains the only weapon of dragging any affliction very long in the life of a victim. In other words, when witches send an arrow of affliction into the life of a fellow and they want that affliction to stay for a very long time in the life of the person, the only way through which they can do it is to pass it through the issuance of a curse. When this is done, such affliction can stay from 5 to 100 years that is why some victims die with their afflictions.

When witches liaise with or bring in water into the evil agreement, it is basically for the purpose of reprogramming water against that victim. As long as the victim makes use of water, the affliction lives on. That is why people pray and pray, answers do not come.

The cooperation of both sun and moon can smiting the victim and following up the curse placed on the victim both day and night. They smite a fellow by using their light to create a kind of spiritual heat known as 'curse-heat' in the body of a victim both in the day and night. That is why some people will complain that they normally feel a sense of heat at a particular part of their body. Even if they are in an air-conditioned environment, that does not stop them from feeling this strange heat at a given random time.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ Break the curses originated from witchcraft, Remove the 'curse-identification witchcraft seals' of the dragon, serpent and scorpion from the forehead.
✓ Cancel out any water linked to curses.
✓ Cancel out the participation of the sun and moon smiting the victim.
✓ Destroy the demons Nisloic and Insloic and its entire works.
VAMPIRISM AND LYCANTHROPY

Vampirism has existed and grown in the European psyche for generations, stretching some thousands of years. The same is true with lycanthropy (the mythical transformation of a person into a wolf), shape shifting and the darker aspects of witchcraft. Lycanthropy is closely connected with the dual aspects of sex and death, as is vampirism.\textsuperscript{140}

Vampirism and Lycanthropy is the most dangerous path to take on magically, as it invites the dark arms of the Black Eagle and Thanatos (Greek personification of death). The system of shape shifting is part of the nature of the vampire and werewolf. For example, a tale of female vampires would give them the astral form of a cat, an owl or raven. Many male vampires would take the astral assumption of a wolf or bat. It was said that vampires may take the form of mist or fog, this connection obviously comes from the ability to assume a mist form on the astral plane.

Through the past 600 years of vampiric history, many women and men would wake from a seemingly restful sleep, still feeling exhausted and worn out. Their experience from dreaming would be disturbed of a vanishing sexual experience with a demonic or angelic being. It is possible to develop, out of inherited and personal traits, an independent predatory instinct which can function on "autopilot" while dreaming.

Atavistic rebirth is the act of bringing forth primal desires via the subconscious, wherein such desires manifest and sometimes breed into monsters. It is up to the individual to build a great amount of strength to confront, understand and control such energies. Many lycanthropic urges manifest in violent sexual activity, wherein all honesty is present and a pure aspect of psychic make up is understood. Blood and sexual congress have long been interpreted as animalistic lust, resulting in the creation of psychic bonds between the individuals involved.\textsuperscript{141}

Astral vampirism and lycanthropy can be obtained once the Warlock and Witch are capable and adept in the Witches Sabbath arts.\textsuperscript{142}

Black Eagle is familiar spirit, a spirit called up by the sorcerer from the atavisms of the depths of the mind and is horrific and self-destructive if not properly controlled and channelled. This can lead to cases of madness, schizophrenia, even possession. IT has numerous vampiric

\textsuperscript{141} Ibid. pp. 9-11
\textsuperscript{142} Ibid. pp. 16 - 21
elements as part of its nature. A feature of this is that during dreams Black Eagle will appear in a blood red or black background. It is an American Indian spirit.\textsuperscript{143}

PRAYER POINT

- We take authority over every spirit and act of Vampirism and Lycanthropy. Come out of us, our families and bloodlines –
- any Vampire or werewolf spirits that are dream predators and can cause psychic damage and/or madness come out
- We cancel every dark witchcraft operating through it and influencing my and my families live
- We renounce every sex act resulting from Vampirism and Lycanthropy
- We cancel out any blood taken from us and Lord we ask that you sent in your angels to have every element of our blood be destroyed.
- We break any psychic bond created via blood and sex over us, our family and in our bloodlines
- We renounce and destroy every Atavistic rebirth bringing forth primal desires via the subconscious wherein such desires manifest and breed into monsters
- We cut our subconscious loose from the influence of Vampirism and Lycanthropy
- Any lycanthropic urges manifesting in violent sexual activity we destroy you now
- Every spirit of confusion, hate, self-pity, depression, madness and destruction that entered me, my family or bloodlines through Vampirism and Lycanthropy – come out
- Any Vampire elementals that are connected or causing deep desires and lusts that emerge from the subconscious be destroyed
- All witchcraft primal atavisms or animals including the serpent, the wolf, the dragon, the bat, the owl and raven die – you will not be invoked by anyone or anything
- You Black Eagle, a familiar spirit and Thanatos, spirit of death come out of us, our families and bloodlines – we cast you out of the depths of our minds – you take madness, schizophrenia, and possession with you – out! You will not possess any of our families or bloodlines!
- Any witches that is using Astral vampirism and lycanthropy on me or my family or bloodlines be destroyed

\textsuperscript{143} Ibid., pp. 106-107
Witches in this class pass judgment and seal it up and decide on who will suffer, die, oppressed, afflicted, troubled and by what means. They pass judgment, they supervise and make sure it is carried out and also supervise the manifestation on human lives; both physically and spiritually. Their operations are like this: when an offence is recorded against a person, they present the case in their meeting; discuss it and pass judgment. They can keep the judgment until the right time when they want that evil to, manifest in the life of the person.

Presently, two-thirds (2/3) of the population are suffering or going through one witchcraft judgment or the other, like smoking, prostitution, madness, poverty, sickness, gradual death, failure, hardship, bareness, disfavor, hatred, begging and borrowing, accusations, crying, joblessness, divorce, etc.

Judgment that is passed on their victims successfully could lead to the destruction of that human being and his family; it could also affect his land, country and cities, including villages and communities.

**PRAYER POINT**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We come against any judgement made from the kingdom of Satan over us, our country and our families. No judgement will be given to us except by our Lord Jesus.
- We destroy and nullify all judgements of witches against me and my family.
- Family witchcraft of judgement, die out of our foundations and generations.
- Judgement of sickness and death passed onto us, our families and generations by witches, be destroyed.
- All witchcraft destructive powers, weapons and instruments of war, be destroyed.
- My witchcraft wicked heart be removed and be replaced by the good heart of God.
- My demonic judgmental mind, die today.
- Curses of death and destruction you are now broken.
- We take authority over every evil spirit executing a judgement including smoking, prostitution, madness, poverty, sickness, gradual death, failure, hardship, bareness, disfavor, hatred, begging and borrowing, accusations, crying, joblessness, divorce, destruction, death or anything else come out of us, our family and our bloodlines.

---

✓ Any witchcraft charms and serpent in me or my family or in my possession be destroyed.
✓ All witchcraft armory, garments, jewelry, crowns, robes, etc. on my, my family and generations be destroyed with fire. I will wear only the armor of the lord with humility.
✓ Lord, set me free from witchcraft judgmental demons, attacks, poverty, accidents, stones, knives, torments and punishments, captivity and prison, mark and identity and sorrow,
✓ Lord, please break down any structures brought in place by any witchcraft activity and restore the heavenly structures to operate in me and my families lives.

1.15.10 GIANT DARKNESS WITCHCRAFT

Giant darkness witchcraft is not seen physically at all but it does great damage to people's spiritual lives because it block prayers, and hinder testimonies. It divert or collect blessings that operate in the heavenliness and even on the earth. These witches move surely to challenge and arrest any good coming from the heavenlies for the children of God and to prevent the dividend of prayers and to block heaven blessings and glory coming to earth and in the heavenlies.

Giant darkness witchcraft has the power to enter into the soul and body of man to start to cause great destruction and even manifest physically in a person, making him/her to become an enemy of God and become a total enemy of spiritual life. Sometimes they are responsible for the spirit of heaviness. They are dark spirits that have the power to pass through any barriers e.g. wall, concrete, and terrestrial limitations. Giant darkness witchcraft has bewitching and imposing power in the spiritually weak children of God.

These are evil body guards in a Christian's way of breakthrough. They operate as evil guardians in people's houses. Their target is to block human beings and Christians from entering their heavenly garden. They attack easy communication between man and God. They are the source of evil voices, strange voice and sound, wind and air witchcrafts.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ Giant darkness witchcraft power operating in me and my families lives and my bloodlines be destroyed. We destroy your armor and your body guards.

145 Ibid. 64-69
Every evil spirit, every dark spirit working through giant darkness witchcraft come out of us including spirit of heaviness.

Every spirit working to make me and my family and bloodline an enemy of God come out. We take authority over your bewitching and imposing power.

We command you to release our prayer dividends, blessings and glory! The light of Jesus penetrates your evil darkness. Release your hold on our prayers and testimonies.

Poison of giant darkness witches will not enter me, my family and bloodlines. Any poison already infused be incinerated.

The damaging power of giant darkness against my life, be damaged and be destroyed. Lord, please sent in Your angels to destroy the covens of giant darkness witches.

1.15.11 Demon Witchcraft

Demon witchcraft is the type that enters someone, transforming the person into a witch. Other avenues are direct or indirect initiations through household wickedness, seductive spirits in the dreams, exchange of garments, shoes, jewelries, sex in the dreams, prostitution, ring exchange, handshake, etc. There are various ways by which somebody’s soul could be trapped by this demon witchcraft. They do it by initiating the person into witchcraft willingly or unwillingly; and once the spirit enters that person, he or she will notice that he/ she is being transported into witchcraft coven or witchcraft place of meeting by witchcraft transport systems.

Demon witchcraft is the source of distribution of witchcraft spirit that has been in existence from generation to generation. Their evil task is to make sure that at least one witch is given birth to in every family. They cage souls, uses souls to deceive and destroy, bringing a lot of confusion to their victims.

Demon witchcraft comprises witches that are in-charge of spirit of witchcraft and force people into witchcraft by giving their victims food that are charmed with witchcraft spirit physically or in dreams. The spirit of witchcraft then presents the spirit of a victim so that it can be afflicted and attacked, to bring disharmony and cold war between good friends and family members.

PRAYER POINT

Ibid. pp. 240-245
Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Blood of Jesus Christ, paralyze and cast out all witchcraft demons in me and my generational lines.
- Demon witchcraft tormenting me and my family at night be destroyed.
- Holy Spirit, please set us free from these witchcraft powers.
- Rotten and dead witchcraft materials in my spirit, soul and body, and in my bloodlines be incinerated.
- We take authority over demon witches and associating spirits in me and my family and bloodlines acting like Holy Spirit, and command you to come out.
- Authority of demon witchcraft in my life and my generations, be broken.
- Demon witches ganging up on me, my family and bloodlines be destroyed.
- Any food particles left in my body, family or bloodlines from demon witchcraft be destroyed by the blood of Jesus.
- Any witchcraft still inflicting disharmony and cold war between good friends and family members, business colleagues be destroyed and restored

1.15.12 MARKET WITCHCRAFT

Market witchcraft practices, whether physically or spiritually, is in the market arena. There are many types of witches that are present in the market, which is also the meeting place for all types of evil spirits. In an African or Asian settings, the foundation of market places are laid on idols, backed up with human and blood sacrifices, including ancient evil powers of Satan. With this kind of foundation, market places become easy venues for the pollution of food items. Market witches influence quick sales of their goods in the market with their evil powers while their competitors hardly make any sales. They demonstrate their evil powers of bewitchment, manipulation, enchantment and curse on customers, fellow traders, market leadership, family and even friends.

They have the ability to change good things that enter the market into evil things through the powerful network of pollution witches. They decide who sells and who does not sell; they decide who makes profit or who makes loses; the truth is that market witches have their own government in the market. Right at the center of the market, these witches trade in all anything, even in human beings and human parts, physically and spiritually. People do see themselves being taken to the markets in their dreams. The market witches use this dream
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to initiate; afflict; disgrace and destroy the person. Afflictions from market witches can be very terrible and devastating, because the market places have a great deal of spiritual activities.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Lord, we cancel out any market witchcraft influencing us, our families, and business. We cancel out the foundation of idol worship, human and blood sacrifices or any ancient evil power through which this is empowered.
- Any polluted food items through market witchcraft in market places be exposed and destroyed.
- Lord, sent in Your angels to find and destroy market witches, their influence on our businesses and business deals, their networks of pollution witches and affiliations.
- We cancel out any market witchcraft bewitchment, manipulation, enchantment and curse on business deals, business partners, potential business partners, customers, fellow traders, market leadership, family and even friends.
- Father, we give You authority and invite You to take full control of all our business, business deals, associations, customers, potential customers, potential business partners and whatever is necessary to establish your kingdom work now in the market places where you see fit.
- Any good thing changed to evil we command you to change back and be glorified. Market witches changing human beings' goods into evil; be destroyed.
- Any manipulated decision made by market witches on business dealings affecting us be revoked. Holy Spirit please will you establish your influence on any business deal related to our now your business.
- Any loss we suffered, business wise, financial wise, customer wise you will now refund, repay and restore to use with penalties and interest Satan.
- Spirit of God, stop all evil sellers in the market square in (country/area).
- Blood market and exhibitors in our market place, stop and scatter.
- Witches headquarters in the market place, be destroyed.
- Power of God, destroy market witchcraft spirit and its identity, power and agreement operating in me, my family, bloodline and business.
1.15.13 **BUILDER WITCHCRAFT**

They are witches that build houses and construct big buildings for people to live in. They get their wealth and money through satanic means. They make sure that they and their members are a success at all costs. They can loan themselves money to build and construct anything under the heavens but if a genuine Christian child of God seeks their financial help, they turn him down. They make sure that human beings remain in perpetual bondage of lack and under the captivity of poverty. While they enrich themselves, they cage and limit their fellow human beings.

Builder witches are very common among landlords or proprietors. They do what they like by constructing bewitched houses for people to live in. Whenever somebody lives in a bewitched house, the person can never prosper and cannot have financial liberty to own his or her building. They must have planted evil witchcraft materials and sacrifices in the foundation of the house that will continually diminish the wealth of the tenants and the occupants. They used their buildings to even transfer people's wealth into their evil covens and altars so that the occupants will remain poor forever.

Sometimes when God has helped a tenant to save enough money to build his or her own house, some of these builder witches who are even present among the workers in the site, do everything possible to frustrate the work. They achieve these by (1) theft (2) abandonment (3) spiritual attack on the owner of property (4) killing of the property owners (5) frustration of the property owner (6) taking over of the property of the owner (7) diversion of property owners' money and building materials. Some of the witches use charms that will relieve them of the weight and the burden of the work they do so much that they do not feel the effect of the physical work on their body. Builder witches make sure the house they construct become a hunted building so that after construction, there will constantly be traffic of evil spirits in that house. Accidents and tragedy will then become things of constant occurrence to the inhabitants of such buildings.

**PRAYER POINT**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We take authority over builder witches and cancel out any builder witchcraft. We cut ourselves loose from being in perpetual bondage of lack and under the captivity of poverty.

---
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poverty. We cancel any associated curses enforcing this in our lives, families and bloodlines.

✓ Builder witches at work in us, our families and bloodlines be destroyed.

✓ If we have any builder bewitchment in any property that we own or live in we cancel it out and declare it useless. Any builder evil spirit on our properties or functioning in our lives comes out. Any loss of prosperity we had through this bewitchment we command that it be restored and repaid to us with interest and penalties Satan.

✓ Any evil witchcraft materials and sacrifices in the foundation of any of our properties of house be destroyed. Lord sent in your angels to find and destroy any in demonic places in the spirit where anything is held to add to the power of this bewitchments

✓ Any transfer done of my, my family or bloodlines wealth into their evil covens and altars so that the occupants will remain poor forever. Be released and transferred back with interest and penalties – we lose ourselves, families and bloodlines from being poor.

✓ Builder witchcraft, be exposed and destroyed in your assignment we cancel your assignment out of theft, abandonment, spiritual attack on the owner of property, killing of the property owners, frustration of the property owner, taking over of the property of the owner and diversion of property owners’ money and building materials – or any other instruction or assignment. It is now destroyed.

✓ Lord, we speak confusion in where any assignment is operational against us, family and bloodlines and ask that you will bring in your angels to destroy, remove, restore and rebuild what is necessary.

✓ (Weapons of builder witchcraft used in my family and bloodlines, be destroyed.

✓ Builder witches, repent now and bow to Jesus Christ.

1.15.14 HATRED WITCHCRAFT\textsuperscript{149}

Witches plant hatred through lies, manipulation, deception, rumors, backbiting, bewitchment, evil control, etc., so that the whole world will be living in total hatred and bitterness against one another without any trace of love, kindness and mercy. Hatred witches make sure that nobody forgives one another; nobody forgets the past evils done to them and everyone should continually live in one offence against one another. Once the water of bitterness is flowing in the heart of man against one another, the foundation of wickedness and destruction is laid. This prepares the way for fighting, war, killing etc.

\textsuperscript{149} Ibid. pp. 70-74
Hatred witches focus among other against Holy Spirit churches, loveable and loving families and friends; they work in offices where there is great harmony. Hatred witches are evil plotters; they send evil executors, who have serpent tongues of lying, to a united people. They exist physically and spiritually. They bring great discord among brethren by saying things that are not true just to bring create disharmony between peaceful and loving people. Hatred witches will always show up where there is joy, peace, harmony and love because their assignment is to bring bitterness where there is goodness of God that gladdens the soul.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Witches seeking to know my weak point to attack it, be confused and destroyed.
- Heart of hatred and waters of bitterness and all disharmony attacking me, family and bloodlines now die and dry up. You evil spirits working this come out disharmony
- Hatred witches surrounding my life, family and bloodlines, be expose and destroyed. Evil executors sent against me, family and bloodlines, who have serpent tongues of lying, be destroyed. Any evil spirit linked to this come out of disharmony
- Evil in my heart, family and bloodlines against God and man, die to your roots. foundation of wickedness and destruction be destroyed in me, family and bloodlines
- All the seeds of witchcraft and wickedness in me, family and bloodlines be incinerate now.
- Source of my bitterness and cruelty, I destroy you today out of me, family and bloodlines
- Lord, please give us a heart of mercy and forgiveness for fellow humans and help us to forget the pass evils we have dealt with.

1.15.15 LOVE WITCHCRAFT

These witches disguise themselves under the umbrella of love to practice terrible wickedness on their fellow human beings.

Love witchcraft is one of the easy ways that witches in family cycles and friendship cycles, penetrate the hearts of unsuspecting fellows. They show excessive love by giving good and precious gifts, food items etc. to trap many. Love witchcraft can deceive many, even pastors
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and prophets. A love witch many times gives support to servants of God with his/her evil intention of trapping and destroying the anointed servants of God.

But love witches are well connected and have access to places of power and families. They could be witchcraft parents or your God-sent fulfill wife to assist you carry out assignments of God in your life, making it look like without them, you cannot succeed or move forward in life, sometimes they are secret wizard husbands. They increase your problems but do not offer solutions to them. They could bind Christian and non-Christian in a marriage of destruction.

Most times, they love and appear to enjoy everything even the church but have no conscience or feeling for repentance.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ Holy Spirit, show me the love witches around me.
✓ We take authority over love witches and cancel out any love witchcraft operating in us, our families and bloodlines. We destroy any love of destruction.
✓ Holy Spirit, expose all wicked love to me and destroy any witchcraft bags manipulating or blinding me, family or bloodlines.
✓ We will not die as fools.
✓ We cancel and destroy evil assignments and arrangement against my life, my family and bloodlines.
✓ Evil spirit of love come out of my heart, my live, my marriage, my relationships, family and bloodlines - come out.
✓ All weapons of love witchcraft be destroyed.
✓ Love witches pursuing me and my children lives, be destroyed.
✓ Lord, please destroy the yoke of love witches and witchcraft in me and my families live and bloodlines.

1.15.16 CATERER WITCHCRAFT\textsuperscript{151}

Ordained witchcraft caterers are witches that produce food materials physically and spiritually and also make it available for people to buy and eat. They even force food into people's lives in their dreams. Ordained witchcraft caterers are in charge of poisoning of human beings with food items. All human beings have one time or the other taken this

\textsuperscript{151} Ibid. pp. 283-286
witchcraft poison into their system without knowing. (Many cancer patients are often fed in
the dream against their own wish.) Witches poison everything in human's life from food,
water, fruits and air. Sometimes you can buy the poison voluntarily yourself at food centers
or you could be fed forcefully in your sleep. Everybody without knowing it has once eaten
from witchcraft tables before, with the result of these poisons manifesting as sicknesses,
weakness, poverty, insanity, demotion, disease, frustration, bareness, failures, untimely
death, etc.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ Messengers of death feeding me and my family with poison die.
✓ Channels of food poison into me be destroyed.
✓ Holy Spirit, please cut off the evil flow of poison into our spirit, souls and body.
✓ Evil caterer be exposes and be destroyed.
✓ All the instruments and materials and weapons of witchcraft caterers be destroyed.
✓ All the food of death and sickness in ours system (family and bloodlines) be
  incinerated.
✓ Any remaining food particles and poison as well as death, sickness and diseases in
  our bodies be destroyed. Any sicknesses, weakness, poverty, insanity, demotion,
disease, frustration, bareness, failures, untimely death that came onto me, family and
bloodlines through ordained caterer witchcraft be destroyed and every evil spirit
associated with this come out of me, family and bloodlines.
✓ Any prosperity loss be paid back and restored with interest and penalties Satan.
✓ Lord, Jesus heal me, my family and bloodlines from the damages of witchcraft food.
✓ We speak to the victims hereof and say – be healed, be restored and be made whole.

1.15.17 HAIR WITCHCRAFT

Hair witchcraft includes hairs on the head, hairs on our armpit and private parts. Hair witches
are a specialized set of witches that hunt for human hairs, source for it, pay for it and even
collect it by force when they are desperate. This case does happen to some people in their
dreams and when they wake up physically they will just see that some part of their hair has
collapsed or their head has been scrapped or shaven.
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While the witches in the village devise crude means of collecting people's hairs, the hair witches in the cities open beautiful barbing shops and beautician's centers and hair dressing salons to have easy access to people's hair which they collect while pretending to cut or beautify the person's hair in the name of being fashionable. The hair witches even go to the extent of paying some owners of barbing shops money to collect people's hair which they later take to evil altars for the transference of their victims' glory, virtues, stars, and destiny. Witchcraft witches also do damage to parts of human organs and the body by planting hair into such sensitive organs that cannot absorb the hair and thus cause terrible damage to that part of the body e.g. brain; liver; lungs etc. Some people's lives are caged from childhood to the time they eventually pass on, which means that such person's prosperity, success, progress, ministry, destiny, favor, marriage were caged forever by these witches.

Hair witches are in grades and classes. The natural human hair God made is been transformed by these evil workers into serpent for human destruction. The Hair witches exchange the natural human hair from birth, transforming it into serpent which brings disfavor for the victims.

They exchange the beauty and glory of that person and the victim becomes their agent, to achieve their evil mission. Leviathan and deadly poisonous serpents could dwell on the person's head that could cause mental disorder which defies physical curative applications.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Lord, we take authority over any hair witchcraft and destroy it now. Please sent in Your angels to track down and destroy any hair from being buried, on evil alters, evil storage places for me, family and bloodlines.
- We cancel out any hair witchcraft and any ritual done with these hairs. We destroy now any assignment of destruction against us.
- We break any caging over any person in my family and bloodlines and break any associated curses regarding prosperity, success, progress, ministry, destiny, favor, marriage were caged forever by these witches.
- Satan we command that you restore, return any loss including prosperity with penalties and interest. Release my glory and treasures stolen or held back.
- Holy Spirit fire, burn to ashes every serpent living on my hair, families or bloodlines, burn bewitchment out of my head.
- Blood of Jesus Christ, purge out every dead brain in my head.
- We regain any spiritual knowledge of God back from hair witches.
- By the blood of Jesus Christ, we recover our glory back.
Any witchcraft agreement and covenant, is now useless.

Witchcraft problem in my head, receive solution now.

1.15.18 **INSTRUMENT WITCHCRAFT**

Instrument witches are a set of wicked witches that cause, physical and spiritual pains on daily basis. These are human beings who seek the services of witch doctors, native doctors, evil priests, occult priests etc. to afflict fellow human beings. As the name implies, this set of witches makes use of physical instruments known and unknown to torment and destroy human beings that offend them and sometimes those who do not offend them.

They are witches that use charm attached to instruments for man’s downfall.

Mostly, they obtain these charms after they have buried them for days or weeks at the burial ground to make them deadly instruments for destruction. An example is the use of potent family broom, cane, booklet, animals, pepper etc.

**PRAYER POINT**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- We take authority over all instrument witchcraft used against us, families and bloodlines. All instrument witches focused on us be destroyed. We destroy all witchcraft weapons and instruments of destruction in my body, my life. We destroy now the instrument witchcraft operating against us.
- Lord, please sent Your angels to find and destroy any charm, object, information regarding me, used to bring destruction against me, family, bloodlines, business – whether buried or in evil storage. Have them destroy any networks, associations, communication lines, places of data and info storage devices anything used in their evil workings – never to be established again against us.
- We cancel out any ritual done with this and declare it useless. Any deadly weapon used against us be destroyed.
- Any witchcraft animals eating up my, my families and bloodlines virtues and flesh, be destroyed.
- My soul, my spirit and my body, every one of my family and everyone belonging to my bloodlines depart from witchcraft kingdom now and be established in heavenly places. We destroy any evil design keeping us in bondage of destruction.

—Ibid. pp. 132-136
Witchcraft blood in my blood, be destroyed by the Blood of Jesus.

1.15.19 **BUYER WITCHCRAFT**

Buyer witchcraft creates witches that trade with everything good in human lives and our environment. They sell and buy destinies, children, husbands, wives, positions, etc. They use good to buy evil and they use evil to buy good, depending on their plans, depending on their decision, and many times they use evil to buy evil. Buyer witchcraft buys human organs like liver, brain, kidney, hands, legs, heart, intestine, blood and eyes, etc.

There are some witches that sell their own body organs too. When a witch sells his own body organs for evil this witch will become extra wicked because that organ will no longer function well in his body; then the witch will be insensitive to the pains his victims suffer in their evil act of destroying anybody since he himself is not at peace, and will also not want anybody to be at peace. The sold organ can become sick, weakened, paralyze or even decay. This is the reason why many cases of health problems cannot be resolved through orthodox medicine.

Physically they change people’s destiny and they achieve this when they buy any products from the money you give in exchange. They can cause quarrel, fighting in marriages through different means, for example, when they exchange money with you, exchange cloths and other materials, etc. They are able to poison goods purchased by Christians when their possessed finger nails make contact.

**PRAYER POINT**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Buyer-witchcraft trading with my organs, die.
- Buyer-witches operating around me and exchanging my life for death, be exposed and be destroyed.
- Spiritual market of buyer-witchcraft dissolve.
- My buyer-witchcraft power, die and disappear. I come out from spiritual and physical witchcraft trading
- We reject and destroy money of death used to buy me and my children. We reject and destroy gifts of death used to trade me and my family off
- Witchcraft buyers, witchcraft sellers, be exposed and be destroyed.

---
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Lord, please restore all my goodness that has been traded off
My star, my destiny, my glory sold off by my buyer witches, I buy you back with the Blood of Jesus
Spirit of God, bind every evil exchange for good out of my life.
Holy Spirit, remove any buyer-witch or operations out of my way.
Lord, give me discernment between evil and good friends, business dealers etc.
By the Blood of Jesus I buy back my life and all my cells organs.
Lord, please replace/restore all my damaged organs and life.

1.15.20 ORGAN WITCHCRAFT

Satan and its forces have operated through their servants whose work is specifically to destroy, to kill and steal human organs. The witches that are in charge of this assignment are called organs witchcraft. They run a spiritual hospital that has carried out detailed and intensive research on the functions of all the organs in the body. Organ witchcraft is present all over the world and it is responsible for causing sickness on human organs apart from the fact that they also cause dietary habit sickness.

Human's organs are either eaten, destroyed, replaced, injured, attacked or rendered useless by the activities of organ witches. There are some men whose male organs are no longer functioning. There are many women that have breast cancer; many people that have lung and kidney problems; some people have stomach and intestine cancer, all these are resultant effects of the activities of organs witches.

Today you see many people that wear medicated glasses to aid their vision because their eyes have suffered many visible attacks from the organ witches, which were intended to blind them physically and sometime spiritually. Some people's eyes have been replaced with that of animals. Some people's hands and legs have been paralyzed in the spirit, and that is why their businesses cannot prosper while the attacks on their legs is to always carry them to wrong places. Many other people have witchcraft sentences pronounced on their waist line; that is why you see them complaining endlessly about waist pains.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

155 Ibid. pp. 138-145
✓ We take authority over all organ witches and witchcrafts. We destroy now all organ witchcraft operating in me, my family and bloodlines.
✓ Lord, please destroy the organ witches, their work and networking.
✓ Lord, please sent in Your angels into the spiritual hospitals where any of my, family and bloodlines' body parts and organs are being manipulated, sold, eaten, destroyed, replaced, injured, attacked or rendered useless to find our body parts and organs that belong to us and to return it to us.
✓ We destroy any evil design linked to our bodies in these places.
✓ Lord, where something has been eaten, please replace it, where it is sick or paralyzed please restore and heal it. Where it is replaced with animal part please destroy the animal parts and replace it with perfect human parts.
✓ Remove any evil spiritual attachment to our bodies, any disease released into our bodies and give us a blood transfusion. We leave these spiritual hospitals, close the doors behind us and ask that You establish us in heavenly places, never to find entry again into these spiritual hospitals.

1.15.21 COFFIN WITCHCRAFT\textsuperscript{156}

This is a group of witches that physically and spiritually invoke people into spiritual coffins. Coffin witches are killers and destroyers of life. Coffin witches usually send spiritual coffins to many people. Sometimes you see with the spiritual eye people walking on the street with coffins on their heads; some carry theirs on their hands. This is the handy work of coffin witches that sent coffins to these people only for the person to die later.

A coffin is the vehicle that conveys one to its place of rest when the person dies, but the coffin witches use it to facilitate someone's untimely death. They have a miniature coffin physically and spiritually, which they make sacrifice with; they program words or incantations to invite the coffin spirit, which they send to go after a particular person whose name they have pronounced into the coffin that includes some sacrifices. And once this has been done, anything can happen to the person; the person can die by sickness, accidents, fighting, fatigue, attack, hypertension, or die in the sleep.

The coffin witches are the ones who bury people's destinies, virtues, fruitfulness, anointing, calling, ministries, children, blessings, prosperity, success, health, glory, life, husband, etc. in a coffin. There are also human beings who are dead spiritually and in coffins bound for hell.

\textsuperscript{156} Ibid. pp. 234-239
PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ We take authority over every coffin witch and witchcraft. Any witch calling me, my family or bloodlines into a coffin, be destroyed.
✓ We cancel out any sacrifice of coffin done against me and my family members. We cancel out all coffin witchcraft and destroy any spiritual burial set.
✓ All the good things of my life caged in a coffin, be released to me including destinies, virtues, fruitfulness, anointing, calling, ministries, children, blessings, prosperity, success, health, glory, life, husband and progress.
✓ Coffin witchcraft and cemetery witches, vomit my destiny, my glory and progress.
✓ Witchcraft coffin and grave spirits pursuing me or inside my family perish and come out.
✓ Witchcraft coffin and grave in me that had swallowed me and my family, vomit me and die. We will not enter, we will not live in a coffin or a grave.
✓ Lord, sent in Your angels to find and destroy every coffin and grave of death on me and my families and bloodlines.
✓ Witchcraft coffin and grave builders and sellers, be exposed and destroyed.
✓ Spirit of coffin and grave in me, my family and my bloodlines’ mind, come out.
✓ Power of death coming to me, my family and bloodlines as a coffin or grave, be destroyed.
✓ Coffin built for me and my family, and my bloodlines, be destroyed. No spiritual or physical coffin will terminate our lives.

1.15.22  WITCHCRAFT OF DEATH

The witches with this description terminate lives. They kill in the sea, on earth, inside the earth and in the heavenlies. They kill presidents, governors, ministers, ambassadors, businessmen and women, students, parents, friends, enemies, families, pastors, ministers of God, prophets, evangelists, Christians, Muslims, and even unbelievers. They kill through whatever vehicle that is available to them, e.g. plane crash, wars, poison, fights, curses, sicknesses, accidents, attacks, bewitchment, manipulation, sacrifices, winds, water, etc.

They kill both old and young people, even kill children from their mother’s womb and they do whatever they like because of the false belief that they can never be opposed. They enjoy

Ibid. pp. 278-282
inflicting both physical and spiritual pains on all; even taking the life of a fellow witch is a thing of joy to them because they thrive in absolute wickedness and wastage of lives.

This witches kill instantly without mercy, not bothering about what the consequences could elicit for their victims.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

✓ We take authority over ordained witchcraft of death in our lives, families and bloodlines. We cancel out this witchcraft and render it powerless.
✓ Spirit of death your time is up - come out of me and my family and bloodlines, come out of my spirit, soul and body
✓ Ordination, instruction and assignment of death and destruction against me and my family, my bloodlines burn with fire and the demons linked to it come out.
✓ All the witchcraft covens that are meeting because of me and my family, my business, my ministries be destroyed.
✓ Witchcraft messengers of death searching for me, my family, my bloodlines, be destroyed. Any witch going on suicidal mission against me, my family and bloodline, be destroyed
✓ All the power and instruments of death issued to kill, be destroyed by the power of the Blood of Jesus.

1.15.23 DISEASE WITCHCRAFT

Witches in this fold are the author and the source of known and unknown diseases, sicknesses and many infirmities in life. They manufacture diseases, they produce diseases of different kinds, which they afflict human race with.

They claim that 80-85% of human diseases come from this witchcraft kingdoms that are in charge of diseases. Not all diseases in creation are known to medical sciences.

There is a spiritual hospital of the witches, even spiritual laboratories where many evil diseases are being produced to destroy living things, man inclusive.
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Witches that produce these diseases, use them to punish attack, destroy, and kill their victims. Disease carrying witches have their bodies filled with the disease they spread to the human race.

Death from witchcraft diseases is now an epidemic in human generations. Witchcraft diseases are widespread all over the world; they are distributed through the wind, water, food, cigarette, seasons, day, night, afternoon, forces, urine, sex, etc. New diseases are daily being discovered and used by these witches against perceived enemies. They spread diseases from the spiritual realm and they manifest physically in human bodies.

There are three distinguished methods of attacking a victim with this affliction:

- About an hour after sexual intercourse, through the attack on the particular cell discharged as a sperm by a male into a female ovary (a reproductive organ). When a man and a woman are to have or having sexual intercourse, they should make there is no existing grudge. It is very dangerous for a couple to go or having sexual intercourse in the midst of keeping offences or malice.

- ‘Witchcraft injection’ - A weapon being used by the host of kingdom of darkness. There are in two types: (i) ‘evil blood’ (ii) and ‘paralysis’. The effects of this weapon is to make the victim appears pale or emancipated as a result of the spiritually evil blood injected into his /her system. It is this evil blood that will gradually dry, eat off and hinder the existing physical or normal blood from not penetrating into the victim's system. The 'evil blood' called 'lenoxas' can be administered into the life of a victim on a particular day when a victim is born.

- Evil consumption by Witchcraft, either by the day time, in the afternoon during a sleep or by physically buying a consumable item from a demonic hawker by the road side. Many people you see or discover hawking by the roadside, are not genuine human beings. Many of them are agents of darkness. Watch and pray before buying an item for consumption during a traffic jam or at the road side.

PRAYER POINT

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- The Son of God was manifested to destroy the works of the devil, not only on the face of the Earth, but to the depths of hell where they originate.
- We cancel all curses that bring sickness and disease into our lives.
- We destroy now every witchcraft sickness and decease.
- We destroy now death sent to us – we will not die on any level but life to bring Glory to God.
We now arrest any disease spiritually sent out to us from the kingdom of darkness including witchcraft diseases.
we destroy your progress and advances in our systems including our spirits, souls, and bodies.

evil consumption by Witchcraft be destroyed.

Any evil blood anything else received via Witchcraft injection be incinerated.

We ask lord that all its arrows, pollution, germs, bacteria, foreign objects and poison will be incinerated now in our bodies and life.

We command every witchcraft, sickness, disease and death spirit to come out.

Sickness of death in our life, be destroyed by the power of the blood of Jesus.

We command healing to start to manifest in all the areas of our life.

We speak to our cells that are destroying themselves: stop do destroying yourself – receive revelation from the Spirit as to who your real enemy is and attack it and destroy it.

Kalchor, zinza and Zinda – come out

1.15.24 DELIVERANCE WITCHCRAFT

Deliverance witchcraft is one that ensures that complete deliverance does not take place in their victims. The witches bring confusion during deliverance prayer or to the deliverance minister himself and sometimes to the deliverance candidate. They fake deliverance when there is actually no deliverance, and block deliverance from taking place by causing distortion and diversion in the place of deliverance. They release a sizeable number of their hosts of witchcraft demons i.e. evil spirits, to hinder deliverance, attack deliverance ministry directly or indirectly, bring aggravation in the place of prayers and even after prayers.

They manipulate many people seeking for deliverance:

- to disobey simple instructions from deliverance ministers or churches. They use food, lying, besetting sins, several immorality, etc.
- to block the deliverance candidates that are expected to fast to be able to eject the evil spirit in them. These witches also make sure that their victims are persuaded against deliverance by telling the candidates that fasting could kill a person, and then the candidate will be compelled to drop the fasting and other things like prayers that will bring solution to the man's life.

159 Ibid., pp. 264-269
Deliverance witchcraft manifests in the life of Christians who are disobedient and not disciplined. This is the reason why many people find it very difficult to receive total and complete deliverance to solving their problems. They operate in four dimensional lines i.e. sand, water, air and wind.

PRAYER POINT

✓ We cancel out any witchcraft done and any curse spoken to stop deliverance today. We declare your action and influence null and void.

✓ Four realms witches of sand, water, air and wind operating against me and my family’s freedom, be destroyed.

✓ Deliverance witchcraft demons swallowing my prayer inside me be burned out of me,

✓ We take authority over every demon sent in to block deliverance we cast you out – we command you to go to the feet of Jesus.

✓ Heart of stone of deliverance witchcraft in me and my family, break by the hammer of God.

✓ Stronghold of deliverance witches on deliverance ground, we pull you down and destroy you with the power of the blood of Jesus.

✓ Deliverance witches, coming as deliverance candidates, be exposed and receive salvation.

✓ No power shall block anyone’s deliverance.

1.15.25 THE BEWITCHED BRAIN AND MIND

A great problem today is the problem of a bewitched brain and mind. If a brain and mind have been taken to a witchcraft coven, they will begin to function abnormally. One of the favourite pastimes of witches and wizards is to cook human brains spiritually in a cauldron. Once the brain and mind is cooked in that manner, it will never function normally. Students, who are very brilliant, for example, can suddenly develop cases of idiocy. Such problems often occur when the brain and mind is bewitched.\textsuperscript{160}

\textsuperscript{160} Ibid.
1.16. POWERS OF DARKNESS ASSOCIATED WITH SORCERY, WITCHCRAFT AND MAGICK

1.16.1 PHARMAKEIA

Dr Ana Mendez-Ferrell, in her book *Pharmakeia: A Hidden Assassin*, states that every infirmity originates in the devil’s territory and is spiritual. Eventually, it is transferred from the invisible world and becomes visible in the natural world. The fact that they discussed their transgression prior to committing it, and the fact that they believed Satan’s lie, made Adam and Eve fall.

People therefore create a mental panorama of everything they will undergo in life. If there is a family disease such as cancer, diabetes, or some serious illness, people begin to predispose themselves to get said diseases. Every time they go to the physician, they are asked if there is a history of any of these ailments in the family. The doctor, as well as the patient, is convinced that the dormant infirmity will one day appear.

It’s the invisible world that rules over the natural world, and not the other way around. If people want to see victory in their bodies and in anything else, people need to understand where the root of the problem lies. In attempting to take down a tree, the solution is to lay an axe to the root, and not to try to prune its branches.

Medications operate in the same manner as witchcraft. They have an effect, which gives the appearance of healing, yet only the symptoms are treated, so the patient may feel well when he is not. A series of side effects and damages, often irreversible, accompany pharmaceutical drugs: from simple nausea, to heart attacks, terrible liver and pancreas complications, Alzheimer’s, dementia, depression, memory loss, haemophilia and in some cases, even suicide.

The immunological system God created is damaged little by little, until it ends up nullified in some cases, thereby creating one of the many forms of immunodeficiency.
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1.16.1.1 MANIPULATION THROUGH SICKNESS

A thought structure which produces sickness, is when people use their infirmity, including their mental health, to manipulate someone else. This can happen to get a mate’s attention, or that of the children, or of the parents. When a person uses manipulation, domination and intimidation to have his way, it is witchcraft.

There are people who, because of not having resolved their low self-esteem and rejection issues, literally create sicknesses, which manifest in their bodies, to control their loved ones. It’s like a self-defence mechanism, which is totally erroneous and destructive. 

In cases like these the solution does not lie in chemicals or drugs, but it is vital to get to the root of the problem.

1.16.1.2 CADUCEUS

The medical symbol is called Caduceus, the cross of Freemasonry, the cross of Lucifer, and/or the cross of Diana. It is a symbol of the occult healing power of the serpent, but also of the sacred Yogic marriage. It is raised over every institution of healing: hospitals, chiropractic offices and the medical profession in general.

It is associated with oaths taken in the name of other gods and goddesses; especially to the occult healer Asclepius, a type of false Christ, and bringing people under false systems that keep them drugged, robbed of true healing and their money, and destroy the people’s faith in God the Father, and the Great Healer Yahweh Rapha.

Figure 4.3: Caduceus

---

This symbol releases the witchcraft power of the Caduceus to put people to sleep. This image creates subliminal responses (triggering mechanisms on the subconscious) that activate in a person every time he sees it, to go back to worship Lucifer, the false healer.\(^{167}\)

The symbol is also known as Kerykeion, Herald’s Wand, and has been nearly universal, found in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and India, where it is a symbol of harmony and balance. The symbol may have originally been a symbol of the sovereignty of the Goddess Tanit (the Carthaginian and Phoenician goddess of the moon), and has been used as an emblem of the goddess Ishtar and the Sumerian creator god Enki. The most recognisable form is the Kerykeion, or herald’s wand, an emblem of authority carried by couriers for safe passage, and most often associated with the Greek Hermes and the Roman Mercurius. It has been mistakenly utilised as a symbol of the medical industry in the place of the wand of Asclepius (Asculapius). In the Hermetic Tradition, the caduceus is a symbol of spiritual awakening, and has been likened to the twin Kundalini serpents of Hindu mysticism.\(^{168}\)

This emblem is a veiled symbol for the sex act and it is this symbol that represents the supreme deity of the Masons and, by extension, the Eastern Stars as well.\(^{169}\)

### 1.16.2 Belial

He is one of the most wicked and vile spirits in the kingdom of darkness. Belial is mentioned twenty seven times in the Old Testament and once in the New Testament. The Hebrew word “beliyyaal” which is translated as “Belial” is mentioned sixteen times in the Old Testament. The word is also translated in other verses as wicked, ungodly, and naughty. The Strong’s Concordance definition of beliyyaal is: without profit, worthless, destruction, wickedness, and evil, naughty. The most common of these definitions is worthlessness.\(^{170}\) Merriam-Webster’s

---


\(^{167}\) Buys, A, The Tree of Knowledge and Serpent. Kanaan Ministries. Unpublished, p. 137


definition of *worthlessness* includes valueless, useless, contemptible and despicable.\(^\text{171}\) “Despicable” is defined as “*deserving to be despised: so worthless or obnoxious as to rouse moral indignation.*”\(^\text{172}\)

Belial’s work is to cause men to commit sins that are so vile and contemptible that they rouse moral indignation. Belial attempts to draw people away from worshipping the true God. Under Belial are spirits that will seduce people and draw them away from the Lord.

One of the works of Belial is to bring uncleanness into the temple of God. The ministry is a target of this spirit. He desires to draw the servant of the Lord, His anointed, into sin (especially sexual sin) to bring reproach to the church. Those controlled by Belial will despise the Lord's anointed. Belial will cause individuals to not support men and women sent by the Lord. They will withhold their financial support.

It is important to honour and respect those who are called and sent by the Lord. One of the ways to honour the people sent by the Lord is to support them financially and to bless them with spoken words. It is dangerous to touch the Lord's anointed. As a person receives the Lord's anointed, he will receive the fullness and blessing of the Lord.

Belial hates the Lord's anointed. Belial desires to murder and destroy the Lord's anointed. Preachers and teachers anointed by God are a hindrance to Belial's work. Godly leaders call men to repentance and a lifestyle of righteousness. They bring deliverance and restoration to the people of God. They are a restraining influence on the work of Belial.

The men of Belial are selfish and only concerned about themselves. Belial causes men to be selfish and unconcerned about others. Those influenced and controlled by Belial are inconsiderate and unthoughtful about the needs and condition of others. Belial is a spirit that will cause increasingly cold love (to be pitiless, ruthless, have no compassion, have no pity, show no mercy, and harden one's heart), iniquity and lawlessness to abound.

Belial has released a flood of ungodliness (denying God or disobedient to Him: impious, irreligious, contrary to moral law, sinful, wicked) upon the nations. Belial is responsible for the flood of ungodliness manifested through Hollywood, television, and the mass media. Belial is responsible for rebellion and disobedience to God. This spirit has caused many to be irreligious and impious. A lack of reverence (no fear of God) is the result of Belial's influence. Belial desires to cover the Earth with filth and immorality. This flood also includes the persecution that comes against the Lord's anointed.


Belial causes men to plan and plot that which is evil. There are people involved in forms of witchcraft that are planning to destroy the Church. We have heard reports of witches fasting to break up marriages of Christian leaders and to disrupt the Church. Belial will influence men to plot against the righteous. The mind of Belial is lawlessness and rebellion. Where there is no law, people run wild. A society that rejects the Bible as its moral authority will eventually have problems with its judicial system. Belial hates the restraining power of the Bible, the Holy Spirit and the Church. This is why he attacks them so viciously.

If Belial cannot directly control a person, he will influence him through ungodly association. Associating with the wrong people can cause an individual to receive an evil transfer of spirits. One of the keys to being delivered from Belial's control is to break every ungodly soul tie and obey the Word of God. Belial is tied to unrighteousness, darkness, infidels, and idolatry. The first reference to Belial in the Word of God ties him to idolatry.

The believer is not to touch the unclean (dirty and filthy). Belial is associated with uncleanness. There are unclean spirits attached to behaviours or objects that are unclean. Witchcraft spirits are directly under the strongman Belial173.

### 1.16.3 JEZEBEL

Belial works together with Jezebel. The real Jezebel is in actual fact not a spirit but a principality and world power – some even calls it a force. Jezebel can be summarised in one word: witchcraft.

_Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols._

_Revelation 2:20_

Jezebel’s name means “unexalted” and “without cohabitation”. Jezebel and Ahab work together. The two complement one another. If Ahab is not present, Jezebel doesn’t react. And if Jezebel is not around, Ahab won’t react. Ahab can be summarised as silent rebellion.

Jezebel is driven from inside by perversion, rebellion, pride, arrogance, haughtiness, sorcery and witchcraft. Everything is done to satisfy the self in every area, including the materialistic and the physical (flesh). Jezebel is unteachable, independent and arrogant.
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Jezebel wants to destroy and remove the true prophets of God (1 Kings 18:3-4), abuse authority and leadership-positions and resist the working of the Holy Spirit. She instigates fear and reacts in the flesh, via threats and tantrums for example. This principality manipulates people on an emotional level, lies, cheats and distorts the meaning of peoples’ words.

Jezebel has an insane, unquenchable lust for power and authority. She is never satisfied until complete power is within her grasp. The Jezebel controls persons, marriages, families, bloodlines, congregations, etc. with the following cords: witchcraft, compromise, sexual iniquity, religion and domination, intimidation and manipulation. This principality can be responsible for senility in old age, drug abuse, occult, witchcraft, illegitimate sexual sins, fear and astrology (Isaiah 47). Other areas where Jezebel rules are cancer, homosexuality, divorce and female domination. Jezebel can also bring forth blasphemy and incest.

This principality can sit behind schizophrenia, schizothymia, double-mindedness, doubt and instability. Persons coming from broken families usually carry with them strong spirits of death. Doubt and instability can be a false personality which causes weakness and insecurity; also called the Jezebel’s child within. The child is an alternative personality which is weak and insecure, fearful, rebellious, sexually abnormal, or other characteristics against the true self.\textsuperscript{174}

The spirit of Jezebel operates in witchcraft. Jezebel is a controlling manipulating spirit of witchcraft. Witchcraft spirits will attack any person who wants to hold them accountable. Jezebel will say things like ‘you are non-loving and mean’. People operating in the spirit of Jezebel (controlling witchcraft) seldom repent of their harmful actions and can be very brazen and outwardly aggressive to cover up their insecurities.\textsuperscript{175}

\section*{1.16.4 LILITH}

Also Lili, Lilitu, Lilet, Lizet

As the mother of the Succubus and of night, Lilith is a symbol of night and magickal power, Sorcery and Witchcraft. The connection of Lilith with the cult of Vampirism has been noted by many. The sacred bird of Lilith is the owl, one may seek to invoke, or identify with the goddess Lilith through the dream assumption of the owl form. rather interesting connection is

\textsuperscript{174} Buys, A, Understanding Jezebel. Kanaan Ministries. Unpublished, pp. 9, 43-46
\textsuperscript{175} Ibid., p. 140
that one of the 17 names of Lilith is actually Kali. Lilith sprinkles her powder of wolf and bat blood within the chalice which invariably leads to either knowledge or madness\textsuperscript{176}

To summarize the goddess of Luciferian witchcraft is Lilith or Babalon, as described previously. She is also Hecate, the darkened moon goddess of the cunning circle, whose blessing is youth, imagination and death. The son is within you and that is Cain, the Baphometic daemon whose magick is the core essence of the religion of sorcery.

Lilith as described the bride of the devil, Az is the sexual name for Lilith which when kissed causes menstruation, known also as the great whore Lilith-Az\textsuperscript{177}

The demon goddess Lilith is represented throughout history as an owl. Lilith is described as either a winged serpent or a screech owl (or a anthropomorphic combination thereof) who murders infants (it would appear from the perspective of modern medicine that infants who succumbed to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome would have been thought to have been victims of Lilith), and who torments men at night who sleep alone, the original succubus.\textsuperscript{178}

\section{1.16.5 KALI}

Kali is the Black Destroyer as well as nurturing mother. Often represented as a Black Demonic Goddess, Kali stands atop her husband, Shiva, holding in her hands blades dripping with blood, and upon her neck a necklace of human skulls. Kali is black because all that transpires returns to her, she is the Abyss in its feminine aspect. All time melts into this Goddess. Kali grants ecstasy to those who would invoke her in the rites of Tantra. The union of Male and Female with a magickal aim or focus presents an accessible window to the astral and dream plane.\textsuperscript{179}

\section{1.16.6 BABALON}

Babalon is the Qabalistically restored spelling of the biblical Babylon, the great whore. This goddess is in union with the Beast 666 in the book of revelation. Babalon is the goddess who hold the cup of her fornications, from which the blood of the saints dwelled. Babalon is the goddess of an opened spirit, the Luciferian mind. Babalon is also to be considered a


\textsuperscript{177} Ford, M W (2008) Beginning of Luciferian Magick. Houston: Succubus Inner Publications, pp. 31-33


Goddess of death and blood; she is actually a varied aspect of Lilith. Babalon may be invoked with a various methods of Sexual Gnosis and blood magick, from which she would incarnate.

### 1.16.7 HECATE

Hecate is also known as queen of the witches, the dark goddess, protectress of herds and sailors, goddess of the crossroads as well as the sender of nocturnal visions (dreaming visitation). Hecate is depicted as a woman or hag with three heads, each facing a different direction. Residing with her as well was Thanatos (god of death), hypnos (god of sleep) and Morpheus (god of dreams).

She is a combination of both lunar and solar energy, strength and vision. Hecate carries three torches. Hecate is regarded as the Triple Mooned Goddess, the witch queen of primal darkness whom is regarded as Babalon, Lilith and Az. Revered as the goddess of the dead, she is the queen of ghosts, shades and phantoms of the night. It is in the centre of her essence that one discovers there is no difference between Hecate, Lilith or Babalon.\(^\text{180}\)

As the goddess of three forms she was Luna (the moon) in heaven, Diana (Artemis) on earth, and Hecate of the underworld. She characterized the unknown and night-terrors that roamed the abandoned and desolate highways. True believers also feared Hecate's ability to afflict the mind with madness, as well as her influence over the night creatures.\(^\text{181}\)

### 1.16.8 ASMODEUS

Asmodeus appears as a three headed (a connection with Hecate, being the tripled nature of the moon), a ram, human and bull. He rides upon a dragon, vomits fire and carries a spear. The association of Asmodeus with witchcraft beyond the Triple Mooned nature is that the Daemon is said to be the child of TubalCain and Naamah, given life by the reverse aspects associated with witchcraft and demonology. Asmodeus is the lord of the circle, within which full attainment and union occurs. The Lord of the Circle is also the Lord of Sorcery. Asmodeus is a god of sorcery and dark or night side earth based magick, as is Belial within these arts.\(^\text{182}\)

---

\(^{180}\) Ibid, pp. 61-65


1.16.9  KUNDALINI

The Kundalini spirit is a fire snake, the serpent in the form of a phallus, the sacred fire serpent. It is a magical energy Kundalini that rises through the spine and coils at the base of the spine. It causes the baptism of serpent fire up the person’s spine, nervous system, electrical system, endocrine system and immune system. It causes electro-magnetic charges into the body by the strongman of death and hell, Apollyon, king over the bottomless pit. It releases serpent fire power, power of the occult and a world of illusions. It twits a person’s perception of the true nature of the Triune God and causes a person to see God through his veils.

Kundalini comes in many forms and manifestations, and opens the door to the false holy spirit, the goddess connected to Lucifer and to Luciferian spirits. It cripples every part of a person’s body, emotions, mind, and spirit to render him spineless and powerless.

The Kundalini serpent fire can awake and release into a person’s body through no fault of his own or against his will as counterfeit fire through occult surgery, injury, accidents, trauma, childbirth, rape (as a child or adult), sodomy, witchcraft initiations, satanic dedication, satanic ritual abuse, any form of ritual, among other. Kundalini opens door to the psychic realm, clairvoyance, astral projection, magic power, and allowing the total destruction of the king over the bottomless pit, Apollyon, to afflict the person.

Where Kundalini is awakening, voluntarily and involuntarily, it causes disturbance of the brain, psychological disturbances, awakening of dormant diseases, weight loss or gain, food cravings, out of the body experiences, meditation for hours, sitting in a Yoga position, Buddhism, desperation, believing that divinity has come to take one home, distortion of time and space, loss of consciousness, emotional disturbance, a sense of chaos descending, fear and anxiety, anorexia or bulimia, visions or hallucinations, disassociation, changes in breathing patterns, a sudden shift in values, major impact on relationships, suicidal thoughts, self-mutilation, hyperactivity, strange sounds coming from inside the body, profound stillness, chronic fatigue, anxiety disorders, obsessions, fibromyalgia, nerve problems.183

1.16.10  PAN

It is in witchcraft that Pan - the symbol of Nature - still lives. Pan is represented and hidden as Pan, the child of Samael and Lilith. Pan/Cain takes many forms, in the spring he is the

wild beast who is hunter, horned and decorated in the colors of the earthen flesh. Pan is the god of forest. Sexual exploits made him odious, therefore making him a sexual perverse spirit. He is known to have seduced several nymths. He also boasted that he had coupled with all Dionysus' drunken maenads. Pan represented freedom of spirit, natural instincts, and sinless love.

He often tried to capture women, and because of his lustfulness, they lived in such fear of him that his name is still associated with fear, in adjective panicky and noun panic. He is a spirit of panic. In the satanic bible Pan is called the Greek god of lust who was later relegated to devildom. Pan is an adulterer, homosexual and bisexual.

1.16.11  THOTH

Thoth is seen as an ibis-headed man, a baboon, or sometimes as a "dog-headed ape" or a "dog-headed baboon." According to The Satanic Bible, Thoth is the Egyptian god of magic. It was Thoth, with his powers of magic, who taught Isis the many spells which were to earn her the title of great enchantress. Not only was Thoth the god of magic but he was also the god of the dead. There is a connection with Masonry since the Masonic rituals, especially the death and resurrection ceremony of the third degree, is a portrayal of the death and resurrection of the Egyptian god Osiris.

Thoth is one of many gods mentioned as a witchcraft deity. When envisioning the goddess and god, many of the Wicca [practioners of Witchcraft] see them as well-known Tammuz, Hecate, Ishtar, Cerridwen, Thoth, Tara, Aradia, Artemis, Pele, Apollo, Kanaloa, Bridget, Helios, Bran, Lugh, Hera, Cybele, Inanna, Maui, Ea, Athena, Lono, Marduk - the list is virtually endless. Many of their deities with their corresponding histories, rites and mythic information, furnish the concept of deity for Wiccans. Thoth and Hermes were also known by the name of Marduk. Marduk was the god of magicians and magic arts. The Phoenician name of Thoth is rendered as Taaut (Taut or Thaaut). He was the author of the worship of serpents among the Phoenicians.

---

186 Ibid., pp. 26-27
1.16.12 ANUBIS

The god of the dark wisdom. God of the dead, Anubis opened the roads to the other world and presided over embalment. After the funeral, Anubis would take the dead by the hand and introduce him into the presence of the sovereign judges where the soul of the deceased would be weighed. It is Anubis' duty to attend to the ritual preparation of bodies, to weigh the heart of every man on the scale of justice, and to judge a man's good and bad deeds on earth. Anubis is one of the gods adored in witchcraft. Anubis is depicted in the shape of a dog (or a jackal) and believed to be the hell-dogs from the south. Were originally believed to be animals or birds but in later years were anthropomorphized and pictured with human bodies with the head of the animal or bird. One of the prerequisites from Anubis is the burying of babies alive which release lower vibrating energy through terror used by reptilians, half-bred and full bred.187

1.16.13 MAMI WATA

Mami Wata is a water-spirit, sometimes described as a mermaid figure, who can be found throughout the western coastal regions and into central Africa. Mami Wata is generally known as the mermaid, and sometimes called Sirene or Madame Poisson. She is called Queen of the Ocean and Wonderful. A potential devotee may find Mami Wata worrying him in his dreams or suffer from an infliction such as poor health, mental illness, or infertility. In art she is shown as a siren, an image of temptation or a sex object. She is often called Mamba Muntu, crocodile person.188 Women sometimes initiate relationships with personal water spirits in order to overcome infertility. These spirits have a reputation for jealousy and expensive tastes. They can be blamed for a variety of physical, material, and emotional problems if their demands are not met.189

1.16.14 HERMES

Mercury was a Roman god but in Greece he was called Hermes. Hermes is believed to be the personification of Light and the Son, the Mediator, redeemer and saviour. It was Hermes who was an astrologer and who was also attributed with initiating men into magic and the founder of occult science, especially Alchemy. Hermes was the first to proclaim himself as

187 Ibid., pp. 27-28
'the light of the World'. Satan and Hermes are one. He is called the Dragon of Wisdom, the serpent, identical with the god Hermes, inventor of the first initiation of men into magic, the author of serpent worship.

Hermes is Trickster in a different role as messenger, a god of the crossroads, and finally the leader of souls to and from the underworld. His phallus penetrates from the known into the unknown world, seeking a spiritual message of deliverance and healing. Among the goddesses he was, it appears, the lover of Persephone, Hecate and Aphrodite. Among the nymphs, whom he pursued in the shady depths of forests, his conquests were wider. By them he had a numerous progeny. Hermes was called the lord of the phallus and male and female at once. This sexual union is very prevalent in Masonic symbolism.

Among the pagan mythologies, Mercury or Hermes, was always represented by a cubical stone. These gods are purported to have many sexual encounters, nor is it a great astonishment to learn that these encounters are not only with girls but also with boys. Sexual perversions of all kinds have always been associated with mythology, witchcraft and Satanism.\(^{190}\)

### 1.16.15 SATAN

Satan, like Baphomet, is often pictured as a hermaphroditic deity, having a male phallus and the breasts of a woman. He is the horned god of the witches, symbol of sex incarnate. The god of witches is sexual, but sexuality is seen as sacred. He wears horns seen as waxing and waning crescents of the goddess Moon, and the symbol of animal vitality. He is black as darkness, as night is seen as the time of power and part of the cycles of time. The god of witches is the god of love, a love which includes sexuality, wild and untamed as well as gentle and tender. In witchcraft, sex is a sacrament, *an outward sign for inward grace.*\(^{191}\)

### 1.16.16 MARINE SPIRITS

Marine spirits are the principal demons in charge of adultery, fornication, abortion, incest, homosexuality, lesbianism, pornography, polygamy and other sexual perversions.

These demons are boastful and extremely proud, stubborn and incorrigible. Some marine agents have weapons in their palms: evil stones or pins. Some have serpentine tongues;

---


\(^{191}\) Ibid., pp. 10-11
they can abuse anyone. Most of them are talkative. They often talk themselves out of every good thing in life. Some have mirrors on their foreheads laden with wicket spiritual power. Some have demonic chains around their necks. Others have cowries inside their bodies.

Some women with marine spirits have dangerous plantations in their breasts. Many marine agents have serpentine spirits inside their reproductive organs. That is why they are addicted to sexual immorality, keeping them in perpetual bonds of sin. Marine spirits kill children who cannot defend themselves.192

1.16.17 SPIRIT OF MIND CONTROL

A person who is under the power of the witchcraft mind-control spirit finds himself subject to uncontrollable urges and thoughts. Certain emotions and feelings arise unexpectedly. Despondency and mood swings mark his personality. Memories of the past haunt him and certain addictions increase, including drugs, alcohol, and masturbation. He feels compelled to do certain things or to act in certain ways. Often, anger and bitterness emerge unexpectedly and just as quickly subside.

The spirit of mind control is often seen as a giant squid with ten tentacles that stick into brains or cover heads. It is sometimes seen as a brown cylinder or dark brown bands that cover a person’s body or head. There are different things that can open the door for the spirit of mind control and fear is one of them. Fear colours the way you think. Everything in the mind is slanted to reach a result prearranged by fear. Satan sometimes uses desire and even good intentions. Other things can change and control a person’s mind, like hatred, bitterness, and unforgiving attitudes. A person’s entire mental outlook can change overnight under control of this spirit.

Addiction to drugs is a form of mind control. So is gluttony. Fear, pride, or a lie can come in and control your mind. Satan has captured the minds of many. Schizophrenia and other mental diseases are on the rise. These victims no longer have control over their own thinking processes. They have bought the suggestions of the enemy and can no longer resist his evil schemes.

The spirit of mind control often brings headaches. It also brings unteachableness, hardness of mind, stubbornness, depression, unbelief, and unwillingness. Some people go through years of teaching but never learn anything. They still cling to old ideas and beliefs no matter what. They have been brainwashed and cannot get rid of their ways of thinking, even when

proven erroneous by the Word of God. A kind of stupor exists where the victim cannot see reality or truth. They see things only through tinted glasses, so to speak. It brings narrowed vision, and the person cannot seem to understand the things of God.  

A person under attack from this spirit will manifest symptoms of passivity, forgetfulness, headaches, loss of train of thought etc. This spirit is part of the mind-binding and mind-blinding spirits.

People can receive mind control spirits through music (Rock, Jazz, Disco, etc.), meditation, reading certain books, drugs and alcohol (or anything that alters the mind and breaks down the hedges) (Ecclesiastes 10:8), passivity, control by another person, exposure of the mind to false teachings, psychology and pornography. Mind control spirits can also be inherited. Mind control works with insanity, mental illness, schizophrenia, intellectualism and a host of other spirits that operate in the mind.

1.16.18 SPIRIT OF ANTI-CHRIST

Satan himself spawned the Anti-Christ spirit, as well as leading the demonic angels into their evil. The spirit of the Anti-Christ has as its purpose the destruction of everything that God has built within the person, including their looks, their curiosity of beauty, and their personhood itself.

One of the things that this spirit does to control individuals is to cause them to judge themselves. Another thing done to control the person is to change their focus so they can’t grow spiritually. The spirit also bribes the person with enticing doctrines of demons, and misleads people from true freedom into religious bondage.

The spirit of the Anti-Christ is attached to the religious spirit when people receive the Lord Jesus Christ into their lives without the Spirit of Life (the Holy Spirit). Many Monarch slaves, for example, are working with the Anti-Christ spirit under the cover of being good Christians.

The Greek word translated “transforming” is also the source of the word “masquerade”. It means to have a facade, with a hidden character behind it. The words of the apostles warn Christians about “double-minded men” (James 1:8) and that Satan’s key people will masquerade with false fronts. In contrast, the Scriptures admonish followers of Christ to have their public lives match their private lives.

When the spirit of the Anti-Christ comes into a person, it comes in as a cold clammy spirit that consumes all hope and all joy in life. Rather than being a fresh breeze bringing joy, this spirit of the Anti-Christ is like a vacuum sucking life. It is like being raped. Victims of this spirit say they felt like they were raped and defiled by it. The person’s own natural feelings of cleanliness will feel violated.

This spirit can touch a person’s life in different ways and at different levels. When an individual’s personal standards are violated, the person will often not forgive themselves. Instead, they judge themselves. This further illustrates how the Anti-Christ spirit sets up abusive patterns. By judging oneself, rather than forgiving, the victim sets himself up as God, for only God can judge a person. Jesus is the only one who has a true standard and measuring stick to judge by.

Captured by the cycle of abuse from the spirit of the Anti-Christ, a person will continue to beat up upon themselves. Satan wanted God’s power and glory, but not the character of God. The spirit of the Anti-Christ has wisdom that it promotes which is earthly, natural, demonic (James 3:14-15). The Spirit of the Anti-Christ will entice people with the doctrine of demons (1 Timothy 4:1).

The Anti-Christ spirit breaks Man’s ability to love God and others. Satan’s original pride came from selfishness. The spirit of the Anti-Christ brings selfishness, but it brings it in a hidden way. The Anti-Christ spirit will cause pain. The hidden damage of pain is that it inflicts self-focus.195

The Anti-Christ spirit can also manifest in rebellion – open rebellion, cunning-, crafty-, and subtle rebellion as well as silent rebellion. Disobedience leads to rebellion which in turn is a sin of witchcraft (1 Samuel 15:22-23) which opens the door to the spirit of the Anti-Christ.196

1.16.19 FAMILIAR SPIRITS

10 There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch. 11 Or a charmer, or a consuler with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer. 12 For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and because of these abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before thee.
Those who divine by a familiar spirit are called: (1) enchanter (magician); (2) witch or wizard (one who practices witchcraft and sorcery, using Familiar Spirits to do their bidding); (3) medium (consulter with familiar spirits); (4) clairvoyant (witch or wizard); (5) necromancer (one who consults the dead, wicked, unjust spirits); and (6) conjurer (one who commands or summons Familiar Spirits to appear).

A familiar spirit can be assigned to a family line. In this case the spirit will know all the personality traits. He will furnish the medium, for example, with the secrets that only the family members know. Familiar Spirits can pass from generation to generation every evil trait, genetic disease, evil inheritance of every unrepented sin.

The familiar spirits can cause paranoid or a split personality. Because they are an innumerable class of evil spirits, each having a personality of his own, they seek to gain possession of living bodies and souls that they may express their own habits, personality traits, appetites and lustful desires. Insanity can occur when the familiar spirit completely overthrows, subdues, conquers, suppresses, and locks up the human spirit in a cell inside the body and totally takes it over, thereby total possession taking place, fully controlling the body and mind.

Familiar spirits can have the following assignments:

- carry curses of illness,
- cause behaviour problems,
- keep people from repenting,
- cause unholy personal tendencies,
- carry illness and sickness from generation to generation,
- cause evil habits, and
- turn family members from the paths of righteousness into everlasting punishment.

1.16.20 PSYCHIC HEREDITY

Psychic inheritance includes the ability to tell fortunes, including the disaster or death of someone, to find things, to predict happenings and to have visions and dreams that are occultist in nature. Some inherit spirit guides, often a dead ancestor. Some have been

197 Garrison M (1980) How to Conduct Spiritual Warfare. Florida: Mary Garrison, pp. 64-70
appointed as successor to an ancestor who was a noted psychic, fortune-teller, or sorcerer.\(^{196}\)

CASE STUDY

In one particular case, a young Christian woman began to be tormented at night with spectres, shadows, and voices. Unseen hands grabbed her, and many weird things began to happen to her. God revealed that a living aunt of hers practiced witchcraft, and the aunt had designated the young woman as her successor. We broke soul ties with her aunt, and she renounced the occult out loud. We rebuked the demons and called them out. Over a period of time, the woman found release from her captivity.*\(^{199}\)

1.17. SOUL TIES

A soul tie or in some instances an inner soul tie is formed when a person is extremely close to someone or something. One can form ‘godly’ as well as ‘ungodly’ soul ties with family, friends, pastors, other believers, churches, movie stars and rock stars. When a soul tie is formed, a person can take on the characteristics of the person or thing it has formed that tie with.

Soul ties with God are seen in Deuteronomy 10:20 which states:

\[
\text{You shall [reverently] fear the Lord your God; you shall serve Him and cling to Him, and by His name and presence you shall swear.}
\]

\textit{Cling} or \textit{cleave} in the Strong’s Concordance means to cling or adhere, cleave (fast together) be joined together. A believer is to form a soul tie with the Lord, and this is very important for him in his daily warfare and deliverance. The believer \textit{must} commit himself to the Lord and serve Him alone, and as this soul tie is formed he will be able to say as Jesus said, "...I and My Father are One..."\(^{200}\)

Soul ties with other believers are seen in Ephesians and Colossians:

\[
\text{For because of Him the whole body (the church, in all its various parts), closely joined and firmly knit together by the joints and ligaments with which it is supplied, when each part [with power adapted to its need] is working properly [in all its functions], grows to full maturity, building itself up in love.}
\]


\(^{199}\) Ibid.

Ephesians 4:16

[For my concern is] that their hearts may be braced (comforted, cheered, and encouraged) as they are knit together... v 19) "and not holding fast to the Head, from Whom the entire body, supplied and knit together by means of its joints and ligaments, grows with a growth that is from God.

Colossians 2:2

The Godly soul ties with other believers are normal and part of the plan of the Lord. Believers should love each other and help each other. That is how they can fulfil the scripture, Love thy neighbour as thyself; they become as one body and therefore need and help each other.

Soul ties with friends can be formed, as seen with David and Jonathan, who were best friends and as a result developed a soul tie (1 Samuel 18: 1). Soul ties with one’s spouse are also Godly:

Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and shall become united and cleave to his wife, and they shall become one flesh.

Genesis 2:24

Having said all this, ungodly soul ties can form when the souls of men and women are knit together with negative repercussions. Manipulation and control by another person may create negative soul ties.

CASE STUDY

A domineering mother’s soul knitted to her son's, and he ended up in an insane asylum suffering from schizophrenia. When the woman cut the spiritual umbilical cord and cast it off, the son recovered instantly and several days later left the asylum normal.

Souls are also created with every act of adultery and fornication, knitting ex-lovers together, even though they no longer see each other (Genesis 34:2,3). They may marry others, but they continue to be tormented by thoughts of the former lover. Strange circumstances may bring them together, and they bump into each other at unlikely times and places. Even if their relationship ended on a sour note, they often think of, fantasise about, and lust for each other. All soul ties need to be broken and cast off.

Other ungodly soul ties include ties with homosexual partners, former bosses, teachers, employers, employees, parents, siblings, relatives, or anyone who played a dominant part in
your life at some point. Sexual partners can pass multitudes of spirits on through sex. Witchcraft creates extreme negative soul ties. In addition, the soul can be fragmented and destroyed piecemeal. Satan steals away fragments of the soul so that the victim never feels complete or at peace. Somehow, he feels something missing in his life, and he doesn't know what. 201

1.18. THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTEIN

In her book *Prepare for War*, Rebecca Brown explains the importance of protein to both the counsellor and the client202. Spiritual battling results in an acute loss of protein from our physical bodies. If we are not careful to increase our intake of high quality protein during times of intensive spiritual battle, we will become weak. The Scriptures have much to say on this subject. Ever since God's covenant with Noah in which he gave Noah the animals to eat, Satan and his demons have been trying to stop humans from eating meat. God's judgment in the flood was brought about due to the intercourse occurring between humans and demons (Genesis 6). God told Noah to start eating meat after the flood for a very specific reason. He knew the spiritual battle Noah and his descendants would have to go through to keep demons from controlling them and their lives.

As we study the Old Testament and the laws God gave to his people, the children of Israel, we find that the spiritual warriors of those days were the Levites of Israel. Their diets were clearly high in beef and lamb. If we look at the various spiritual warriors of renown in the Old Testament, we will find that every time before they engaged in a great battle, God prepared them with the eating of meat.

The Lord also speaks very directly through Paul to this point in the New Testament:

*Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron; Forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats, which God hath created to be received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the truth. For every creature of God is good, and nothing to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving: For it is sanctified by the word of God and prayer.*

1 Timothy 4: 1-5

If Satan can keep God's warriors from eating meat, he can cause much weakness and illness among them from the lack of protein. The physical body rapidly loses its ability to fight infections when deprived of protein. Many people die unnecessarily in these days of 'modern medicine' because their doctors don't supplement their protein intake. Brown testifies to this:

During times of intense battling we often find it necessary to eat meat at least twice daily. If we do not, we rapidly lose strength and often become physically ill. I have worked with many people who, when under intensive attacks by witchcraft, became excessively weakened and even ill, simply because they did not know about God's simple principles regarding the needed protein intake. All of them were much improved when they increased the amount of meat in their diets. I have also worked with people who were unable to keep the demons out after a complete deliverance because they persisted in maintaining a vegetarian diet. They simply didn't have the strength necessary to keep the demons out. If you are having trouble getting someone completely delivered, or in helping them to keep the demons out afterwards, don't forget to ask them about their diet. If they are a vegetarian, they will have grave difficulties keeping the demons out.

It is wise for people who have been through a difficult time of deliverance to eat a diet very high in high quality protein for several weeks after the deliverance. Increasing the protein intake will contribute towards healing of any unseen physical damage that might have occurred during deliverance. The whole area of spiritual warfare is a very deep and dangerous one.

1.19. NOT WANTING TO GIVE UP DEMONIC POWERS

Many people involved in the occult want to 'have their cake and eat it too'. In other words, they want the power of Jesus Christ to bail them out of trouble, but they don't want to completely give up their demonic powers. Brown has found that we can save ourselves much time and effort in the area of deliverance if we make it clear to a person requesting deliverance that the first demon we will command out is the 'power' demon giving them the ability to communicate with the spirit world. Once this demon is out, they will immediately lose all ability to use their powers of witchcraft. If someone is not really serious about desiring deliverance, or is trying to deceive us, they will back off quickly when they find out
that with the removal of this demon they will instantly lose their ability to use their spirit body.\(^{203}\)

### 1.20. **FINAL PRAYER**

Declare/Pray (say out loud) the following:

- Lord, we bring any evil agreements, -contracts, -covenants, -verdicts, -blueprints, -scrolls, -altars, -declarations, curses and seals on curses, before You and declare them broken and nullified by the Blood and sacrifice of the Lamb. We declare that all blood sacrifice power energizing witchcraft, any burned sacrifice, any smoke sacrifice, any eaten sacrifice and any death sacrifice is now powerless and redeemed by the Blood of Jesus.
- We declare all voices and sounds relating to or originating from witchcraft now silenced.
- Father, I bring before You every act of sodomy, or any sexual immorality including fornication and adultery – where I was guilty I take ownership and ask forgiveness – where I was not guilty I offer forgiveness to the relevant parties; whether this was done to me as a child in child abuse, witchcraft or ritual abuse or as an adult. In the Name of Jesus, I ask You Lord to heal all those painful memories and to set me free from all demonic spirits that entered me; You know who they are and how many entered me – set me free from murder, death, even physical death that entered my body through any mutilating diseases.
- I cut loose and bind the works of Beelsebub:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>City Name</th>
<th>Representing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>Shimrom-Meron</td>
<td>Spirit of control, witchcraft, impudence, violent spirit of suicide (Achshaph) (The king of Shimronmeron, the king of the rebellious filthy task masters. The king of Achshaph, the king of the satanic wizards and sorcerers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Josh 12:20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- I cut loose and bind the works of the ‘spirit of the age’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>City Name</th>
<th>City is representing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North-East</td>
<td>Hebron</td>
<td>New Age, Humanism, wisdom of people (The king of Hebron, the king of compromise with wizards and charmers (Some</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
✓ I rebuke all spirits from every mother and every father, from every grandmother and grandfather, from every family name and surname, from every man and woman on all the sides up to paradise. I proclaim the Blood of the Lam on any false trees, - fruits and - seeds.

✓ I cut loose the me, my family and bloodlines from every occultic seed, -fruit and -tree: Jihad, suicide, abortions, rebellion, pride, suggestion, anger, bitterness, deception, jealousy, idolatry, incense, lobsang rampa, third eye, magic (white, black, red, neutral), astral projection, ancestry, lies, astrology, Kundalini yoga, hatha joga, witchcraft, mind control, fortune-telling, emptiness, boastfulness, murder, temptation, seduction, falseness, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Freemasonry, secret societies.

✓ I expel and drive out all psychic intrusion and power out of the golden triangle and out of the specific lobe.

✓ I command the serpent to be driven out in the Name of Jesus and I bruise his head by the power of the Blood of the Lamb and the victory of the Cross.

✓ I drive out the serpent from our minds and our homes.

✓ I declare healing of all unhealed memories that are bound in a prison of the occult and witchcraft and break the paralysing powers of the past in the Name of Jesus.

Olukoya continues to give the following prayer points:

✓ Arrows of darkness fired into my brain, die, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Power of household wickedness upon my brain, die, in the name of Jesus.
✓ My head, reject every bewitchment, in the name of Jesus.
✓ My brain, wake up by fire, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Any power calling my head for evil, scatter, in the name of Jesus.
✓ I fire back every arrow of witchcraft in my head in the name of Jesus.
✓ Every evil hand laid upon my head when I was I little child, die, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Strongholds in my life battling my destiny, I pull you down, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Every power using my thoughts against me, bow, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Anointing for productive thinking, come upon my life, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Confusion, hear the word of the Lord, bow, in the name of Jesus.
✓ Anointing for uncommon success, fall upon my life, in the name of Jesus.

---
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Every power assigned to hinder my breakthroughs, rush into the Red Sea and die, in the name of Jesus.

I pronounce blessings and good things upon my in the name of Jesus. Amen

Dr Olukoya, in his book, *The Madness of the Heart*, gives the following prayer points against madness of the mind.\(^{205}\)

- I frustrate every demonic arrest over my mind, in the name of Jesus.
- Every powerful family spirit and every power of witchcraft working against my life, release me now, in the name of Jesus.
- Holy Ghost fire, destroy every satanic plantation in my mind, in the name of Jesus.
- I bind every spirit withstanding my testimony; in the name of Jesus.
- Every river of backwardness flowing into my mind, dry up, in the name of Jesus.
- Every evil association with unfriendly friends, break now, in the name of Jesus.
- I destroy anything that is representing me in any demonic meeting, in the name of Jesus. Amen

Isaac O'biyi Owolabi in his book, *Deliverance from 80 Types of Witchcraft*, give the following prayer points\(^ {206}\):

- Lord we forgive those who wanted to hurt us or our families. We ask that you will reveal yourself to them and bring them to salvation so that their testimonies will be an encouragement to the body of Christ.
- We ask that you sent Your angels to find any buried sacrifice and destroy it, as well as anything they have in their possession of us including every element of blood or and of flesh.
- We cut open any witchcraft bag still in existence against us with the sword that is the Word of God.
- Lord, sent Your angels to remove any structures, obstacles, fortraces or walls or defenses setup still left standing either to prevent deliverance or used for them to hide in or behind. Expose them now in the spirit, Lord.
- We ask that you will destroy any of the following magic and associated curses still in operations against me and my family and sent Your angels to destroy anything linked to it:
  - Charms or protective magic (*githitu*)
  - Hate or despising magic, (*mununga* or *ruruto*)


- Love magic (munyenye or muriria)
- Defensive magic (kirigiti or kihinga)
- Destructive magic or witchcraft (urogi = poison)
- Healing magic (kihonia, githitogiakuhuuhamurimu)
- Enticing and attracting magic ruthuko
- Silencing and surprising magic ngiria, itwanda
- Wealth and agricultural magic (muthaigawautonga)
- Purifying magic (mukuura, muhoko, ndahikio)
- Fertilizing magic (muthaigawaunoru)
- My strong redeemer, redeem me and my family totally from flesh eaters and destroyers

- Witches and their pots warring against me break together.
- Hammer of judgment scatter the witches and their pots.
- The staff of authority of witches brakes to pieces.
- The pots of authority of witches' brakes to pieces.
- The curses of witches on my life, fall off from me.
- The vow of witches on my life and family be cancel.
- My image in the hand of witches be release by thunder strike.
- Lord sent your angels to go to the places they kept me and my family and my bloodlines and set me free including witchcraft vehicles.
- Power stand of witches around me collapse.
- Witchcraft bottles keeping my spirit man brake.
- Witchcraft glass and walls keeping my soul and spirit brake.
- My glory, my star, my destiny be set free from witchcraft prison.
- I remove the garments of witchcraft sickness and death or any other witchcraft garment, robe, jewelry, crowns, markings, beacons etc.
- Demonic unity between me and witches be destroyed now by blood of Jesus.
- All the weapons of witches working on my life be destroyed now by angels of fire
- Light of Salvation shine upon me, for witchcraft darkness to completely depart from me.
- Spirit of God expose any other witchcraft to me and destroy it.
- Lord we bring any other witchcraft not dealt with by name before you and ask that you will sent out your warring and destructive Angels to destroy any witches, covens, networks still left standing against us through us or our bloodlines.
- Any blood spilled through miscarriages and abortions we repent and renounce before you Lord and cancel the blood offers out. We cancel out any lower vibrating energy released through terror when burying of babies or any person alive. We cancel out
the any ritual done through which these demons, spirits powers and principles are drawing power.

✓ We take up full authority over any witchcraft related demonic spirit, evil spirit, power and principality and command you to come out of us, our families, and our bloodlines and anything associated with us.

✓ Every evil spirit, power and principality empowering witchcraft in my live come out of me and my family and my bloodlines including Pharmakeia, Lilith, Kali, Babalon, Hecate, Asmodeus, Kundalini, Pan, Thoth, Anubis, Mami water, Hermes, Jezebel, Belial, snake goddess (underworld), bird goddess (over world), fate goddess, lady of the beasts (middle world) – cross road goddess, mother goddess - the Titan named Gaia, moon goddess, star goddess – Arianrhod etc.

✓ Every spirit of murder, death and destruction come out! Any demonic entity causing mental, spiritual, physical any kind of death on any area of our lives! We take back our lives in Jesus Name making Him the King of our lives only.

✓ Jealousy, hate, murder, deception, lies come out! The light of Jesus now shines on you and His presence replaces your evil presence in our lives, and anything associated with us including our finances, health, prosperity, relationships, marriages, businesses, ministries, callings, birth rights and future generations.

✓ Witchcraft releases chaos, confusion and turmoil wherever it goes. We now take up authority over Chush being the spirit of chaos, and Jan-wier. God is not a God of confusion but of peace. We command you to come out of our lives and bloodlines.

Lord, I bring our time lines before you and ask that you restore any adjustments made in our time lines by the enemy through witchcraft related activities. We ask that you will now synchronize our timelines with your heavenly time line for each one of us and our families, our callings and our birthrights.

Lord, I bring our live lines before you and ask that you restore any adjustments made in our live lines by the enemy through witchcraft related activities. We ask that you will now restore our live force and synchronize our live lines with your heavenly live line for each one of us and our families, our callings and our birthrights.

Lord, I bring land before you where we have been connected to land via witchcraft related activities. If the land is defiled we ask now that you will redeem and sanctify that land through the power and the blood of Jesus and that salvation will flow through that land to bring salvation to any witch still active on the land to bring destruction. We ask that you will disconnect us from any land that we are not supposed to be connected to. All occult and satanic witches operating in our country, receive salvation now
If I have been removed through witchcraft activities from land that we are supposed to be connected to we ask that you will connect us now to that land and that you will sanctify and redeem that land from defilement through the power and the blood of Jesus and restore the spiritual flow to and from us with the land that we should be connected to.

Lord, please bring healing to my community and country where these things have been destroyed. Raise up a standard against the enemy. Let life and peace and love flow to these communities and my country for restorations to happen. Bring people to freedom and salvation in you, pull them towards Jesus, Father and give them a new heart, Holy Spirit.

Lord, I bring callings and birthright to you, where our callings and birthrights have been defiled please clean it up and restore it to your heavenly designs. We pull down your heavenly designs towards us and ask that your will be done on earth as it is in Heaven. Fill our spirits, souls and body with the living waters and the fire of God.

Lord, I ask that you will wash our spiritual senses with the Blood of Jesus. Remove anything placed on our spirit, soul and body to cut off communication to you and hindering or defiling our dealings in the spirit according to your original design. Open our spiritual eyes and our ears. Remove any searing of our conscious and heart. Remove any heart of stone and give us a heart of flesh. Restore and heal our spirit, soul and body according to your perfect design. Restore to us any stolen children through miscarriage and abortions and open the wombs to now conceive through the power of the blood of Jesus. Bring healing and restorations to the sexual organs, sperms and eggs.

Lord, please destroy any demonic structures and demonic devices relating operating in or through witchcraft. And where our godly structures and devices You intended for us to have is influenced or damaged – we ask for redemption and restoration for optimum functioning in our lives.

Lord, I give up and return any counterfeit inheritance from witchcraft and ask that you will strip us from any wealth, position, status, calling, ability, roots, seed, trees, fruits, power, and genetic code. I ask that every spiritual object, tattoo, beacons, device, label, jewel, amulet, necklace, earring, crown, ring, bracelet, charm, garment, scepter, marker, power source, tracking device, system, grid, and branding in or around me, my family and bloodlines would be consumed and destroyed in Christ Jesus’s Name.

Lord, please sent out Your angels of healing to bring healing where necessary, and Your removal angels to remove things/structures/rubble etc. where necessary.
Father, I now ask that the enemy will restore with penalties and interest everything stolen from us according to Your instruction – even more than the seven fold.

We come now and hide in Your shadow according to Psalm 91. Your faithfulness is a shield around us.

Thank you for what you have done today! You are the only God! Our knee will bow only to Jesus Christ of Nazareth! Our mouths will be filled with the glory of God!

We seal this prayer and declarations in this booklet in every timeline, age, dimension and realm over every part of our lives and every aspects of our lives – spirit, soul, body and heart.

In the Name of Christ Jesus,

Amen!

1.21. CONCLUSION

When Solomon stood before God and asked what the people of Israel should do in light of their sins and subsequent social demise, God provided an answer, spelled out in four biblical fundamentals: they were to humble themselves, pray, seek His Face and turn from their wickedness (2 Chronicles 7:14). If Israel would do these things, revival was certain to come. God would hear their prayers, forgive their sins, and heal their cities. These principles are eternal. God is unchanging. Jesus is the same yesterday, today, and forever, and the law of precedence suggests that what He has done for others He will do for us – TODAY.

Satan wants to control the minds of all the inhabitants of the world in order to force them to worship him. God, on the other hand, gives us liberty to love and serve Him. Witchcraft steals the souls of men and women. The soul contains the intellect, emotions, and will. Satan’s most powerful weapon is deception.

Let no one deceive or beguile you in any way, for that day will not come except the apostasy comes first [unless the predicted great falling away of those who have professed to be Christians has come], and the man of lawlessness (sin) is revealed, who is the son of doom (of perdition).

2 Thessalonians 2:3
Only the presence of the Holy Spirit can transform our hearts. He is the One who sets the captives of the heart and mind free from the prisons of darkness. This is why it is important to spend time with the Lord, for in the measure He brings His glory to our lives, we can see His light that changes us into His image. Christ is the image of the invisible God, and it is His image in us that beholds with open face the glory of God.

20 Whenever our hearts in [tormenting] self-accusation make us feel guilty and condemn us. [For we are in God’s hands.] For He is above and greater than our consciences (our hearts), and He knows (perceives and understands) everything [nothing is hidden from Him].

1 John 3:20

God is not asking you to do more than He has empowered you to do. You can do nothing apart from Him anyway (John 15:5). He is asking you to do two things in every situation: (1) Love the Lord God with all your heart, soul, and strength; and (2) love your neighbour as yourself (Mark 12:28-31). The very foundation of Jesus’s ministry is rooted in God the Father’s love for mankind and the grace the Father extends towards us, drawing us to Him. Nothing can separate us from this love:

38 For I am persuaded beyond doubt (am sure) that neither death nor life, nor angels nor principalities, nor things impending and threatening nor things to come, nor powers, 39 Nor height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation will be able to separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Romans 8:38-39

So what is the safeguard from insanity and psychosis for the unbeliever? Only redemption through Jesus Christ.

What is the safeguard for the believer? Only through a pragmatic application, day by day, of discerning both good and evil. This is not sin consciousness. This discernment separates you from sin. The Word of God anointed by the Holy Spirit brings you to spiritual understanding. Your mind is renewed continually by revelation until it is cleansed of evil thought and realities.

See what [an incredible] quality of love the Father has given (shown, bestowed on) us, that we should [be permitted to] be named and called and counted the children of God! And so we are! The reason that the world does not know (recognize, acknowledge) us is that it does not know (recognize, acknowledge) Him. Beloved, we are [even here and]
now God's children; it is not yet disclosed (made clear) what we shall be [hereafter], but we know that when He comes and is manifested, we shall [as God’s children] resemble and be like Him, for we shall see Him just as He [really] is.

1 John 3:1-2

Therefore, as a son or daughter of God, the Spirit of God is within us to lead us into all truth. By obtaining knowledge, you can have hope even while in bondage preceding your freedom. You cannot be free unless you understand what freedom represents. The worst thing someone could do is to cast out an evil spirit without laying foundations of knowledge so that you know how to keep your freedom. If someone has an evil entity, we must fill them up with God's truth and knowledge until that evil is literally squeezed out. We want to bring them to a place where there is no room for it any more.

However, victory over all the power of evil is not by human works or self-effort but on the basis of the believer's faith in his position in Christ; victory is the believer being baptized into a vigorous union with the Lord Jesus Christ. The victory that overcomes witchcraft is our faith. It is our assured belief that we are what we are in Christ that alone defeats the devil. Victory is possible because we are united to the Victor. Victory is appropriable as we realise and reckon upon our position in Him.

"Stand, therefore!" That is what God asks of the believer. Stand as the victors we are; stand in the victory of Calvary, whether you see the victory manifest at this moment or not. We are in Christ.
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